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The sermon to the graduating class of the
Belfast High school was given at the Congregational church last Sunday by Rev.
David L. Wilson, the pastor. The audience
was unusually large and the service impressive. The music was furnished by the
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: npromptu (poem)..The PasBrig— Marie Palmer Wins
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regular North church choir, with a solo by
Mr. Hal R. Eaton, principal of the High
school. The floral decorations were effective,
combining the class colors, green and gold,
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At the bases of the arch were two
beautiful potted ferns.
The pulpit was
draped in yellow bunting, dotted with
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On the pulpit, tables and
green ferns.
altar wete arranged large bouquets of yellow tulips, double buttercups and white
lilacs. The sermon was as follows:
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SPLENDID POSSIBILITIES OF YOUTH.
"Ami it came to pass after three days they
found him in the Temple, sitting in the midst of
the teachers, both beating them, and asking
them questions.”—Luke c-iti.

THE

CHURCHES.
will preach at Poor’s
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Sunday

next

at 3 p.

in.

No doubt you are all aware of the event
in connection with which these words are
recorded. Jesus, a mere youth, had gone
up to Jerusalem with his parents to attend
the feast of the passover. He failed to start
on the return journey with them, and when
they were a day away from the Holy City,
iiis presence was missed in the coninonv
heturmng to the eity a vigorous search was
instituted, and after three days he was
found in the holiest place in the city, the
Temple, sitting among the learned men and
drinking in of their wisdom. Jesus may or
may not have been conscious at that time of
his great mission to the world, but sitting
there with the master scholars of the day,
his youthful mind must have caught some
visions of the possibilities before him.
That he was an apt listener there can be no
doubt, for he realized that these men were
talking about his Father’s business. To
have an early vision of life's great possibilities is a rare privilege for any spul. But to
have the vision and fail to respond to it is
indeed deadening to any life. There is no
greater time for seeing visions or dreaming
dreams than the time of youth. The future
is always big with possibilities to the youthful mind. It is only in the sear days of old
age that possibilities cease to be a factor in
life. The aged have had their days of possibilities and are now reaping the achievement or non-achievement of them.
The
progress of the world must ever rest with
young minds. They who are standing on
the threshold of young manhood today are
to be the movers of the world tomorrow.
The possibilities of life are bv no means
exhausted. The rapidity with which scientific revelations have come to us recently
make us realize that we are simply in the
infancy of scientific research. It is for the
youth of the present age to eaj ry it on to
greater ends. The commercial world never
offered such great opportunities of success
as it does at the present moment.
There
never was a greater opportunity for a man
to proclaim the religion of Jesus to the
world. There is a mighty ethical movement going on in life at present, which
would appear to be but the forerunner of a
deep religious awakening. All these things
are movements which w ill be transpiring in
your day. They are simply filled with tremendous possibilities for you. You have
been sitting with the learned men of the past
and uf the present. The finest and noblest
sentiments of life have come to you through
the master minds you have met in litera-
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The possibilities of life are open in greatto the youth who sees them
through such an exalted standard for himself. Iu such a standard is embraced the
preparation for the successful grasping of
life's possibilities. For careful preparation
is absolutely necessary to ihe man who
would grasp to their very ends, the visions
Lord Clive could never
to him.
ave been the master at 1'lassey without
the splendid strategic military genius which
he had developed. Von Liebig’s vision of
the chemist woultl never have been realized
had he not pursued the course of preparation which made him so great an authority,
while Walter Scott would never have acquired his fame as a novelist had it not been for
the colossal store of general information
which he gathered during his early and
university career. To know how to think
aright; to know how to live aright; to know
one’s proper relation to God; this is the
real preparation for the full grasping of
life’s possibilities. These words cover the
three great conditions of life; the intellectual, the moral and the spiritual. A fitting
preparation iu each sphere is necessary to a
real greatness in life’s achievements. The
successful grasping of life’s possibilities
depends wholly upon a man’s attitude toward these things. He may not be a master
in them, but he must at least stand for them
all. Let me discuss them separately with
you: The intellectual preparation for life’s
possibilities. 1 remember reading somewhere Jos. Addison’s words on education.
"I consider a human soul without education
like marble in a quarry, which shows none
of its inherent beauties until the skill of
est measure
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“Four things a man must learn to do,
If he would make his record true:
To think without confusion clearly;
To love his fellow men sincerely ;
To act from honest motives purely,
To trust in God and heaven securely.”

imps Blessing,”
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undone, is a positive loss to the world and a
detriment io the character of him who eees
and does not. To take what we have at our
command and utilize it thoroughly iu the
effort to fulfill the vision before us, that is
the demand possibilities make upon us.
That is what the Preacher meant w hen he
wrote, “whatsoever tin right-baud findeth
to do, do it with thy might.’’
No possibilities are fulfilled that have not received the
best in ns. It may he that the vision is too
large for tire means at our call. We may
fail; but in the failure we become better,
for it is better to have striven and lost than
Hut no one was ever
not to have striven.
carried to splendid activities in iife who sat
waiting for them to come to him. The
world is full of possibilities for you young
people if you will only look for the visions
and go out to attempt their fulfillment.
Henry Van Dyke, that modern master of
verse, has some sterling words as to the
true man; they are these:

people:
■

Tennyson, Browning, Shakespeare,

Longfellow, Holmes, Whittier; all these
have brought to you messages of life’s possibilities if you have listened aright. Men of
letters have led you through the centuries
of the world's history, and out of the
past
have come messages for your future life if
you have heard aright. Your training in
the languages and in mathematics has been
a mental stimulus for larger things in the future if you have worked aright. Must of you,
1 presume, are to goon to still larger systematic mental development. But w hether
you continue your student life or bring it to
a close in these days, this is true the future
holds forth splendid possibilities to you.
Possibilities is simply another name for
service; they are never found outside the
realm of service. Obstacles of birth, education and fortune were overcome through
Michael Farraday’s persistent devotion to
possibilities as he saw them, making him
one of the most distinguished chemists and
natural philosophers of the recent century.
1 might multiply incidents; Kob't Clive leaping from an obscure clerkship to the command of the British army iulndia—winning
one of the world’s
memorable battles at
Plassey and laying the foundations for the
mighty empire of British India. Walter
Scott, crippled in infancy by a lameness remaining all through life; a poor scholar at
school and university, yet achieving for himself immortal fame as a novelist and poet.
Justus von Liebig, who was laughed at by
the whole school when he said he would become a chemist, but whose works on chemistry have been translated into many languages and are among the most valuable
contributions to chemical literature made in
our age. These men saw possibilities early,
and served them. A response to possibilities
must be made if one would be true to him-
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the polisher brings out the colors; make
Class prophecy,
the surface shine, and discovers
every or
Helen Uoak.
namental cloud, spot and vein that run 1
Clarissa Vaughan.
throughout the body of it. Education, afte
Class poem,
the same manner, when it works
upon
Gardiner Lane
noble mind, draws out to view every lateu i
Class essay, “The Vaiueof a High .School
virtue and perfection, which, without sucl 1
Education,”
are
never
able
to
helps,
make their appear
Beulah Philbrook.
ance.” There are, I doubt not, possibilitie
lr
Vocal duet,
of intellectual development in this gradua
Katherine Quimby.
ting class that are far beyond our immediate !
Katherine Brier.
comprehension. It is said of Trebonius, 1 Class
flower,
German teacher, that invariably he uncov
Myrtle Nash.
ered his head in the presence of his pupils
This he did because he felt that no om ! Ladies’ voices, “Voice of the Western
W ind,”
Barnley
could tell what man might rise
up amic
Presentation of gifts,
those youths. There might be among then
Michaels.
Chellis
learned doctors, sages Or even princes o
William Black.
,r
the empire. And he was right, for amom
V ocal solo,
that group of boys was Martin Luther
Elizabeth
Chamberlain.
afterward the mighty leader of the Refer
V aledictory,
mation movement. So, 1 say, that at th<
Louise Hall.
present moment there are within you un
Awarding diplomas,
dreamed of possibilities for greatness ir
Charles S. Bickford,
the world. But if they are there, thev art
Chairman of School Com.
as the great statue in the block of marble
of Class Ode.
Singing
awaiting their development. Every youtl t
horus, Love Wakes and Weeps, Calieott
owes it to the world ; owes it to
himself, tc Benediction,
lit himself to meet the visions that conn
Rev. Harry Lutz.
to him.
These are days when you are
filled with great hopes for the'future
BELFAST HOME FOR AGED WOMEN.
Hope’s fruition will depend very much or
the preparation you make.
It is one oj
A meeting of the directors was held Monthe glorious privileges of these days thal
no one need remain without a liberal
edu- day evening, June 12th. the Vice President,
cation.
The university and college art
Ur. Elmer Small, presiding. This was one
open to all who desire an intellectual training. The system of scholarships and othei of our regular meetings, which are held on
financial arrangements have made it pos- the second Monday evening of each month.
sible for anyone to be a university student
At these meetings the interests of the Home
A liberal education is at the door of
every
youth who wiil avail himself of it. 1 do are freely discussed and such measures
not think I need enlarge upon the theme of
adopted as will, in the judgment of the dia liberal education to this audience.
The rectors, help to make the institution a place
fact is growing more evident
every day
that the men who are not liberally educated of comfort and rest to the inmates and an
honor to our city. Improvements are going
are far out-distanced in work for the world
by the men of the university and college on all the time in and around the Home, so
The splendid intellectual traiuim? of nor
that it is slowly becoming better fitted for
inouern senoois oi learning is
making possibilities appear to the youth of the land, as the work, and at the same time is becoming
at the same time it equips him to meet more home-like and more attractive both to
them. 1 want to leave this thought with
the inmates and to the visitors. These imyou, especially with those of you who are
are largely due to the kindness
to go to college—that no time is too
long to provements
spend to properly equip yourself for your of the many friends of the Home, who are
life work—that honest, careful,
thorough from time to time sending useful and beauwork m the days of preparation alone will
tiful gifts. Many such gifts have been refit you for splendid achievements
among
men.
It must be admitted that there are ceived since the last report was made, and
men in the world who are
crowding life’s it is with pleasure that the directors make
possibilities to the full, and who have never mention
of the following: Albert C. Burgess,
been within tne walls of a
university. Hut
they are exceptional men, and invariably carving knife and fork; 1. W. Jones,
are
self-made. They read inveteratelv; clothes wringer; Mrs. John H. Quimby,
they study men and the times; they have* a window curtains; Mrs. Geo. R. Carter, pair
peculiar inherent ability and enthusiasm
that are lacking in other men. And all the sheets and pillow slips; Mrs. A. N. Noyes,
world admires the exceptional man, who towels and picture; Waldo W. C. T. U.,
with his limitations has done so much. We
Circle of Kings Daughters,
cannot all be exceptional men, but we can comfortable;
a table; Mrs
L. D. Shorey, Waldo, a rug;
all exert our powers of intellect, be
they
great or small, for the service of men. A Mrs. Mary E. Staples, a silk quilt. If it is
man’s vision of life’s possibilities will true that “it is more blessed to give than
scarcely exceed his ability to meet them. receive
’, the many friends of the Home
I rather think that the extent of his vision
depends in great measure upon his intel- have enjoyed a large blessing in the giving
lectual acumen. Every particle of knowl- of their gifts.
To the Home they have
edge which you acquire will tit you by just proved a great blessing indeed for they
so much to do
of
life’s
work.
In
something
the world of science, in literature, in art, in have filled in places that would have looked
music, in religion, great possibilities are barren without them, and the need of them
open to men, but they come only to those would have been sorely felt by our matron.
who seek the proper equipment. A man
Many and useful as the gifts have been
may have a great brain out a black heart.
Intellectual greatness and moral perverse- we do not want our friends to think that
ness
do sometimes go hand in hand.
I the Home is complete and in no further
think, perhaps, more than it needs men of
great talent, the world needs men of clean need, for there are still many improvements
hearts. \Y e are far short of a moral per- which can be made, and as the Home grows
fection.
The possibilities for you along
in usefulness the need will increase, and
these lines are simply tremendous.
The
world never needed men of clean hearts our friends will do well to keep in mind
more sorely than it does now.
To have a that the work done by this institution is of
clear record to display—“to act from honest a benevolent nature
calling for the aid of
motives purely”—to take one’s stand on the
all those who are willing to give of their
side of the right as opposed to the wrong;
this is a great achievement for anyone. Ail time or substance that the aged may be
this is a possibility for you. Your record somewhat relieved of care and suffering.
is yet to be made.
You will soon take vour Our Master
says “inasmuch as ye have done
places in the affairs of life; its responsibilities will come to you—its possibilities will it unto one u( the least of these ye have done
present themselves. From the moral point it unto me." What the Home needs, most of
ot view they are great.
The possibility of all, is friends who are willing to give a little
lifting the world to a higher standard of of their time and
thought; who are willing
living—of so living yourself as to be an
object lesson to those round about you—of to make some sacrifice of comfort, if need
knowing how to forger yourself in the be, that those who in their time have done
effort to be of service to those about
their part, may for the few years which
you, this is a life long possibility.
A
splendid opportunity is presented to you remain enjoy, at least, a time of peace and
in all this. I hope you will not be slow to quiet. We feel sure that the citizens of our
avail yourselves of it. Hut let me say to
city w ill rally to the support of the Home
you that life's possibilities are not wholly
fulfilled apart from <t realization of one's if only they could become interested enough
proper attitude to God.
The spiritual to visit it and know more of its object.
quantity is as essential to the successful
Dear readers, will you not give this matter
meeting of possibilities in life as are the
moral and intellectual quantities. A man serious thought, and at least become a memmay he moral and yet nut spiritual. To be ber of the corporation, which \ou can be
on terms of
friendship with God is vastly by the payment of an annual due of 81,
more important than
A
any other thing.
love for God means a love for one’s fellows w hich can be paid to the treasurer, C. W.
and no man can love the world and seek to Wescott, or to the president, ('. R. Coombs.
By so doing you will aid the work of doing
do it good separated from a love for God.
o. k. f.
Nor can any man be true to the highest good to others.
of
life \vho is not in touch with the
things
MAINE’S SONS OF VETERANS.
Father. Spiritual communion with God—
the reaching out of the heart in love to the
great Heing of Love above us—this is truly
The 23d annual encampment of the Maine
essential for the grasping of life’s possidivision, Sons of Veterans, and the 14th
bilities. For the world needs nothing more annual
encampment of the Maine divisiou,
than it
needs to know the love of Ladies'
was held in
Waterville
God.
And how shall it receive His Jane Ttliauxiliary
and sill.
Division Commander
love if not through those who possess John Shaw of hath in his annual
address,
it.
Hecause He could reveal his love
said he wished to discourage
in no way better to humanity, he in- Wednesday,
of the memorial university and
support
carnated it in Jesus Christ.
YVe underreserves,
lie said the one thousstand God’s love for us when we come to military
andth mark had been passed in membership
know Jesus Christ. IIis life was at one and
urged vigilant work until there are
with the life of the Father, The
greatest 2,000 members. Treasurer C. is. lirown recharacter the world ha s ever lrnilwn I la wa«
a gratifying iinanoial condition. Secported
ever in communion with the Father.
Fel- retary E. N. Coursou
that there
lowship with Christ in God means, strength had been a big gain in reported
membership during ]
received for the duties of life; love to our the
the total for the State now j
past
year,
fellow men; a willingness to be of service
The other officers all gave reto the world. Some of these things a man being f,o73.
ports covering their work. Committees were
may cherish and be a moral man.
All of appointed to report
Thursday and then the I
them must be his if he would be God’s man. sessions
until 10 on the next day. !
\ ou will never be able to do your b^st for in the ad.ourued
evening a reception and ball were
the world; the possibilities of your life will
tendered to officers and members in attendnever be fully realized or utilized unless
ance in Kills Hall by Garfield camp, and
you are one who delights in a personal exabout 150 couples were present.
The ladies
perience with God. With an intellectual, aid also met and appointed committees and j
j
moral and
the listened to reports, allot which wereencour- i
spiritual equipment,
possibilities of a young liie are very great. aging and showed the order to be in good
We are living in a time when the achievecondition.
ment of great things does not belong
wholly
At the concluding sessions Thursday a re
to the middle-aged. In fact,
young man- port irom tile committee on resolutions was
hood has achieved great things in all ages.
favoring the regulation of immigraAlexander was thirty when his fame as the accepted
tion so that a certain class now entering
greatest soldier of the world was achieved. this
country
may be held back until they
At tw enty-seven Napoleon rode into Milan
are at least worthy of citizenship here; a
at the head of his victorious
army. At the new and different manner of inspection of
same age
Luther began his great work.
of the division ; the adoption of a
While yet a young man, Robert Burns, camps
badge which shall be distinctive of
Scotland’s nature bard, laid down his life, lapel
the Maine division; fixing the per capita
but not until he had made his name imtax at 18 cents per quarter; discouraging
mortal.
At thirty-seven
Raphael had the Sous of Veterans Memorial university
finished his work as a painter, leaving the
at Masun City, Iowa, etc.
The nomination,
world forever his debtor as he passed
away; election and installation of officers occurred
while one of the greatest musical geniuses
to the conclusion of the enjust
previous
of the world, Mozart, was gone at thirtyfive. And I am reminded that our Lord campment late in the afternoon.
Among the officers elected were ComHimself and most of his disciples were
mander Clarence II. Cram of Augusta;
young men when His work was finished,
W.
Vinal of
louth has ever accomplished much. With junior vice commander L.
Vinalhaven; trustee of department of
its hope, its enthusiasm, its
love, its self- history for three years, Edward K. Gould
sacrifice, it has gone out in quest of great of Rockland. It was voted to hold the next
things to be accomplished. And when it
encampment in Lewiston.
has gone in this spirit it has
always done
much. We are living in an age which is
Old-Time Fiddlers.
looking to the young people with all these
qualities to bring great things to pass for it.
My one desire for this class of nineteen
Down in the town of Prospect, at the head
hundred and five is that you may still live of Blanket
lane, there is living today one
w'ith the doctors and learned men in the Libbeus
Cummings, who is no longer young,
arts and sciences, that you
may become in- and who lias scraped catgut for the delighttellectually grounded for life’s work; ing of many thousands for more than tiO
above all, that you may live with Him who
years. It was a liberal education to hear
is the Master mind of all
ages, who shall “Lib” call off the dances, lie could frolic
teach you how to live for God and humanity, with the
girls and wrestle with the- boys,
and in whom, through whom, and by whom eat
anything at any time of the day or night,
is the Truth forever, Amen.
take big fees or small fees, or no fees at all
in payment for his services, and no matter
The graduation exercises will take place where one found him he was invariably
and good-natured. Then there was
in the Belfast Opera Honse to-morrow, Fri- cheerful
a Mr.
Lougee of Winterport, who wore
day, evening. Following is the program:
good clothes aud spoke very properly, but
wbo could extract some very charming
Chorus, Yeoman’s Wedding Song,
box which he
Poniatowski sounds from the varnished fir
held
under his chin.—Bangor News.
Prayer,
Rev. E. S. Philbrook.
Piano duet,
Snowstorm at Biddeford.
Misses Morison and Hill.
Salutatory,
Biddeford, Me., Junes. A snowstorm
Elizabeth Quimby.
in the mouth of roses is a rarity even in
Class history,
this State, but this morning early there was
Stella Black.
a snowfall of sufficient quantity to oover
Declamation, selection from “A Man
the earth to the depth of a quarter of an
Without a Country,”
Hale inch.
The night officers report that it
Ernest Webber.
snowed hard for a short time. The therViolin solo,
mometer has registered about 45 every morn! ing this week.
Clyde Holmes.
...

green.

thport Chapel_Sidney
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The arch in the tear of the

pulpit was draped with yellow bunting,
caught at the centre sides with large
clusters of lilies, while at the apex was a
large yellow shield, on the upper part of
which was a green triangle with 1905 in
gold and beneath the letters B. H. S. in
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NUMBER 24
C. G. Ferguson is iu the city from Houlton, on business.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. E. A.

Staples went to Rockland

Mahitable, widow of John Wentworth of
Mrs. Walter S. Arey of Hallowell arrived Tuesday to
spend
Waldo, died after a brief illness at the home Saturday to spend Sunday with relatives.
Mrs. John G.

of her daughter, Mrs. Archibald McDermid
in Worcester, Mass., Monday, June 5th, at
the age of 82 years. She was born in Waldo,

the daughter of Deaeon
Nathaniel and
Sarah Gurney. She had fourteen children,
nine of whom survive her—Frank and
James Wentworth of WaldQ; Mrs. Cynthia
Blood of Morrill; Mrs. Sarah Smart of Glenwood Springs, Colorado; Mrs. Alvira Swan
and Emma Hallelt of Lowell, Mass.; Mrs.
Ada McDermid of Worcester, Mass.; Manus
and Maurice of Montana. She had 21 grandchildren and 30 great grandchildren. Her
husband died 36 years ago, leaving her with
a large family which she
brought up cn the
home farm in Waldo, where she lived in the
same house 63 years. She spent the last 13
years of her life in the beautiful home of
her daughter Ada in Worcester, Mass.
The whole family are better by her living,
as she always had a bright smile and word
of cheer for each and all. One could truly
say, none knew her but to love her. Her
life was a very industrious one. She was always busy doing up to within four weeks
of her death, when a severe sickness caused
her to lay aside her work.
Many pretty
pieces of her work will be found in her
childrens and grandchildrens homes, showing her loving thoughts of them. The funeral services were held in Worcester June
6tli, conducted by Rev. Frank Oliver Hall,
1\D., and Thursday, June 8th, at her late
home in Wraldo, conducted by Rev. J. W.
Hatch of Belfast. The funeral was largely
attended by relatives and friends. She was
remembered with many beautiful (lowers.
She was a true Christian, living the life of
service, and usefulness to others.
Orchard C. Dow died June 7, 1905, at his
home in Monroe, aged 70 years. He was
born in Prospect, a son of Orchard 0. and
Jane (Crocker) Dow and was one of a family
of thirteen children, six of whom are now
living. His early life was spent in Prospect,
but he moved to Monroe 37 years ago and
bought the farm on which he had since resided. He led a quiet, unassuming life and
was a good neighbor and a kind father.
A
man of industry and sterling worth, his life
was valuable to the community and many
mourn his death.
He leaves a widow and
five children—four sons and one daughter.
They are Elmer E. and Herinon L. of Worcester, Mass; Enoch C. of Belfast;Oscar B.
of Monroe and Mrs. Cora Dow Beverage of
Camden.
The funeral services were held
at the house and were made as quiet and
simple as possible. Rev. H. Small attended
the service as clergyman and the four sons
acted as bearers. At his request, he was
buried in the cemetery near his home. Of
him it may truthfully be said; “I have
fought a good fight 1 have finished my
course, 1 have kept the faith: Henceforth
there is laid up for me a crown of rejoicing.”
The many friends of Mrs. Dorothy Gus
tin will be pained to hear of her death,
which occurred in Caribou Sunday, May
21st. She was born in Xorthport, Sept. 24,
1827, the daughter of Alexander and
Dorothy Driukwater. She leaves one sister, Mrs. Elsa Oreutt, of Auburn, one son,
Win. M. Gustin of Caribou, and one (laughter, Mrs. Arthur Crawford of Pittsfield,
w'here she has made tier home since the
death of her husband. The burial was at
Stillwater, where her husband and one
daughter are buried.

Mr. and Mrs.

Wm. B.

Monday from a two
apolis, Minn.

Swan returned
months visit in Minne-

a

week.

Brooks returned last Monday evening from a visit in Boston.
Frank W. Collins of Rockland was in
town the past week, calling on friends.

Messrs. W. H. McLellan and Arthur
Ritchie were in Bangor last week attending
the law court.

Arthur Condon has arrived home from
YVaterville to spend the summer here.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades have
returned from Pittsfield and will make
their home in Belfast.

Tuesday, called by the death of her mother,

Rev. and

Mrs. G.' G. Winslow attended
the East Maine ConferSeminary this week.

commencement at
ence

Mrs. ‘Eddie

llaney

of

Boston arrived

Mrs. Bennett.

Mrs. Wm. V. Pratt returned from Boston
last week accompanied by her brother,
Alfred Johnson.

i Hon. and Mrs. F. S. Walls of Viualhaven

day

Charles S. Bickford went to Orono Monto attend the commencement exercises
at the University of Maine.

visited their cottage on
Ground last week.

Mrs. Helen A. Carter, who spent the winter in Massachusetts, has begun housekeeping in her home on High street.

Mrs. Allan McLane arrived Saturday
from Washington, D. C., and is at her summer home on Northport avenue.

C. H. Sargent arrived home Saturday byboat from Bangor, where he had been attending the United States Court.

Northport Camp

Mrs. Simeon Staples returned t? Brockton, Mass., Tuesday, after a live weeks
visit with Mrs. Edwin A. Staples.

Thomas Sherman of Brookline,
in Bucksport last week, called
there by the death of his mother, Mrs.
Harriet Wiley Sherman.

Roy Webber, who has been for some
years with tire Dinsmore shoe store, is in
Bangor, where he has employment.

Mrs. Adelbert Knight of Belfast and
Mrs. William Ryder and son of Brewer
were guests the past week of Mrs. Sabra
Young in Camden.

day from Springfield, Ohio.

Hon.

Mass.,

was

Frank E. Barker and bride arrived TuesThey will visit
Mr. Barker’s relatives in Centre Montville.

Rev. J. W. Hatch left Monday to attend
the commencements of the U. of M. and the
East Maine Conference Seminary at Bucks-

City Marshal H. E. McDonald attended a
meeting of the Xew England Police Chiefs port.
Association in Portland last
made a business trip to Boston.

week

and

Edward Johnson and Charles H. Field
the non-resident members of the
new State of Maine Club in Boston.
The
club will have its house-warming June 21st.

are among

Mrs. W. L. West of Mitchell, South Da-

vicinity, and will remain until her husband
comes east on his vacation the first of July.
We notice that I. A. Brown of Taunton,
Mass., is in Maine on a fishing trip, but we
doubt if his string equals that brought
home last week by A. I. Brown of Belfast.

Wm. McCabe, who has been confined to
his home by illness a few weeks, is again
on his hack and
ready to answer calls as
usual.
Mrs. Evie Burke, who has been in California for some years, arrived in Belfast
last Friday from Redlands to remain during
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Poor and Miss Perry
returned to the city yesterday from a sojourn of several days at the Poor cottage,
Little River.
Wm. F.

Bean arrived from Kansas

by last Saturday morning’s boat

City

spend

to

the summer iu

Belfast. It is three years
Miss E. M. Pond leaves today for Xorthsince his last visit.
ampton, Mass., to attend the exercises of
E. S. Pitcher and family, Mr. and Mrs.
the Smith College commencement.
Her
niece, Jean B. Pond of Xew Haven, gradu- George E. Johnson, John R. Dunton and
Miss Margaret Dunton are occupying their
ates.
Mrs. Seth L. Merchant, who has been criti- cottages at the Battery.

cally ill from blood poisoning, resulting
from a scratch on the left hand, has been
pronounced out of danger by her attending
physician.
Dr. E. A. Wilson and bride arrived in Belfast Monday evening and after a short visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson took
possession of their residence, Xo. 1 Church
street.

U.

OF M.

NEWS.

The 1905 Prism, the Junior annual, has
been issued, and is a very satisfactory volume. The book is unusually large, is bound
in an attractive shade of green, and has an
unusual number of illustrations. This vol-

ume is dedicated to Mrs. Balentine, the Secretary to the President and Faculty, in the
Mrs. I. B. Mower came over from Water- following words:
ville to attend the annual meeting Tuesday
“To Elizabeth Abbott Balentine, the loyal
of the Traveller’s Club at the home of her worker and true friend of every student, we

dedicate whatever of worth

Prism

may
sister, Mrs. Amos Clement, and returned contain.”
yesterday.
A number of the drawings are especially
Mr. II eetor Warren returned to Boston good and some of those b> L. It. Coleord of
Tuesday after spending a week at the Searsport are particularly noteworthy, as is
home of his wife’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. some of K. S. Sherman’s work. also. The
FRz W. Patterson. Mrs. Warren will join board is as follows: Editor-in-Chief, Alhim later.
bert J. Butter worth, Southbridge, Mass.;
Rev. 1. B. Mower of Waterville went to Business Manager, Harry A. Emery, North
Newton Center, Mass., last week, to be Anson; Assistant Business Manager, Frank
present at the Commencement exercises of B. Weick, Springfield; Artist, Raphaels.
the Newton Theological Seminary of which Sherman, Camden ; Associate Editors, Fred
our

O. Stevens, Nashua, N. 11. Frank A. Banks,
lie is an alumnus.
Biddeford: Maud B. Coleord, Searsport;
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Jellison went to
Death claimed one of the bright young
Lucius B. Sweet, West Hollis; Alton W.
men of this town, Wednesday, when PresLewiston last week, where Mr. Jellison has
Richardson, Bethel; Merton R. Lovett, Bevcott Waldo Hayward passed away at the
on the electric cars.
Mr. and
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward employment
Mass.; Henry W. Bearee, Hebron;
erly,
S. Hayward at 79 Milton avenue, lie was Mrs. Richard Fllingwood are to occupy the
Winfield 1>. Bearee, Auburn.
taken ill May 12 of that dread disease, house they vacated on High street.
cerebrospinal meningitis, and had been in
Mrs. Win. L. Cook and two children <>f
charge of skillful physicians and nurses in
Everybody connected with or interested
a vain effort to stay the progress of the awNeihart, Mont., arrived Tuesday to spend in the college deeply egrets the resignation
ful malady. He was one of the brightest the summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Professor Karl P. Harrington. Professor
scholars in the High school, a fine athlete,
and a favorite with all who knew him. lie Charles II. Sargent. Her sister, Miss Fannie Harrington lias been Professor >f Latin at
was secretary of the High school athletic Sargent, went to Portland to meet her.
the University since 18!*!*, and has alwajs
association, played third base on the base
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carleton and their I been active in his efforts to advance the
ball team, and was adjutant on the stiff of
Maj. R. V. White of the High school bat- company were in this city Monday evening welfare of the college, and he will bo greattalion. He was in the senior class, and no ; on their way to Mr. Carleton’s cottage at
ly missed both in faculty circles and by the
doubt would have been graduated with high Northport to spend a few days. The comhonors this year, lie was the only child at pany is meeting with good success on the students. Professor Harrington leaves his
home aud besides his parents he is survived road and will later visit Belfast.
present duties to accept the Chair of Latin
by a brother, Harry Hayward of Boston.
at Wesleyan University, a position which
Mrs. Louie Wadlin and son Fi nest arrivThe interment was in Fairview cemetery
He is a
was formerly held by his father.
Thursday afternoon, services being con- ed from Portland Friday to spend the sumducted by Rev. Dr. Henry N. Hoyt, pastor mer with her grandfather, M. B. Hunt of graduate of Wesleyan in the class of 1882,
of the First Congregational church. Among Belmont. They, were accompanied by little taking a B. A. degree and an M A. ;n 1885.
those present were several High school Earl Chamberlain, who has been attending
teachers and a delegation of the High school the deaf mute school in Portland.
At the last regular meeting of the execubattalion.—Hyde Park, Mass., Gazette,
Prof. A. J. Knowlton, wife and son, left !
committee of the athletic assi ciation
June 3d.
Tuesday morning for Belfast, where they ! tive
The deceased was a nephew of Mr. Waldo will visit Mr. Kuowlton’s parents.
Mr. the election ami ratification of a member of
B. Washburn, and the many friends of the Knowlton will return to Aroostook the lirst
I h**
the athletic officers was disposed of.
family in this city extend their sympathy of July to teach at the summer School of
meeting
of
the
in
Campus
speaking
says,
Methods in Fort Fairfield the branches of
to the bereaved.
Geography and History. A: that time Mrs. 1 The ratification of the election '•> the
nth
In the death of Nathauiei Stowers French, Knowlton and son will go to Vinalhaven to committee ot Ko> iliiam l*<»11*■
A. I!., 1’h. I)., which occurred on Wednesday visit her father and mother and will be Paris as captain ot' tin- i otrack t^an. >.us
!■
; .ght
wa*
\
Mr.
l’ovi'MKnowlton
i
hat
of
the
lioston
at
of.
this
of
the
close
of
the
joined
by
week,
city
morning
disposed
was
has lost one of its most popular and able summer School. They will both return to man for the honor ami iesp<>u>il
educators. Hr. French was born in bandy- Presque Isle Lie latter part of August.— the universal sentiim*i:i. lli> i*
Isle.
the
b:;ght
and
his
has
Star-Herald,
Presque
>pof
1854,
Maine,
began
proved
January,
year
point,
I
track athletics ami 11 * •’.tiiec :■!••!
career as teacher at the age cf
eighteen,
Here
wn:
remember .lohn
A.
-Many
faithfu ly | ur-uii g his professional work up
the student bo*.i\ i> with him. Not
l’attersun,who was iii the emplov of the late he prove himself to be the fastest mm n
to the time of the illness which caused his
death, lie graduated from the ( iodine (Me.) Hiram Bliss for many years, ami wi.l sym- the .State at the home meet, but In- ian a
Normal School in ,1873, and a few’years later j pathize deeply with him and hi- wife in'the race at Worcester which was ;> cred to the
from the Waterville ( Me.) Preparatory j drowning of their only son, Alden K .May ; institution.”
oh spy pond near tlieir
School and from Boston University, receiv-; L’Sth, while canoeing
Guy Edward Hayward of Winthrop was
home in North Cambridge, .Mass, lie was !
readily elected manager of the baseball
ing first the degree of bachelor of arts and | 17
of
of
excellent
exhabits
and
age,
years
He has shown his ability to
team for UKib.
later that of doctor of philosophy. He was
well known in his connection with the Rox- ceedingly popular. He was the pride of his fulllil the duties of this important position
and this cruel tragedy has drawn a
the past year in his position as asduring
bury High School as sub-master for the past parents
curtain of sorrow over tlieir lives which sistant manager and the competent and
eighteen years. His prolific and versatile will never be
lifted.—Washington Corre- successful management of the team is semind found employment in spare hours, and
cured.
several books on chemistry and one on zoo- spondence Lincoln County News.
“Jack” Frost’s election as captain of the
A joint meeting of the Rhode Island !
logy were the result, and these are being
used extensively in the schools. Speaking Library Association and the Connecticut S team was ratified by the committee. There
personally, the writer feels honored in the Library Association will be held at the I was no question but that Jack was the man
fact of intimate friendship, and to have Westerly Public Library,
Benjamin Franklin
Westerly, R. L, for the track team.
known l)r. French in sucha way was oneof June loth and Kith, and among those in- j Williams of North Islesboro will be the fu[
the greatest privileges of his life. The above | voted to address the meeting is .Miss Nina ture manager. His election came as a matfacts are landmarks, showing the scope and i Foster Pool of Naragansett Library, Peace ter of course, after the efficient service
direction of Dr. French’s life-work, but Dale, R. I., whose subject will be “The which lie has rendered during the past year
these do not reveal in detail the character
as assistant manager of the team.
Libia ry and the Community.”
His
of the man, and indeed, it would take many sellency George II. Utter, Governor Ex-j
of j
Rhode Island, is to deliver an address, and
pages to record the varied expressions o
Herbert B. Bailey, who has completed
character as it was unfolded to his many there are other distinguished speakers.
the two years’ course in Agriculture, has
friends. lie was immensely popular among
P.
Eield
horn
was
at Belfast, Me., ] taken a
George
his students; genial, sincere, just and
position as superintendent of the
honest. .Space forbids a fuller expression, and in Boston for some years there has !
Dingle} Turin in Auburn.
and the writer is unable to do justice to the been a Belfast Club, of which Mr. Field
is
now
The annual dinner I
president.
personality of Dr. French, lie loved him of
the club was recently held, one of the
Misses Lillian MucOuillan of Providence,
for what lie was worth, and he was worth
newspaper accounts saying that Mr. Field R.
more than the writer is able to tell.—lioston
L, and Ruth Capen of Medford, Mass.,
bad
a happy welcome for every one and that
j
Transcript, June 9th.
he fairly radiated good humor and hospitali-I are the guests of Delta sigma at the Mt.
lie also made an ideal toast-master, j Vernon
ty.
House during Commencement
Miss Bertha C. Dow died at the home of The chief
speaker of the evening was
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman J.
A. Quimby of Belfast, an insurance Week.
George
Dow, in Camden, June 12th, aged 20 years. igent, contributor to newspapers, and one
Mr. Dow and family have been residents of of the all-around
Edward A. Stanford, ’Ob, has a fine posibright men of the Pine
Camden for about two years and have made Tree State. Mr.
Quimby said things that tion as foreman of Thomas W. Lawson's
many friends who extend the deepest sym- t'hauncey M. Depew would never have dairy farm in Massachusetts for the sumpathy to them in their affliction. Death thought of saying, an<l which New York’s mer.
was caused by consumption, and this is the
Simeon
professional after-dinner
third daughter they have lost by this dis- Ford, would have been speaker, to
A full account of Commencement festivivery glad
say.
ease. She was a young lady of excellent
We make the suggestion that at the next ties will be given next week.
m. d. p.
character and beloved by a large circle of
of
underwriters Mr. Quimby be
oanquet
friends. To her parents and brother and trotted out as a star
As he is
performer.
sister is tendered the deepest sympathy of in insurance man he
Missing from Rockland.
is, of course, possessall. The remains were taken to Searsport
i(j of great wealth; but if he will not acWednesday for interment.
Mr. John Mitchell, who has for sometime
jept an invitation without having his expenses guaranteed it would be worth while past been employed by Thorndike A: Hix,
The funeral of Mrs. Harriet Wiley Sheraking up a collection. The only serious lias failed to report to the firm after a colman was held on
Wednesday afternoon, break in Quimby’s Boston remarks was lecting trip, and they have asked the aid of
June 7th, from her late residence on First this graceful little compliment handed out the police and sheriff in locating him. He
street, Bucksport, and was attended by a to Mr. Field; “And it is a Maine man, and is known to have collected about $175, a
large number of friends, testifying to the
Belfast man, too, who is today acknowledg- portion of which, however, is in checks, on
love and esteem in which she was held in 3d as the equal—if not the
superior— of any which payment may be stopped. He has
the community. Rev. T. W. Hunker con- insurance man in New
England. I refer to not been at the oftice of the firm since .SatThe bearers were, the president of the Belfast
ducted the services.
Club, and but urday last, and was last heard of in BelGeorge Hooper, Richard B. Stover, Hon
for his extreme modesty I would call his fast. Mitchell is a fine looking and appearParker Sponard and Edward A. Cooper." pame so you would all know whom I mean.” ing fellow, about 25
years of age, and was
The interment was at Oak Hill cemetery.
-Insurance Times, N. Y. City.
recently married.—Rockland Opinion.
v
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PROSPECT FERRY.

SKAltS.nONT.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Stickney of Portland were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brown last Thursday—Miss Blauehe’.TayMrslor is at home for the summer
Abby Toothaker (.f Belfast is visiting her

|

—

Lassell
Children’s
mother,
Day was observed at the M. E. church June
llth. Rev. C. E. Beebee preached to the
children in the morning and the Sunday
Mr.
school gave a concert in the evening
Mrs. Ellen

—

—

and Mrs. V. A. Simmons are attending Commencement at Kents Hill this week.
API’LETON.
Stephen M. Arrington and nephew, Melvin G. Arrington of Lynn, Mass., are
guests for a few weeks of William Arrington....Mr. and Mrs. George Fisher left

Monday for Calais in their Rambler touring
the past
oar.. .A heavy frost two nights
week killed beans and corn in many places
Ice was seen in some
in tills vicinity.
June lith—The
morning,
Tuesday
places
for teachers will be held in
Training School
Union, July 24th to 28tli. Teachers expectto
ing to attend are earnestly requested
to Mr.
send their names as early as possible
Union, that suitable acC. II.

Fqndrick,

commodation

may

he

provided

for them.

montvillk.
Mrs. .Iulia Barter ot Rockport is visiting
Grace
l,,.r sister. Adelia Keller.Miss
few days here
V.i-.n l. of Palermo spent a!
V visiting friends, returning home
went to Pa>-it'--da\. Cera A Goodwin
her for a week’s visit to friends
.Geoige L. Edmunds is hauling

a

NTUK

...

i „i.. Vtth

his -imp.... Benjamin
is quite feeble in health.Smowent to New Harbor last week
The frost of last week
„f fish.
,,1-ai

;

...

a

in some parts of the town...
W. Jordon of Alfred, instructor
d school at Presque Isle, visited
:
m. Johnson, last week,
and
st Saturday....F,d. Wiley

eps
\

e

\

:

-*t visited her brother. Charles
.--Sunday,

,i

tKP

...

\\ intki;i ;u:t.

join, Bowden, 'lied a! her

in
-day morning. She had been

v

years but her death
-mhlenly. Mr-. Bowden was an
of
v.
Iran and a faithful member
church. Sire leaves to mourn
Fua Mi-band and one daughter.
,Some

...

:

].... :

....

:vi,.

...

I

were

; au la
—

u-n.

held at her late residence

conducted by Bev. Harry
wife of C. F. Hussey, passed

on,

;.<i.u afternoon. The immediate
i...: d>ath was peritonitis, though
an invalid for sometime. Mrs.
m atly beloved ami leaves a
wa,
P af ••lends, she was a member
... of
of the
ishing liat ter, Eastern Star, and
x. ;•.m rs. (irauville Grant returnv,
week from Boston, where she spent
,„i ;
,i.f. w;„ter
She was accompanied by her
w ife and
aw. Ernest Ilowe, and iris
M,,
of some
lab*- -on, who will make a visit
to Mr.
V. ,-k-. ...A little daughter was born
a

..

;

..

■

Mrs Ernest Bamon Monday.

d

a

THOHMHKK.
A. P.
M:-. M.
reia- .ves in Belfast
t,eeu very sick with

is
visiting
Mrs. Ellen Ward has
appendicitis. Hercon1 ,.ii was slightly impioved Saturday, and
a
’-...pes are entertained of her recovery.
-tai ion agent, Arthur Jackson, and

Sayward

....

7a. :

\\

,.

■

\|
:

vi-iting relatives in Augusta
Otis Oroslump fora few days
,night the piece of land with barn
are

..

Monro,- and contemplates
,,f ]..
g a house in the near future—Miss
Lambert was the guest Saturday
li. F. Jaynes ill Watert.aav of Mrs
her
Howard and
Mi.-. Alfred

L.rer, Mrs. 1 Kcr Harmon, were guests
of Mr. and Mr- Wesley Reynolds in
.Mis.- Lida Washburn, who lias
-it : g Mr.-. ( .11. Cox tlie past week,
ti
Waterviile Saturday-Mr.
! i.-r ilariuon, in. i., 1'. Hurd and A. \Y.
\\;
.; c giving their buildings a new-coat
.:... Doris Bartlett, the little daugh„! i
( Mr. and Mrs. K. I.. Bartlett, is quite
iu\ Hurd attends her—Mrs. Barnes
-lo..
t.i
.accompanied by her granddaughter,
!...- arrived Thursday to pas.- tlie
M
with her daughter, Mrs. K. A
-uiniii.-i
Rev, K A
Myers went to Boston
Mye
week to meet them and escort them
nihere.
•"Bennett", a -heep owned by Ross
tint

it

,--

sheared lh pounds of wool. A.
7
is has -evei a! .-heep which sheared
to pounds each...-Mrs. Howard Hurd eni-d company from Benton recently.
_7
__

('apt. 0. \V. Dow and Mrs. \V. D. Harriniaii went to Monroe last Friday to attend

i;rv. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast will de11 ver a memorial sermon to the Odd Fellow s
Sunday. .June IStli .Mr. Henry 11. Dawson
will speak at the church the first Sunday in
each month, if desired, if his health per■

.I.oyal Lodge of llebekahs did fine
worn .'tine oth with their new degree staff
a candid.ke before a full lodge.
,n taka:-1
Tliete a: several camidlates ahead.Tlie
\V tk T. U. will observe flower day
Mot,:
at tl," Gi ii ge hall, lime Kith, and have invitee tl.e E!! lug wood's Corner U nion to meet
tl.-in. A fine (urogram will be carried
,i
F Hi-four from Loyal Kebekah Lodge
ir-iob the district meeting in Unity last
m : were highly entertained.A.
Fri«l
wii! visit Dr. and Mrs. Holt this
II. .V
Mrs. Blanche Stevens and two
week
ohiidien are visiting her sister in St. AlMiss Ethel Chase, who has been
bans
attending the Normal School in Farmington,
will return home this week.Children’s
Day was observed at the church June 11th
by the Sunday school, with the following
program:
song, “Happy Greeting to All,”

Choir

Prayer by superintendent.
Itec., “Children’s Day,”

Mrs. Johnson’s class

Rec., “Little Blades of Grass,”

Mrs. Belle Palmer

Rec., “His Lambs,”

Mrs. Evie
Song, “Sweet By and By,”

Twombly’s class
Choir and school

Willard Whitney
Rec., “1 Told Him No,”
Rec., “Welcome Little Daisies,”

Phillis Colson

Freddie Palmer
Rec., “What Was It?”
Singing by'choir and school.
Freddie Billings
Rec., “Four Bobolinks,”
Kec., “Poor Wife She is Dead,”
Goldie Whiting
Mark Chase
Kec., “I’ll Put it Off,”
Clarence Dickey
Kec., “Never Mind,”
Jessie Curtis
Kec.,
Maud Simpson
Song, “Rock of Ages,”
Rec., “Too Little to Come In,”

Beulah Ritchie

Kec., repeating 23d Psalm and song,
“Could We Tell It,”
Mrs. Hillings’class
Kec., Mrs. Colson’s class, and singing,
“Golden Sunbeams.”

Quotations from the Bible by Bible class

and teachers.
Cornet and organ solo,
Mrs. Ritchie and Putnam
School and choir
Song, “Good Bye,”

The Not tti port Hotel will open this week
and will be as in former seasons conducted
by F. L. French of Winterport, who will be
assisted by his wife. The house has been
put in fine condition and the outlook for the

—

—

is good.
Capt. Charles E. Drinkwater and Charles
X. Bird have bought the bay coaster Lizzie

season

Mrs. Frank Avery of Mallow ell are visiting
relatives here—W. 1). llari iman went to
Belfast last Monday on business—Miss
Silvia Norton of Jonesport visited at Mrs.
ltufus Marriinan's and Mrs. W. II. Ginn’s
last week.

of the administratrix of the estate of the
late Wm. L. Howe of Lincolnville, and
after making some needed repairs will load
lime casks for Rockland.

FREEDOM.

A

G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT IN DENVER
Same

Suggestions

ns

to

Routes and

Trips, frontier Day in Cheyenne.
Presentation.

_

H

To the Editor of The Journal
In a recent issue of The Journal a no
tice was published relative to the G. A
R. meeting in Denver, Colorado, anc
the arrangements that were being madt
for the Maine delegation. As I under
stand it our Maine friends are coming
out to see the country as well as at
tend the National Emcampment, and tc
do that they should be careful to ar
range the trip to show them all there is
to be seen. The people of Cheyeune are
arranging to give them an entertain
ment such as the eastern people have
never been able to witness before, and
it will be the greatest feature of the en
tire encampment. I refer to the Frontier Day celebration which is to be held

!■■■——

«■»
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Flag

F. A. Rhodes and wife, Annie Hawes,
Mrs. Addie Fuller and Miss Lizzie McEtta I’. Dickey, Charles Crockett and
Mrs.
Gray are visiting Mrs. Selden Fuller in
and Monday and
Mai llassan went to Castine Fri- Saturday, Sept. 2d,
wife
and
Miss Bertha Bryant reNorridgewock
of Tuesday, Sept. 4th and 5th, at Cheyenne.
exercises
the
attend
to
graduating
turned to her school in Albion last Monday day
school. Miss Beulah Rhodes of Cheyenne is the capital of Wyoming
morning. She has been absent on account the Normal
of a class of 34 females and one of the places they should visit.
of sickness
Miss Thebe Cross spent Sat- this town was one
4 males who graduated.
and
Colorado Springs and Manitou also
and
Gertrude
with
Miss
urday
Sunday
of should be visited and side
Bradstreet
Messrs. Winfield Norton and
trips made to
Capt. Frank McCahe, sailing master
Chester liantou of Massachusetts were in Mr. Norman White’s yacht, that has been the mountains around Denver and
and
town last Saturday, called here by the hauled out at Camden, has painted
Maintou; also in making the trip they
death of Bradburn Banton in Montville, the otherwise
put her in first class condition should not fail to take in Omaha, Counlatter’s father, who was a former resident and has her moored at the Cove awaiting
cil Bluffs, Greeley and Kansas City.
of this village_Mrs. Cora Spinney of the arrival of Mr. White, who is soon exNow there is only one way they can all
sold
her
L'nity, having
farm, has moved pected for a cruise.
be made, and that is by being sure the
into the .Mitchell house here. She comes
Late arrivals at Temple Heights: Collins tickets
they get read over the Union
here that her son, William 1!., may attend
A.
Mrs.
Boynton;
Mary
McCarty and wife,
Pacific Railroad from Council Bluff to
f reedom Academy.Mrs. Estelle TarkHasNellie
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Lucy A. Cortliell
Denver and return, and that the final
hur.-t visited Miss Williams last Saturday.
kell of Kookport, who will occupy the Cliff
Ii. \V. Dodge is having a veranda and
Good- destination of the ticket is Colorado
cottage for the season; Mr. Oliver
ind bay window put on his house. C. T.
of Springs, Colo.
There are two lines
|
win, wife and two sons, M. C. and G. S.
Hutchins, William Sibley. 2d, Charles Cortland, will make a stay of two weeks at from Denver to- Colorado Springs—the
Stephenson and Arthur Watts are the the cottage owned by them.
D. A B, (;. and the C. and S both good.
workmen employed_Mrs. A. L. StephenRev. and Mrs. I. II. W. Wliarff are at Tickets that read I'nion Pacific Counis
in
who
Burnham,
son,
teaching
spent
their cottage on the Methodist Campground cil Bluffs to Denver and return are good
Sunday at home—Mr. Brooks of Tittslield
for the summer. Mr. Wliarff is in poor through Cheyenne and Greeley to Denhis
las bought Motel Maine and will move
health and will not serve as superintendent ver, and for the return
trip from Denfamily here soon_David Twitched, our
this season. The public pay station of the ver to Kansas
and
enable the purCity,
popular meatman, is hoarding with Mrs.
New England telephone will be in their
chaser to see the best part of Nebraska,
Wescott and keeps his horses at the Bilwas
connection
the
and
proper
" yonnng s capital, tne nest section ot
ling’s house stable—liev. Frank I. Mans- cottage
made for service last Thursday.
ion] is boarding at Lewis March's for. the
Colorado’s farming country and Kanmilliner... liobert Getcliell is moving his
MAINE UNIVERSALISTS
sas—which cannot be done over any
'aniily into Mr. A. B. Sparrow's rent—
other line to Denver, Colorado Springs
Dr. A. M. Small and two children have Hold tlu ir State Convent ion in Soutli Paris.
or Pueblo.
gone to Sunset_The Ladies’ circle and
Members and representatives of the
Tne Frontier Day celebration and the
die W. ('. T. T. held a joint meeting at Mrs.
1' niversalist churches of Maine gathered in Hag presentation at
Cheyenne will interB. Nutt's last Thursday afternoon when
South Paris .lunefith for the annual meeting est all G. A. R.
The Frontier
people.
in interesting program was carried out, as
of the State l'niversalist convention.
is the annual celebration and gives
Day
’allows : (juotationsabout flowers: readings,
Pres. C. S. Hiehborn of Augusta respondMrs. Nutt and Miss Williams; recitation, ed to an address of welcome by ltev. J. 11. an idea of life and spirits in the west
in the early days and will be something
Mrs. 1). It. McGray; poem, Mrs. T. W.
Little, tlie local pastor. Reports were heard
iyer; reading, Mrs. J. W. Libby.
from the executive committee, treasurer, entirely new to the Maine people. I
Women's Christian union, Westbrook seim- call
your attention to this as so few
>OKTIf SKAKSl’OliY ITKMS.
narv and tlie fellowship committee.
There were present Sii delegates, repre- people know how to see the most of
Leon !•:. Moody lias moved his family to
from this
senting ;t3 churches, with a total ofa 2ctu
great country in the easiest way.
['out Town.
balance
The reports showed
out of town.
The
Union Pacific is reputed to be
in
the
and
$10,41"
the
in
treasury,
II.
of Snot;
We hear that our neighbor Frank
of the trustees. These officers were best built line west of Chicago and has
L”leaves and family are to move to Sears- hands
elected:
the celebrated Sherman Hill gravel for
>ort village.
Pres., Merrill M. Drew, Portland; vice
s. Whitman, Brunswick, ami ballast of its entire main line, giving it
11.
Rev.
J,res
Misses Ruby and Rose Larrabee of ProsEverett L. Philoon, Auburn; sec., Key F. the most solid roadbed of
any line in
pect were in town last Saturday, the guests E Barton, Bethel; treas, M. B. Coohdge,
Portland ; trustee, George Trefethen, Cort- the country and one over which trains
)f Mrs. Marion Mathews.
land.
can make the fastest runs in perfect
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Nickerson of Boston
The occasional sermon was preached in
the afternoon hv Rev. J. F. Album, Dll., of safety.
,vere in town last Saturday visiting relaI enclose one of the invitations sent
Portland, followed by the communion, con;ives and friends.
ducted by Kev. J. 11. Little and Rev. S. G.
out by the W. R. C., No. !), for the Hag
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Scribner came up Davis of Norway.
Addresses were delivered in the evening presentation which they are to make
from Camden last Saturday to visit liis
Kev.
by Rev. E F. I‘ember of Kangor and
the Department on the gd of September
II.
T.
Scribner.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
parents,
S. il. Atwood, PI), of Boston.
the
second
days ses- and they ask to have it extended to all
In connection with
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Clements were called
sion a meeting of the Woman's Lnion Mis- comrades and Posts.
:o Swanville last week to see her sister.
Yours truly,
sionaiv Society was held with the presiis
who
Miss Ethelyn Moody,
dangerously dent, Miss Mary E. Beal, presiding.
F. W. Axoier.
was held lor Kev. \\.
service
A
memorial
ill.
W. Hooper of Portland, who for several
To the Grand Army of the Republic:
Rev. F. E.
Mrs. Susan Towle, formerly of this town, years was State missionary.
Dear Comrades: You are most cordialis visiting her old neighbors. She spent the Barton presided at this service.
Much of the convention business was ly invited to be present at the presentapast winter with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coffin taken
up. It was voted that the next annu- tion of a beautiful silk Hag inscribed to
M Monroe.
the G. A. R. from the \V. R. C'., No. !>,
al meeting he held at Biddeford.
Late in the afternoon the delegates were Cheyenne) to the National Commander
Geo. Partridge has bought a fine span of
PennesseeLake
on
taken for an hour’s sail
and Staff, at Cheyenne, Wyoming on
Percheron horses which weigh 8,100. They wassee at Norway.
the
At the evening meeting ail address was Saturday, Sept, g, 1H05,
are
half brothers and were raised in
Frontier Days’ Carnival, which will be
given l>y Kev. A. Gertrude Larle of Dover, held
lloulton.
Sept. 2, -I and r>, 1:10:,.
and by Kev. C. G. Miller of Wnodfords.
This presentation has been arranged
In the wedding notice of Miss Goldie The hitter’s subject was “A Method of
Church
Current
Sup- so as not in any way to conllict with
Robbins in last week’s locals it stated that Raising Money for
the National Encampment at Denver
she graduated from the Searsport High port."
“Fifteen Years of Missionary Work tn the
and it is hoped that
of
an
address
school in 181M ; should have read 1004.
by as following week, as
Maine," was tlie subject
can will be with
many comrades
\V. S. Whitman, LL. D„ of BrunsRev.
Poixii:‘> (’oiiNKK. The Ladies’ Benefit
us at this time.
wick at the closing session today of the
The Women’s Relief Corps has this
Society was well attended at the last meet- State Universalist Convention. Rev. J. B.
Reardon of < lakland spoke on “Possibilit.es feature of the entertainment in charge,
Over forty partook of a line supper.
ing.
The next meeting will be with the presi- in tlie work of the District Superintend- and issues this invitation to you and
ent.'' Discussions followed each address. all members of your Department.
dent, Mrs. Ellen Scribner, on the afternoon A sermon was preached by Rev. 11. L.
Yours in F. C. and I,.,
of June 17th.Rev. C. W. Wallace will Townsend of Westbrook. Convention busiTheresa A. Jenkins, ]
matbold a service at the church next Sunday ness was also taken up. Only routine
Jennie A. Knioiit,
ters were considered and adjournment was
;
evening.Mrs. Susan Towle is in town taken late in the afternoon.
Mary Hauer,
[ Committee
friends.
her
numerous
risiting
Loutsk O.
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Best and

Beauty DoctoJ

Cheapest

Furnace heat is best, cheapest and most
healthful
and we honestly believe the
Round Oak the best furnace ever made.
Everybody knows the famous Round Oak
Stove—the most popular in the world. This
furnace is made by the same people—and it’s

but
'J’HERE
acquiring and
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beads, roughness,

FURNACE
as

a

Lamp

**

—imparting

that saves fuel from the first day and burns any
kind of hard or soft coal, coke or wood. A
furnace should be properly installed—to fit
the needs of the house it heats. You take no
chances with the Rout’d Oak—nor do we.

C. L. WRIGHT, Sole
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Aj Easily Regulated
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Pompeian

Cheap furnaces don’t do this—so they’re really
the most expensive.
We furnish free a carefully prepared scientific
plan for heating your home. Then we install a
"
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The p,
skin must first he ri
purities, and the
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V J prices—but to save fuel—(important nowadays)—
A/I the furnace must be air-tight and hold the fire.
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WALDO COUNTY CROPS.

NORTHPORT NEWS.
W. L. Lathrop and wife recently arrived
from Boston for an uncertain stay.
Helen M. l’eirce of Boston is spending
her Kith season at the Julia Pendleton farm.

a

Jesse Priest, our road commissioner, with
crew of horses and men, is repairing the

roads in town.
Mr. and Mrs. James Starbird of Bangor
at their cottage and expect to stay until
late in the fall.
are

MONKOK.

Miss llattie Gilman of Liberty has been
boarding with Mrs. Annie Batchelder at the
Cove during the winter and is so well pleased with the surrounding conditions that
she thinks of spending the summer there.

the funeral of Orchard C. Dow. Mr. Dow
was a former resident of this place and had
a host of friends here, v ho sympathize with
the family in their great loss—Miss Clark
of Frankfort visited Miss Miriam Grindle
last Sunday_Mrs. E. \Y. Grindle enterMiss
tained the Ladies’ Club .June 7th
Freda Darrinian visited her sister, Mrs.
Mr. and
Sam Dooey, in Brewer last week

■

ri he i,,-,-e ball game between tlie Thorndike
uml Freedom boys, Saturday, was won by
the Thorndikes-V. N. Higgins passed
Satin day in Belfast.

Miss Anna Drinkwater, a teaeher of exis teaching school in the lower
Drinkwater district. The school was discontinued several years ago on account of
fhe small number of scholars.

perience,

Mrs.

Alice Pol from Old Town arrived
Saturday by steamer Golden Rod for a visit
with Mrs. George Benson.

some
orchards have
full, others show a great
many trees that have not blossomed.
Some of our farmers lost several of
their best Baldwin trees tlie past winBERTHA A. PARTRIDGE,
But few Baldwin trees have bloster.
The pear, plum and cherrysomed.
Proprietor Evergreen Cattery.
trees have been loaded with blossoms.
Under the caption of “Successful
There was a plenty of sunshine while Women,” The Sioux
City, Iowa Jourthe fruit trees were in bloom and it nal of June gild publishes the
following
if more bees than usual sketch: Miss
seems as
Partridge is a daughtei
Grass
worked among the blossoms.

Mrs. J. L. Stearns of South Lagrange is
neat cottage and will remain
for the season, if her health permits.
Stockton Springs seems to be the objecCharles O. Dickey sent two
backboard loads of sightseers there last

tive point.
week.

C. 0. Dickey's twobuckboards took eightfrom the Belfast schools to Swan lake,

een

a

very

We
it if you
would extend our invitation to all comrades and Posts in your Department
and acknowledge recept, advising us if
you will be able to be there with yotn
staff and how many you think we may
look for from the Department.

Troy—While

occupying her

They report

P. S.

blossomed

(.'apt. 11. W. Chapman, one of our smart
young men, is having his vessel, the C. Taylor, ad, painted at the Cove.

Saturday.

Artist,
J
would appreciate

pleasant

time.
C. O. Dickey is repairing the streets of
the Methodist Camp Ground. The town appropriated $300 to be expended upon the

grounds.
Mrs. X. II. Rhoades of Rockland, who is
sick at her brother’s, is thought to be slowly
recovering. She is attended by Dr. Benj.
Colson of Bangor.
Mr. W. I. Clements of Old Town and Col.
Bangs of Augusta arrived Saturday and
are domiciled at the Star cottage.
Their
wives are expected soon.
Lida Muuroe, daughter of R. A.
Packard, who has been dangerously ill al
her father’s, is somewhat better and hopes
are entertained that she will recover.
Mrs.

A. W. Hassan has opened the store kepi
by the late William F. Thomas and wil
keep a variety of groceries, which will be
great convenience to the dwellers at th(

Heights.
Miss Florence Bartlett of Hope, wh<
taught school at Brown’s Corner last yea
and is at present teaching at the Beach
Li ncolnville, visited Mrs. Lon Elwell, Sat
urday and Sunday.

Capt. Henry S. Pendleton and wife, whi 1
have been stopping in Boston during th !
past winter, are both quite feeble, but ar 5
very fortunate in having a dutiful daughter
Martha, to care for them.

better. AVe have had plenty
rain and it came just as it was
farmers are nearly
Most
needed.

never was

of

through planting,

some

all

through.

More sweet corn than usual lias been
planted but the crows have made sad
havoc in many fields, taking tbe corn
One
before it was above ground.
farmer lias tried tbe experiment of
feeding tlie crows. He lias fed them
several bushels of corn and thus prevented them from taking what lie had
planted.
Many have early- potatoes
and peas above ground and have hoed
Wild strawberries bid fair to be
them.
an enormous crop.
May the year end
as prosperously as it has commenced
for the farmers.—B. I-'. II.
North Searsport—All farming is well
along at this date. Grass looking well.
Apple trees in full bloom. More potatoes planted in AValdo county than last
Labor in good demand. Work
year.
on tbe B. & A. road is booming, also
work at Mack’s Point. Now is a good
time to repair and build roads; work
done now is much better than later on.

—A. S.

«

Expels

Worms

September 28,

1903.

Dear Sirs:—
I have used the True “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters for nearly a year for my
little girl. She used to have worms and
would be sick three or four days at a
time. I began the use of the True “L.
F.” Medicine and she has not had a
spell since.
Yours truly,
MRS. IDA M. NASON,
Clinton, Me.
Children who do not thrive on good
food should be watched for worms.
Use small doses of “L. F.” until you
get results.
The True “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters,
35 cents.

of Freeman

Partridge,

and both fathei

and daughter have been frequent and
ever welcome contributors to The Journal:
Miss Partridge of Stockton Springs,
Me., was formerly a school teacher and
a graduate of the Eastern State Norma
school, Castine. Like many of her ses
she was fond of cats, and during hei
leisure hours she took pleasure witl
them. In consequence of her close at
tention and confining work in hei
school her health broke down.
WliiU
confined to her house it occurred to he:
that there was more money in raisin}
cats than in teaching school, and so sin
found it. Commencing in a small wai
with Angora cats, imported from Per
sia, she now lias quite a large fain
where she gives them freedom throng)
the day, but at night she has them al
housed in her cattery. Few person:
can realize the amount of business am
profit of a cat farm, especially of tini
bred stock. Probably no person, cer
tainly no woman, carries on so exten
sive a business in cats as does Miss
Partridge. She has become an exper
cat physician, understanding all thei
ailments and how to attend them ii
sickness.
She thoroughly loves lie
work and it is interesting to watch he
care for her cats and kittens.
Many i
child in the slums and some even ir
better places are not as well looked af
ter as are Miss Partridge’s kittens
Every dish is washed after their meals
as nicely as in a well ordered home
Every room in the cattery is as clean as

if some child were
cross words are

living in it. Nc
spoken to her pets, con

sequently they love their mistress

anc

at her call. The color of the cats
somewhat determine their value. Ths
solid colors bring the highest price. II
has been often said that a dog has to b*
licensed and legally is of value and that
a cat is not, but when one sees the fe
lines that are raised upon Miss Part
ridge’s farm they will certainly saj
come

that they

are

very valuable.

She could

not very well carry her cats and kittens
upon the road as samples, so she mas
tered the art of photography and sends
out photographs of them to prospectivi

buyers.

Johnson

Block,

I’.

PAIN f s,
OIL

Varnish s,
Bru nes,
Colors ground in oil

m

everything used in

H E ALflt WOOD,

the best assortment

o

amps, Tin

a

Nickel j>
per (jou

j

Ranges
Wooden
In the city
Be sure to

chasing.

see our

stoci-

Open evenings

A Great Club! neUner

ALL

KINDS

WORK.

CEMETERY

OF

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

2Jp=No\v

is the time to

call,

Bridge Street,

as we

have a

large

AND

stock of finished work.

Belfast, Maine.

!uw.”mL’!

^Masury s Pure

Paints^*

Are the Standard Paints of the United States and have been for
three=quarters of a century. There are more of Masury’s Paints

used than of any other TWO paints combined.
they are the best and cheapest paints to buy ever
Order by the name==Mnsist

on

MASON &. HALL,

WHY===Because

produced.

having MASURY’S.

Agents,

Belfast.

hire, Life, Accident, Plate (Jlass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beal estate bought and sold.

cure by acting directly on the
sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
Worms.
No. 2
No. 3
Teething.
Diarrhea.
No. 4
No. 7
Coughs.
No. 8
Neuralgia.
Headaches.
No. 9
No. 10
Dyspepsia.
No. 11
Suppressed Periods.
No. 12
Whites.
No. 13
Croup.
The Skin.
No. 14
Rheumatism.
No. 15
No. 10
Malaria,
Catarrh.
No. 19
No. 20
Whooping Cough.
The Kidneys.
No. 27
The Bladder.
No. 30
La Grippe.
No. 77
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
or mailed, 25c. each.
pocket. At Druggists
Medical Guide mailed free.
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,Cor. William & John Street*,

New York.

Baby Terribly Chafed.
Mrs. E. C. Cole of Warner, N. H., says:
“My baby was terribly chafed. I tried
everything without success. Less than one
box of Comfort Powder, however, cured
him. It quickly heals all skin soreness, in
fact it is a healing wonder and 1 wish all
mothers would use it.” All druggists in
Belfast recommend it.

t
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Farm and Garden
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Fruit Culture
Fashion*

Talk* with Our
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L>airy and Cream*
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Poultry Yarn

Plant* anil Flower*
The If or*e

Insurance and Inspection.

Specifics

Believing that -a■
have at least one
have perfected
send that praeth-a 1
AN1> Ml'MIII eel
CAN .lei IfN \ I !<>,
Kki*i■i;i.ii \n »Ji•
to give hut a hriet iFa rm and Hu.m
and excellence. P
parnnents may be 1.
we

The

REPRESENTING OVEK FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS,

j

For On!'

Feeding and Breed

FRED ATWOOD, wBe°rt’ Insurance and Real Estate,

HUMPHREYS’

i

n
fhe Best art Most
Puoer Pubi

ANXIOUS.

j

Farm and 11* Mi
the 24 numbers w h;
lion makinc a voh:n;
with all the latent
that experience
tei proof of it*
c
enormous cirstate, each niinibe!
million readeis.
h'eineinber we
postpaid, at the .-i
all orders to

]

■

I am very anxious to dispose of the old reliable
and good paying Stockton. Searspoit and Belfast
Express, which I recently purchased of W. M.
Berry. Mr. Berry’s business with tin* railroad
was so extensive he could not attend to it and by
way of trade it fell to me. Will sell to the right
for cash or good paper. Also have on
I party cheap
I hand several pairs ot young Western horses and
several pairs of large* and sound native horses.
One pair of good farm mules.
W. E. (i KIN NELL.
Searspoit. May it. i9or».

■

]

The Republican ]•

F.S. HO'
fc'stai

Rea!

Teiifwiit loss for Sals.
1 idler for sale the tenement house owned by
Mrs. ,1. M. Fletcher, situated at the corner o’f
Main and Bridge streets. To any one who wishes
to purchase for investment it would be a desirable piece of property. Reason for selling: Mrs.
Fletcher is going to her son in Oermany.
Apply
F. S. HOLMES for terms.
to

Belfast, April 13,1905.—15

ISAAC S. STAPLES,
BROOKS,
Hus on hand of his own make, u nice
lot of carriagks, road wagons,
and GROCKRY WAGONS which he
will sell at the lowest living prices.
311116

Houses for Salt
If you want a
to me. I have
part of the eit
and some ran l"
pay rent all >
home on the
years own yoc

Farms at all Prices
If you want a 11
them all prices
hundreds of acie>
gains and easy
schools and chin
over.

Farms Just
Here is

Thin

ot rat

a

Enquire of

an K!

>

ell, in good repair1
tons of hay. clay
the best of water, .j
at a bargain.

For Safe.
A few second-hand top buggies, a surry and
hack. Also a few single harnesses.
Apply to the
BELFAST LIVERY CO.
19tf

one

as

IF

1

m

1

Or F

1
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Real Estate

H

ing the deep and narrow ravine, 01
“Strait” which Magalhaous (angliciget
Magellan) discovered about 385 year

REPUBLIC
Is

HOW TO GET THERE

;N ig05.
\

...

larly out of the water to a height o1
several thousand feet.
The windinj

fiord between them known

good America!
\
patronize home in
taking an Americai
oiigli several Europeat
trly at our metropolii
on Liverpool, Hamburg

•,

south American

conn

go farthei
de .Janeiro, and only
states

I

niters at

stated inter

At Rio you must

t.

French

uieo,

',

or

the

German

capital

oi

the circuitious turns. Winter is eternal
so far south of the
equator; the sun

tempestu-

sets about three o'clock and water
freezes every night in the year. There
are no American steamers
anywhere in
the southern Pacific.
Those of the
French and English lines pass only

utiles of

and Buenos Ayres

I

For some un-

me.

the great ocean
ply between these
ports and those of
all

through

Maurice.

The road in

Tuscany. A commentary. 1905. 2v.T45-5.H4-Hutchinson, Henry Neville.
The living rulers of mankind.
With 485 illustrations, and 3
colored plates. 1902.
Thomas Aliibone.
The passing of Thomas, and
four other stories. 1901.
x Johnson, Mrs. Clarke.
Earning her way to college. A
story for girls.
MacGrath, Harold.
The man on the box. A novel
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space to tell you, except that
them those of Switzerland,

take

may
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before

corn
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tip
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sea-

ever a

hemisphere

had seen this part of
VAriAUi o
All i.UJuUi51Ll£.
1
e traversed all of these
He carries it about the world with him; alto
last few years, some
a motor yacht.
1 time, and unhesitat1 Too rosy a view of the seafarers’ life
the two last named to might easily be taken
by any landsman
|
rable, so far as mag- | visiting the Erskine M. Phelps, the
fastest
all-sail
vessel
in
the world, now
and exciting adventure
on a level keel in the Delaware
Hut between these two riding
river at the foot of Heed street, while

\

King. An essay in interpreta-

tion.
g Finchot, Gilford.
A primer of forestry.

iiile-baek transit over
Cordilleras at the most
'i year bears no resem-

;

beds of ease.”

.■

From

November to April
sufficient numerical

ui

The forest. Part II. Practical

in all tlie great seaports and is a
man of the world, getting the most out
of life wherever lie happens to be. With
him sails always his family,
consisting
ot his wife and hisliMear-old
daughter,
Gladys, who lias been ’7 times around
Cape Horn, and twice around the
I world, sailing in all a total of a.tn.iuio
j miies, according to the tally kept by
j her mother.
ness

Andes, through
comparative
(in board ship, whether
mdertake the trip a few
engaged at
hei\school books, taking her music leser too late, or at any
I son at the piano in the captain's saloon,
xcept in the regular j using tier camera or merely amusing
iout suitable escort, j herself, she wears the costume of a
ely hazardous,
incomparable scenery
the

iss

with

Fart I.

forestr>'.
Rice, Alice Hegan.
Sandy. A story. 1905.
; x Rideing, William Henry.

depend largely upon her donkey engines are unloading a
for during the six- cargo of ,>,0(50 tons of Hawaiian sugar,
on
this side of the says a Philadelphia paper.
The “great white flyer,” as the
ship is
uthern summer time, called
by the poetical Ilawaiians, is not
Andes are totallv im- only large and commodious in its
living
v event, if comfortable
arrangements, but the captain’s quarters are fitted with about every
up-toct-ssary to your liappi- date
luxury that might he thought of.
-t’er by all means take
Hubert
J.
Graham
has sailed
Capt.
\ er practicable.
I as- the seas for many years, has done busi-

■

and tradition

icmauce

«

1

there are murderous

glorious “Land
pathless snow-fields of
pth and extent, un
ad gorges and glaciers,
that

t

Roys in the mountains and on
the plains, or western adventures.
x

1882.

Rideling, William Henry.

u

Sinclair, May.
The divine fire.

A novel.

1905.
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Snaith, J. C.
Rrokeof Coveden.
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tlistand. But in this
anges for the better
even to this remote
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who made the nation ;
an outline of
United States
history from 1760 to 1865. 1901. 923. Sp
Stewart, Charles D.
The fugitive blacksmith. 1905..
St 45-1
x Taggart, Marion Ames.
The Wyndham girls. A story.
h'02.T 13-1
men
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days,

of
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Argentina—

flies of about
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fl

pretty village at the
as of the government

fl
Jfl

side of the Andes

in

the upper

mile.”
wall

heights

ting a certain short seated enormous expense,
-i rs and
hardships untold,
may travel from either
durable distance up the
Cordillera in a familiar
nnging cars” for the PaV untie by a saddle
trip of
1 live
days, according to
inability. If revolutions
nan and Argentine rail'd before long, somewhere
the Andes, and thus fur■ipted passage from ocean
ng Buenos Ayres witli"1 Valparaiso. Across
.
Mendoza to Buenos
dance is about the same

Boston and Chicago,
of United States

car

'lined and

engineered by
"1 tilled with
English-speak"engers, you
might easily
yourself traveling in our own
■est of the Kockies, were it
idtmpses from the car windows
straw-thatched villages, and
1wild horses, and long-legged
scudding over the plains. As
/' '■'"•them waterway, it would be
n'l more
dangerous voyaging
5."
„

| art ot the world than where

"teasurless

oceans

rush

togeth-

u'eir sweep around the hemisail(1 tile vessel that
enters the
rounds Cape Horn without
a gale is exceptionally
4a' ,, e*'°°klng on a map, you will see
Al|des break suddenly near
uttltrn Bp of the continent, leav-

Ittekv'
ft,'

Ip
lit

which stretches

required months to
hand journey from ocean
then it could only be ac-
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Powder. The best is always cheapest.
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Having scaled

it
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The Baby's Head and Trained
Nurse identify Comfort Powder, which is used so much in
N. E. Hospitals and by trained
nurses because they all know it
is the best Medicinal Toilet

“on

Alaska to Cape Horn, regular Jack tar and looks like a handIn this rig
ne or another, and come some blonde-headed boy.
she can splice a rope or climb a ladder
the old Spanish city
with the best of them.
the Argentine base of
On shore she is a demure rosebud of
tret into a palace car a girl, whose strange experiences no
She and her
wsly whirled away to one would imagine.
■'ast.
Think of it! A young and pretty mother are both glow-

■en

any other 8

if you

would journey by rail

■

nse

binuc

it as

a

for

freights

and

When tiie civil war started the Yankee deet of brigs was spread all over
tiie world. The swift steam commerce
destroyers of the confederates were
soon turned loose upon them, and that
was the beginning of the end.
During
the years of the war they were practically driven from the seas. Many of
them were sunk and burned, many
were sold to English shippers, and the
remainder lay in the harbors of the
north waiting for tiie strife to cease.
When peace returned steam vessels
were built everywhere.
It was in the early seventies that

ing examples of the sort of health that
with breathing pure sea air.
Oapt. Graham carries always with
him his private yacht, a gasolene motor
launch 21 feet long, of four-horsepower,

comes

When in
also his own automobile.
port this automobile is taken ashore
and used constantly. Driven by the
captain, it took first prize in the floral
parade at Honolulu last Thanksgiving

day.

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
My Lady Clancarty.

|

and the type was tried on a long voyage
when the three-master Rebecca J.
Moulton sailed from this port for Australia. She had a crew of about 10 men,
and carried three times tiie cargo of a
half-brig. She was the first big schooner to round Cape Horn, and the first
three-masted schooner to visit Australia. She returned in safety, and her
owners made a big profit.
Other Boston vessel owners began to build big
schooners and run them on long voyages, and this, with the enterprise of
and foreign steamers,
A m eric a n
sounded the knell of the brig and the

half-brig.
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Spring Styles

See that yeur hat bears the Lamson & Hubbard
trade mark and you will have the assurance of
style, comfort and durability combined. You
can find them at.
Also a large line of
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To Those

women

CHARACTER
Takes away all apparent
duces to dissatisfaction.!
We make a special point on the character of
our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable

and A material.
THE LOWEST prices consistent with a
high standard of excellence always obtained at

our

place.

We earnestly
prices.
We positively
our patrons.

47
to do the

Very truly,

best

we

can

by

....WE OFFER....

125 Main St

BangordArooslook

-AND-

CONS. MTGE.

are

it.

...REPAIRING...
—

GOLD BONDS
AT 96
INTEREST,

BOUND.

DAMAGED BOOKS,JE 1C.,
REPAIRED OR REBOUND. PASSEPARTOUT \\ ORK.

women

It deprives the system of nourishment and the delicate organs peculiar to
women suffer
weaken, and become
diseased.

4

—

nAUAZINES, MUSIC & PAMPHLETS

Indigestioncauses
nearly all the sickthat

INVESTMENT

invite inspection of goods and
mean

C. E. STEVENS.

being re| stored to perfect
health by this remedy. YOU may bs
well if you will take

Seeking a

OF CHEAP GOODS
saving and alwavs con-

is what Mrs. Lucy
Stovall, of Tilton, Ga,
said after taking
Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure. Hundreds
of other weak

%

At which price

they

net the investor

have.

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES

«~1rrd

41%

—

Work

beyond my 'kill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
me a postal ami I will eall for work.
26
Miller'freer. Side door.

Send

Kodol

W. H. 01IMBV

JOHN S. FERNALD.

Dyspepsia Cure

indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, sour
risings, belching, heartbttrn and all stomach

iii&Ij

happy.

I

workmanship

of the ITnited States.

turned into coal barges, losing their
identity. A few continue to be listed
as seaworthy, and now the Sullivan, the
last of the Boston tleet, is gone.
Tiie Sullivan deserves more than passing notice, for she was one of the finest
and most successful of her class. She
was a double-decked brig of 344 gross
tons, aud was built at Gouldsboro, Me.,
in 1862, by Owen W. and George Whitaker. She was commanded for many
years by Capt. Jesse Perry of Gouldsboro, and was owned and managed by
John S. Emery & Co. of Boston.
ci

laWst *«<■ *“»<•«»«*

DWIGHT P. PALMER, MASONIC TEMPLE

Than imagining it is economy to buy the
cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
price seems low.
THE SHODDY

enables the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all of the wholesome food that may be eaten. It nourishes
the body, and rebuilds the weak organs,
restoring health and strength. Kodol cures

to Liverpool, with cotton, for which
she was paid a half-penny a pound
freight. Today the steamers in the
same trade carry cotton for less than
one-quarter of this rate. She loaded
salt and returned to Boston and has
since been in various kinds of trade.
She was not the fastest vessel of her
kind, but she once made the voyage
from the west coast of Africa to St.
Thomas in 12 days, and frequently
logged 2ii0 miles a day.
The Sullivan has never been ashore
or met with a loss that has cost the underwriters a dollar in all her 40 years of
active service.
Under Capt. Hagerty of New Bedford, her new owner and master, she
will hunt for whales in the south At-
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UNDERWEAR'“M." UNION SUITS.

in last live years
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PRETTY NECKWEAR. HOSIERY. GLOVES. ETC.

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

$26,654,641.78
Equitable

u

NO GREATER

Strongest in the World
Assets $413,953,020.74
Surplus $80,794,269.21
policyholders
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FRANKLIN H. FAZELTON
Manager for Maine,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,

Dividends paid

1

1905

a policy in the Equitnow.
Communicate

There are a number of these vessels’
still in existence, but not one is nowowned in the city for which they did so

ri

1905.
Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
The boys with Old Hickory.
(War of 1812 series.) ,.
Williamson, C. N. and A. M.
The Princess passes, A romance
of a motor-ear. 1005.
Woodworth, Joseph V.
American tool making and in1905

to take out
able than
with

Yankee shipowners discovered a more
economical sailing craft than the brig
I or half-brig. Several three-masted and
| four-masted schooners had been used
in the coasting trade for a few years,

|
If you

iiuiia

much commercially.
Of the brigs which were left when the
age of brigs had passed, some were

Chilian capital

crow

e

i

j Lamson & Hubbard

That

!

Sp.arks, Edwin Erie.
The

vi

cured enormous prices
paid big dividends.

A Captured Cuuarder: an episode of (he Atlantic. 1896.
R 435.3
Roseoe, Sir Henry E.
John Dalton and the rise of
modern chemistry. 1895....
R 2-D 17
Russell, George William Erskine.
Life of Sydney Smith. 1905.
(English men of letters.). R 2-Sn 5
Seton, Ernest Thompson.
Woodmyth and fable. Drawings by the author. 1905.
398. -e

|m po\i Jcr on yourself B
1 or babe you will 8
■ make a mistake.
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Vessel of

favorite one with the old Boston brigs.
They wo.uld load up in Boston harbor
218.H 9 with assorted
cargo, of which rum was
one of the principal items, and this was
traded for ivory, oil and other staples.
The women of New- England were as
Many of
821 T-21 hardy seafarers as the men.
the brig captains were accompanied on
all voyages by their wives. Their children w ere born on shipboard and grew
up around the brigs. Onecase is known
034.9 P where the skipper’s wife acted as cook,
his eldest son was mate and his four
K 38-3 sons formed tiie crew.
Many of Boston’s w-ealthiest families
owe the foundation of their fortunes to
the brigs owned by their grandfathers.
Some of these vessels paid for themK 435-1 selves in a couple of voyages; all se-
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Single

Kin.,

The eternal life. 1905.
Fallen, Coude Kenoist.
The meaning of the Idylls of the

rocks close to shore.
Fannie B. Ward.

sail

Stfirioii

Muusterberg, Hugo.

Norway and
ythe's Channel, into Alaska dwindle to insignificance. You
igellan, and so on into have, besides, some fleeting glimpses of
ulantic; or you may the amphibious natives of Terra del
crowned Andes by the Fuego, always nearly naked, crouched
all, over Indian trails in their boats and skulking behind the
er,

:

Hewlett,

a

Magellan and
-up their Argentine around Cape Horn; and to go through
j og_]
wrong side of the Smythe’s Channel you have no choice
but to take one of the line of little Gerg them to transport
man boats called “Kosmos,”
ir luggage across its
j go,
running
their own inconven- between Valparaiso and Hamburg. As
to tlie wonders of the Channel, with
All the cities and coast towns of ton report of the 5th in last week’s
1SM.M17-- South America and Australia had ac- Journal,
named the Wells as the possieng tor the Argentine its glittering glaciers and blue-green Mathot, R. E.
quaintance with them, and Europeans ble winner.
Pacific side of the mountains of ice—some of them exGas engines and
from the Bosporus to the Baltic sea
producer-gas
ty sail or steam in the tending in unbroken grandeur, ten, fifplants. 1905. ,;21 4 M knew of Boston through the Boston
lent mariners away teen, even twenty miles—I have not
Never a Better Time
Michelson, Miriam.
brigs.
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Buckle, Henry Thomas.
The history of civilization in
England. 1903.
Buell, Augustus C.

as

the northern
1.. mouth of the Rio
.os on

t

on

•

rind that non<

will

treatise

the Mace.

Boston, June 7. Boston harbor saw
Rig Now the finish of one of the greatest coastwise races between big vessels in years
Owned in Boston.
yesterday afternoon when the fourThe Boston Sunday Globe recently masted schooner Marie Palmer
dropped
published an article under the above anchor, the first of six big coasters
which
were
from
Baltimore.
racing
caption, although the vessels referred
The Palmer was only two hours
to are not brigs but brigantines. The
ahead of her nearest competitor, the
Telos was at this port a few years ago big six-master George W. Wells. The
and Edward Johnson, Esq., who takes four-masted schooner Alice Colburn
great interest in marine affairs, had an was third and the fiver Prescott Palmer
enlarged photograph made showing her crossed the line fourth. The fourth
beating in. The Telos was lost about a vessel was only four hours behind the
year later.
Following is the Globe leader. The four-masters Addison E.
article:
Bullard, the Benjamin F. Poole, IndeThe recent sale of the brig Sullivan pendent and John Twohy were also in
of Boston, following the sale of the the race and most of them arrived last
Boston brig Gabrielle, closes out the night.
list of this city’s craft of that character.
The Marie Palmer passed out by
For half a century the term “Boston Cape Henry in company with the rest
brig” lias been recognized throughout of the fleet at 7 a. m. Friday. There
the country as applying to a certain was a fresh wind, and it was “set sail
type—embracing the brig, the hermaph- and devil take the hindmost.”
The big six-master was the favorite,
rodite and the half-brig—rigs which
only an expert can tell apart—not be- but the Marie Palmer soon showed she
cause it was originated here, but be- was in the running.
Both these vescause it was a peculiarly favorite rig sels parted company from the rest of
with Boston vessel owners and mari- the fleet early and fought it out toj
ners.
gether running up the coast. Several
In the palmy days of the sailing ves- times the Wells led, and each time the
sel, between 1840 and 1800, Boston Palmer overtook her. At the shoals
boasted a large ileet of these balf-brigs. the Palmer was ahead and around the
It is estimated that 100 of them bailed Cape. Then the Wells secured a tug,
from this port and many more came (in these commercial races everything
from the neighboring ports whose com- is fair) and passed the Palmer.
merce lias now become merged with
The Palmer soon picked up a tug and
that of the Hub.
passed the Wells, this time in the bay.
They carried the American Hag to the The crews of the vessels were much exmost out of the way corners of the cited and bet everything they owned on
world.
their respective vessels. Last night the
In the ports of China they competed sailors of the Palmer had cash to burn,
with the great British Indiamen arid and burned a considerable portion of
thrifty Butch merchant ships, and it in the vicinity of Atlantic avenue.
never failed to secure the freights
they Both vessels went at once to dischargwere after.
They followed Perry to ing berths while the others will have
to wait, in some cases a week. [A BosJapan, and did a profitable business.
Hot

Smythe’i
ggj B
Channel, was scooped—so geologists
History of Andrew Jackson,
say—by the action of ice during tin
pioneer, patriot, soldier, poliglacier period. The islands stand sc
tician. With portraits. 1904. 2v
B-J ii
close together that in many places twc
Daniels, Mabel W.
steamers could not possibly pass be
An American girl in Munich.
tween them.
Being thus protected
Impressions of a music stufrom the winds that rage outside, the
dent. 1905.
D
passage is particularly smooth; but x Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
The making of Jane. A novel
most navigators prefer the open ocean
1901.
with all its gales, because of the powerE, g_.
ful currents between the islands, the Elson, Louis Charles.
The history of American music.
blinding snowstorms that prevail at all
Illustrated. 1904. (The history
times of the year, and the great danger
of American art, edited
by J.
of collision with icebergs in some of
C. Van Dyke.).
780. E1-:
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Marie Palmer Wins

The Passing of the Brig.

the art of moulding. 1903....
67i. u g.
The iron-founder supplement: a
treatise on the art of
casting
in iron.
1903.e71 B

each other by slender threads of ocean
Most of these islands are mountains
some of them rising almost
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directl]
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ago; and that innumerable small islands
scattered all along the coast, sepa
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MICO-SPAR CUBICAL GRIT:
The latest and best form in which
to supply one or the lien's necesi-
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Dealers in the tlnest

For gale.

Successor to R. A. Gurney, Holmes’ Mills
BY JOHN OREENLEAF WHITTIER.
The Erskine M. l'helps is a famous
14tf
vessel, with records for other things
[A bevy of merry girls, daughters cf lantic,
The latest hermaphrodite brig built in
than speed. She is all steel, with four Whittier’s
acAmesbury
neighbors,
steel masts, carrying a crew of 30. She companied him on one of his summer the United States was the Telos, which
She
was launched in Bangor in 1SS3.
is 330 feet long, with 45 feet beam and visits to ttie
Bearcamp region, at West is no
2(1 feet depth of hold. Her masts are Ossipee, X. II. Toward
longer in existence, having passed
one day,
sunset,
200 feet from truck to deck, probably they were seated on the bank of the in her checks some years ago,
in a few years more the last of the
the largest in the world, though she is river, and the
young lady with the
it
wav of the rest,
not the largest vessel.
name” Miss Jettie Morrill, brigs will go the
“quaint
She holds the record for fast sailing the same young friend for whom Whit- is impossible that the type should ever
from Norfolk, Ya., to Honolulu, which tier wrote “The Henchman” and “The be revived, except, perhaps, as the
trip she made in 07 davs, and is general- Voyage of the Jettie”) asked Whittier freak sailing yacht of some eccentric
ly conceded to be the fastest deep to improvise a poem suggested by his millionaire.
Qf all sailing vessels, the schooner
water ship afloat.
surroundings. These lines were com- alone
holds her own against the modOn her last voyage out bound for posed
upon the spot, and I tiave them
Honolulu, while going around the Horn, as repeated from memory by one of the ern steam vessel, and the schooner’s
as an economical means of
she encountered the famous German
party.
They were never before in potentiality
sailing ship the Potosi, and a race print.—Samuel T. Pickard, Amesbury, transportation has only recently been
discovered.
came off, in which the great white flyer
Mass., May, 1905.]
craft below the
With the brigs, the barks and ships
left the German
The Kearcamp’s pleasant banks upon,
hours'
are passing; in another generation there
six
run.
in
a
horizon
I sit like gray Anacreon,
will be no square-riggers in existence.
The saloon and private dining room
Office Washington Street.
And, happy as the Greek of old,
of the captain and his family occupy toI watch the sunset’s paling gold,
They have done their work.
And mark the change of mountain mist
Telephone number, 44-2.
gether the entire width of the ship,
From blush of rose to amethyst.
each being larger than that in the
For Ov»*r Sixty Tears
The
average small dwelling house.
Xo chain of roses ’round my head,
As Old asd Well-Tried Remedy.
saloon has, besides the piano, a good liBut smiles of merry girls instead;
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
For Samian wine from flagons poured,
used for over sixty years by millions of
brary, and is richly furnished with
I’ve sweetmeats from the private hoard
mothers for their children while teething,
turkish rugs and handsome furniture.
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
Of one to whom is fitly given
Back of it is the dainty boudoir of
HAVING, known as the JOSEPH
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind WORTH
The sweetest name of earth or heaven;
HAMILTON place, in Swanville, Maine,4
Mrs. Graham, and back of that a large
and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. miles from Belfast,
colic,
story house 28x30,10rooms,
And of one other, young as yet,
bathroom, with porcelain tub and washIs pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists ell 18x20, shed 20x30, barn 40x75, also soap factory
And fair as spring’s first violet;
stand and hot and cold water. Back
world.
of
the
in
all
in every part
Twenty-five 25x30,
thorough repair. Cuts bO tons of
And one whose quaint name half belies
of the dining room is a small breakhay 20 to 25 tons of meadow hay; 150 apple trees,
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Her
fair
all kinds of small fruit. This place
brown
hair
25
and
soit
blue
plum
tiees,
eyes,
fast room, and there in a little alcove is
has an abundance of water, 3 wells, 2 good springs
So ringed about with laughing youth,
The Salve That Penetrates.
a hard coal cooking range, which is
and brook. This place has always been well
1 quite forget my gray hairs’ truth.
DeWitt’s Witch Haze) Salve penetrates the kept up and is a prize for some one and will not
especially prized.
The shadow of my life’s long date
its
antiseptic, be on the market long. Inquire of
pores of the skin, and by
Runs backward on Time’s dial-plate;
F. S. HOLMES,
rubifocient and healing influence it subdues
The Children’s Favorite.
I feel as when my youth began—
13
Real Estate Agent, Belfast.
inflammation and cures Roils, Burns, Cuts,
The boy still lives within the man.
and
Worm
all
Ring
skin
Tetter,
Eczema,
For Coughs, Croup, Whooping Cough, etc.,
I count myself like yonder tree,
A specific for blind, bleeding,
diseases.
One Minute Cough Cure is the children’s
By many winters mossed and worn,
A llTPn_Men or women, local
itching and protruding Piles. The original |Ai
ff #4 Iw I Mm MJ
representatives for
favorite. This is because it contains no
Girt by its goodly company
and genuine Witch Hazel Salve is made by
class
magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
high
is
Of flowers, and so not all forlorn.
perfectly harmless, tastes good
opiate,
E. C. DeWitt & Co. and sold by R. H. I prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER. 80 East Wash
and cures. Sold by R. H. Moody.
—New Vork Independent.
8tf
Moody.
Ington Square, New York, N. Y.

BELFAST

Gbs&Electric Light Co.
Electric Wiring

A Farm

BARLEY:

*

A chance

togive the hens

a

change

of diet.

^

CORN,

.

Ocll

OATS AND FEEDS:

Of

course we

always

have a full

stock.

/

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

3, 35, 37 Front St.,

The Swan & Sibley Co,

Beliast, Maine

TELEPHONE 4-2.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Moderate Price,
No. 31 Pearl Street.

Cozy Home for

a

ml

WANTED

One and one-half story house, ell and J acre of
land, with 8 good apple trees, located on Pearl
et, Belfast, goon stable with room for horse
and a cow. This place is modern, up-to-date
and in one of the best residential sections of the
city. 1 lie buildings .>re in perfect repair, city
st

SUMMER BOARD

water, good drainage, perfect hygienic eoncfr
Near schools, churches, etc. A genuine
bargain. Call on
F. S. HOLMES.

tions.

By thousands of Brooklyn | opic, (an yon take
few? If so, list your htn:.v iu the BROOKLYN

a

DAILY

of All Kinds.

Electric, Gas Fixtures jj Supplies.

Both smoky and pinched.

SALT.

Blacksmith

Apply to|

FRED A. HOLMES,

WHEAT:

quality of

Anthracite and

200 cords of Slab Wood
and 100 cords Sawdust

reliable: carefully prepared and thoroughly screened.

The old

Groceries.

and 200 Year Calendar.”

WOOd and
Sawdust.

CRUSHED OYSTER SHELLS:

East
D
rutf

Northport.

O A I

C

OMLCi

Farm for Sale.
OO

acre fa,m "itilill 15 mile of
city, H story
90 brick house 2ix30, ell ir.x40.barn 40x50,
wood shed and shop. Tills farm has nice loam
soil, well adapted tor anything; 150 apple trees:
cuts 40 tons 01 hay; has good pasture and plenty
ot wood; also has some timber. It is free from
rocks. If you are looking for an all around goo
farm and handy to town here it is. Apply to
14
F. S. HOLMES.

FOR SALE
The desirable property of the late Dr. Ellingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roonn
stable, two stalls and large box stall, laud
for garden-. Tills is a good opportunity to get t
home right in the heart of the
to

enougf

citj^Apjdg

gjl

l Real Estate Agent,

Belfast,’Me.

INFORMATION

Will Cost You

Summer cottage;
all furnished;'is

high land overlooking Penobscot Bay; near
water; has large piuzza; running water; line
boating; bathing beach in front; about one acre
land; near Boston & Bangor boat landing, hotel,
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
stores, etc.
Htf
103 Summer Ave., Reading, >iass
on

EAtiLK FULL

BU-

REAU, for which purpose a printed Blank i<
provided.
The service of the INFORMATION B l REA V

The

Nothing

Brooklyn Eagle is the best advertising

dium in the world.

It

fames more

me-

resort adver-

tisement than any New York paper. It «tauds
at the head.
An ADVERTISEMENT in the Eagle costs lit-

j PRE-EMINENTLY

I

tle, but brings large results, because the EAGLE
IFFORMATION BUREAU is constantly helping it.
Write for listing blank, picture of Bureau and

Advertising

Rate Card.

Address

INFORMATION BUREAU,
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE,
Brooklyn, N. yT
Mention this paper in which you see this
advertisement.
2inl8

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

The

copartnership heretofore existing between
Vickery & Hatch is this day (May 29th) dissolved by mutual consent. All indebted to the
firm are requested to make immediate payment;
all demands may be presented to the subscriber,
who will continue the business at the old stand.
A. B. HATCH.

Morrill, Me., May 29,1905.—3w22

THE BELFAST TRAVELLERS' CLUB.

Republican Journal.

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1905.
Every Thursday Morning by the

Published

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
( haki i s a.
a
iMAi.ur.s

Pit SHrwv

Editor and
Bltsll)ess Manager

1

pinsnLKv,(

Bcrsc RirTiOK Terms: In advance,$2.00a year;
$1.00 for six months; SO cents tor three months.
Am

Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column. 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
t rtisikg

The Maine Government of Old Ladies
held their sessions in Auburn last week;
but all the old ladies were not there.
Some one suggests that the “sweet
girl graduates” should not monopolize
the stage and public attention. Give
the boys a chance.
New

The

I

The annual meeting of the Travellers'
Club, belli with Mrs. Amos Clement Tuesday, June 18th, was by far one of the mosl
successful and handsomest functions given
by the club during the four years of its existence. The beautiful home, perfect in its
modern improvements, was attractive in

in

flavor is made up in price.
Gov. Bell of Vermont says that the
law must take its course, and Mary M.
Rogers, condemned for murdering her
husband, will he hanged June 23d.

i

!

and Mrs. Clement, always
was at her best and
made her guests welcome in the broadest
The hours that followed were a
sense.
combination of delights.
The business meeting was presided ovei
by the President, Mrs. Edward Sibley, whe
addressed the members in her own inimitable way, referring to the work of the clul

the

!

*'
My baby was six weeks old when
the top of her head became covered
with thick scales, which would peel
and come off, taking the hair with it.'
It would soon form again and be as bad
as before.
My doctor said it was
Eczema, and prescribed an ointment,
which did no good. I then tried CutiI washed
cura Soap and Ointment.
her head in warm water and Cuticura
combed
the
scales
Soap and gently

elected foi

the new year:
President, Mrs. Edward Sibley.
Vice Presidents, Mrs. Charles A. Pils

bury, Miss Julia M. Perry.
Secretary and Treasurer, Mrs. George E
Topic Committee, Mrs. .Amos Clement
Mrs. Edward J. Morison, Mrs. Alfred A

the union which

Oscar is out of a
come a

Norway

job.

may be-

republic.

Pie-: edit Roosevelt’s lead to bring
about peace in the Last has been followed

by practically all
writing

.1 at this

ers.

the great powthe outlook is

favosa! h.
the

Hu nr a

[iaie-

Roosevelt

was an

Republican

that

Theodore
exceedingly bellicose

pint u‘ this country
foreign war at anytime. Time
deni mstrated that on the contrary
:.d liah'e to

person
.nto a
lie

Presidential camof the

declared

candidat

lias

last

ppimeuts

.•

is

man of

itiative

Japan
likely

in
and

o

peace,

imposing
Russia, and

lie took the inpeace between
success

attend his efforts.

seems

The Ports-

“Theodore
says:
Roosevelt is a stronger man today than
He is better
he was ast November.

mouth

Times

veil

fitted tor the high oti'ee to which the
people have elected him than he was
then. lit has disarmed honest criticism and has made his dishonest oppoHis
nents tidieulous in the public eye.
enemies are silent because they have

nothing

to

say."

chosen as the study for tin

I

year.
Mrs. 1. 11. Mower and Miss Elizabeth M
l’ornl were guests of honor, and Mrs. Mowei
when called upon by the President gave a
Mrs. Purges writes Feb. 2S, 1903:
Very interesting account of the work ol
“My baby, who had Eczema very
fur
good, badly on her bead, as I told you before,
dill'erent clubs and their power
morally and intellectually. She also re- j after using the Cuticura Remedies was
ferred to the great value of the State Fed- ! cured. She is now six years old, and
has thick hair and a clean scalp.”
eration.
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
The banquet that followed the business
for skin-tortured babies and rest for
all
its
appointments.
meeting was perfect in
tired, worried mothers in warm baths
In the rooms in which the tables were
with Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointspread, plants, ferns and bright blossoms
ings with Cuticura Ointment, purest of
emollients and greatest of skin cures.
added to the usual beauty ol the apartments,
This issthe purest, sweetest, most
and in the center of each table gorgeous
speedy, permanent, and economical
tulips nodded their graceful beads from
treatment for torturing, disfiguring,
pretty cut glass vases. At each plate was
; itching,
burning, bleeding, .scaly,
placed a beautiful water color by a local
crusted, and pimply skin and scalp
artist representing a scene in Holland or a
humours, with loss of hair, of infants
There was
sweet maid in wooden shoes.
and children, as well as adults, and is
sure to succeed when all other remenothing lacking in any of the details.
dies and the best physicians fail.
The menu which Speaks for itself was as

!

Clam Bouillon
Radishes
Chicken Croquettes
Fruit and Nut Salad
Strawberry Ice Cream
Coffee

Hot Rolls
Olives
Cake

The evening was spent most enjoyably in
games of art and social intercourse. The
members in leaving were ready to vote
Mrs. Clement an ideal hostess and the
meeting one of the pleasantest of tlie year.
THE HEl’OIiT OF THE

SECKKTAKY.

To my deal- associates of The Travellers
Club: The ink was scarcely dry on a fifth
annual report, to as many different societies,
when I was reminded by our leader that an
account of my stewardship in this club was
expected, as well as notes of our trip to
Holland and Belgium.
Do you doubt that 1 felt like misquoting
the writer of Ecclesiastes and saying “Of
the making of reports there is no end and
in writing them there is much weariness of
brain.” You may smile, but you did not
have the report to write, and I think 1 more
than ever appreciate the feeling of the boy
with the woodchuck and the minister a
prospective guest to dinner.
The thought has really pursued me by
J. NWbb; Morning Light, Monroe, by Sec’y day and by night, just how T could present
to sixteen bright cultured women, in the
Isaac K Cook ;-Gianite Giange, North Sears- most attractive
way, some of our winter's
1. P. llan is; South Branch Grange, work. It has been kneaded into bread, and
port.
it shone in the iridescent
into
beaten
cake;
b\
II.
Ginn;
Northern
IN.
Light,
Pros;-tot.
bubbles in (he dish-pan, and i shall not be
Wi; -it at, by Rio Hardy; Sunrise, Winif
some
staid
matron shall find in
surprised
teipoir. by v*. s. Littleliehl; Hillside, my correspondence of the past week a desThor:. like, by E. J. Webb. The committee cription of a Gretehen and her wooden
shoes instead of the complexion, disposition
mi to:.e and place of next meeting—Bros.
and traits of the little Home girl for whom
Gin: and Parker and Sister Clements—re- she is waiting. However, there is an old
follows:
June
28th:
as
place, saying that “if a thing has a right to existTime,
ported
ence no apology for it is needed” and if
Sebast'co.,k, Burnham. The grange was when I shall
have finished you will have in
agai; called t< order after dinner by the memory a pleasant word picture of some of
Worthy Master and a class of seven was the hour." spent in studying Holland and
1 shall be satisfied.
instim ted in the fifth degree. The annual Belgium
To those of you w ho w ere numbered in
elect;-. :: of officers resulted in the following the pleasant party that travelled through
officers being elected : Worthy Master, W. sunny France during the winters of 1P01-02,
and who visited the stately cathedrals of
>. Littlefield: Overseer, NV. S. Parker; LecEngland the following year,' the invitation
turer. W. L. Gra\ : < haplain, W. IL Ginn; to meet at the home of Mrs. Clement on the
of last October, to plan for another trip
\\.
1.
W.
lath
E.
Steward,
Treasurer,
Hardy;
Asst. Steward, G. W. Goodwin; abroad, brought much in anticipation, and
Harris
certainly, to your secretary, the choice of
secreta; \. Isaac F. < ook ; Gatekeeper, NV.
Holland as our destination was most satis>
Re;. Holds; Peres, Mrs. NV. S. Littlefield; factory. I think not any of the number have
Pomona, Mrs. W. s. Parker; Flora, Mrs. been disappointed.

The North Waldo Pomona Grange met
with Morning Light Grange, Monroe, Wednesday .June 7th. The meeting was called
to order by Worthy Master E. J. Webb of
Jackson and the following officers were
Master, Overseer, Lecturer, Secpresent
retary. Gatekeeper, Ceres and Pomona.
Worthy Master Webb gave a very interesting report of the North Waldo Pomona and
reported the number of members as 1G7. Reports of subordinate granges were made as
follows, star of Progress, Jackson, by E.

A

c

«

.will

111itloactinl liiiiirc

wikOiit in

a feeling of sadness comes to
that the one who was most enthusiastic in
ami whose intelligent chapthem,
anning
p
we all enjoyed, could not be with
el
The officers were then installed by Mary usullage
late
of I loliand, but, separatthis
tour
in
B. Aiken, Lecturer of Penobscot Pomona ed from us by “the dark river that Hows
Grange, and the closing exercises followed. between,” we yet bow in grateful recogui
tion to the memory of her who so loved all
The day was fine and all enjoyed their visit
that is beautiful and grand and elevating in
to M";:iing Light Grange.
tliis life. Two others who were delightful
Following is the p;ogram for the next companions in these travels were denied
this trip because of business and home ties
meeting; Opening exercises; report of in other
cities. Several new members were
granges; appointing committees; sugges- added, however, who have proven very
tions for the good «>f the order; recess for congenial, and although there have been
women travellers before I know of none
dinner; music by choir; conferring fifth who could derive more
pleasure or benefit
degree; address of welcome, NV. S. Rey- from a like experience. Some one has said,
!
“What
J.
ol
A.
which we are sure are
nolds ; response,
NWbb; topic,
“the only joys
those of memory,’* am! certainly the trip to
is the best method of getting hay?” to be
Holland adds priceless gems to this storeopened bj F. A. Butchelder; remainder of house of each member of our club.
From the time ,we arrived at Rotterdam,
program by local grange; closing exercises.
the first city we have visited, and which we
under more favorable circumstances
saw
NEWSPAPER NOTES.
than many travellers, (for it is often seen
through log and rain) the whole five
J'Iih ummer exclu sion of the Maine Press mouths trip was thoroughly enjoyable, and
for the most part we had line weather and
\s.-oi it...;, will he to the Kangeley Lakes,
nothing to greatly mar the happiness of the
i.'.ito of departure July 10th.
•ii..;
party, though two or three were not able to
all the trips, a loss to them and to us.
The Pi seataquis (ihserver has a new home take
before leaving home we had our itinerary
“spec u V lined fui its use. Tile loesses printed as before in clear and attractive
o
form and each side trip was under the diwii
.ii lu an electric motor, and there
of a single member of the company.
will be electric lights end steam heat. The 1 ection
At the start we were told of the formation
observer deserves tLe best in the market, of this strange country, this immense crust
of earth lloatiug on water, its manifold
a mi we are glad to know that it is receiving
dikes and ditches by Mrs. Duuton, and from
a patronage commensurate with its excel
Mrs. Clement and Mrs. Morison we learned
1 elite as a newspaper.
Congratulations, full particulars of the House of Orange, ol
Brother Evans.
the troublous events of the reign of Duke
Adolphus William, who succeeded his
father, Duke William, and both noted fot
Maine College Championship.
the same conservative tendencies, of the
crisis and of the cradle ol
revolutionary
for
The Maine college championship
1005
closed Saturday with the spectacular game liberty.
Rotterdam
one bright after
entered
We
at Lewiston, when Bates won from Colby in
in November under the guidance ol
the 11th, giving the championship to How- noon
Mrs.
with
Miss
Morison
as
Dunton,
doin. Bowdoin by taking two games from
and we have a very pleasant
Bates wins the pennant, Colby and U. of chaperone,
memory of the cleanliness of the bote
M. breaking even with their opponents.
Won. Lost. P. C. Won apartments, the snow white linen and
window panes as transparent as the air, the
2
750
Bowdoin.4
furniture shining like crystal and floors sc
3
.500
U. of M.3
clean
that a microscope could not discover a
3
.500
Colby.3
black speck. The two great canals along
4
.333
Bates.2
the two sides of the city, and the rivet
Rotter from which the place derives its
Colby Alumni Banquet.
name, the unplastered houses of Ueag St.
of every shade of brick from darkest red tc
The following list of speakers has been light rose color, chietly two windows widt
for
the and two stories high, having a front wall
announced by Principal Johnson
the roof and in
alumni dinner of Coburn, which will be held rising above and concealing
the shape of a blunt triangle surmounted
at the Elmwood in Waterville on Friday
a parapet; in other streets jthe leaning
by
M.
evening, June 16th. lion. Albert
.Spear, houses that seem as if
they must fall into
toastmaster, of Gardiner; Dr. Smith, Bos- the
street, some that nod forward as 11
ton ; Rev. George Dana .Saunders, of Waterstart backwards as if
ville ; Leslie C. Cornish, Augusta; Asher 0. asleep, others that
all claimed our close attention.
Hinds, Washington, I). C.;C. H. Pepper, frightened,
We
boarded
the
one-masted,
broad, stout
Concord, Mass.; Hon. C. F. Johnson, of Dutch vessels that are colored
like toy
Waterville; W. Scott Libby, Lewiston;
from
mast to
and
found
everything,
ships,
Principal W. E.Sargent, Hebron; Professor deck
and
and
varnished
and
cabin,
shining,
A. J. Roberts, Colby; Professor George S.
we were amazed at the multitude of
Stevenson, the newly elected principal of that met our view from whatever bridges
point we
Coburn; Principal F. W. Johnson.
gained. It was here that we learned the
story of the greatest smoker the world has
Aroostook Potato Market.
ever known, Meinheer Van Klaes, who
consumed one hundred and fifty grams of
Houston, Mk., June 11. Potatoes are tobacco a day until he was 98 years old, and
selli ng at 30 cents per barrel.
then directed that all persons who attended

previous trips
u<

CURE PERMANENT

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent-, oOc. (in
form of Chocolate Coated Bills, 2‘ic. per vial of G"). Ointment, otic.,Soap, 2.V. 1’oMer lirug .t Chr-rn. Corp., Boston,
(«roat Humour Cure."
bole lTo: .. e

lumi n

MEETING OF NORTH WALDO POMONA

Wo., iman; L. A. S., Nellie Littlefield. The
address f welcome was given by Miss Lizzie Moore. response by N. L. Littlefield.

They did not come back and her
hair grew out fine and thick. She is
now a year and a half old, and has no
trace of Eczema.”
MRS. C. W. MERGES, Iranistan
Ave., Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 21,1898.

off.

Brackett.

was

OF THIS STORE

HELPFULNESS means success—it
turn the publics trade. That

means
s our

more, the public’s confidence,
aim—through helpfulness we

and in
accom-

plish it.

Holland several years ago.
Her’remarks were followed by the reporl
of the secretary, which was adopted and bj
the most earnest request of the club is pub

Norway and Sweden have dissolved
has existed between Small.
the two countries since 1*14 and King
Germany

IITICURA

i Now Six Years Old with Thick
Hair and Clean Scalp.
Cure Permanent.

and the close bond of friendship existing
among the members, and thanking the officers and members for their loyalty. Slit
also gave a delightful talk of her trip t(

were

CURED B

Summer Helpfulness

[The

of Head Covered with
Scales Which Peeled off
Taking Hair with Them.

Top

a

extreme,
j charming
hostess,

Herald reports
the market but lished below.
What they lack in
The following officers

York

peaches plentiful
lacking in flavor.

BABY’S JCZEMA

his funeral should he given a package of 2
\\'e
pounds of tobacco and two pipes.
visited the market place where stands the
I statug of Erazmus, whose life and works
as the first literary light of Holland were
recounted at the time by Miss Hopkins. The
art museums we were to visit at another
time, so we continued our journey to Delft
and The Hague, in both places finding
much that was attractive and interesting.
We were under the guidance of Miss Cutter
here, and she described to us very clearly
the misfortunes of Delft, its destruction by
tire, the assassination of William the Silent
in 1S54, and the pathetic tradition of the
storks who would not abandon their young
in the great fire. They were too heavy to
carry and after trying all sorts of desperate
efforts they gathered them under their
I wings as if to retard the fatal moment and
The splendid mausoI so awaited the end.
leum of William the Silent and the simple
of Ugo Grotins were visited. Some of
tomb
j
| the ladies very kindly gave the history of
j these noted men and we remember it was
! Grotins who when condemned to perpetual
imprisonment was saved by his wife, who
! caused herself to betaken into his prison in
i a box believed to contain books, which same
I box went out again with the prisoner in it.
I Grotins after varied experiences returned
| to his own country, where he died full of
years and honors.
The thing we remember most about The
Hague, the political capital, was its broad
I streets, and no canals, in contrast to other
| places visited, its vast squares, full of trees,
! elegant houses and splendid hotels, and its
I population made up of rich nobles, officials
and artists and being of a more refined order than most Dutch cities. Of course we
visited its forest, said to be The Hague’s
finest ornament, and strayed among the
beautiful oaks and beeches and admired
the little .Swiss chalets scattered here and
there among them, and the famous Forest
Our route lay through the court
I House.
where are the First and Second Chambers
of the States General and we were given a
chance here to see more of the fair sex.
f We noted that they were possessed of a
fineness of feature, an innocent tranquil
grace and prettiness that is very pleasing.
We admired the smoothness of their clear
red and white skin and their wealth of
j blonde hair, as well as their dresses from
Fans. The whole time at the capital was
I full to overflowing with instructive and enjoyable events and we said good bye to it
w ith regret.

JUST NOW—perhaps

Mir laces

are

now

turned to Amsterdam

“Thrice consumed and thrice rebuilded,
Still it watches o’er the town,”
viewed it in the twilight, the
chimes, said to be the finest in Europe, rang
out in clear silvery tones, beautifully musiand as

we

One of the most delightful days was spent
in studying the home life and pictures of
Rubens, and another the landscape painters
of Holland, and we own to a fondness for
the subjects of Ruysdael. Surely none are
more beautiful than his “Landscape of
Amsterdam” and “The Forest.”
Of the fine chaperonage of our ladies, and
the social delights, we have only words of

than ever, this store is especially
helpful—and
and economy.

-MOTHER SUMMER has numerous and exacting requirements—many, many
more than any other season, we have met each by a most capable
prep
aration.
STOP TO THINK?

Do you realize that each little
saving
Our prices may be only a few
cents lower than elsewhere—it seems very little on a single purchase—but
in a year’s buying it counts—counts up into dollars.

DII) YOU EVER
means on

goods

that you

purchase here?

IT'S A FACT worthy of thought—consideration—in l

already

trial,

if

d)

you

/

/(

V.

no

know.

<

I

I
I

robably never have you bid so diversified an assemblage t
hosiery selections front as you can obtain at this ston
patrons will find their favorite kind in wider assortments t!
mg their years of hosiery buying here.

middlemen’s expensive drummers, etc. !i
some ot tliese.

buy

will

them on

sight—they

are so

;

..

'sale'op Good Muslin Underwe.i
|

A wide assortment of well made dressing sacks and house wrappers
We have them in a great diversity
await the pleasure of your choice.
of shapes and colors and prices. They are not the ordinary shoppy iooking kind, but are firm, neat and tasteful.
one

have had

you

—try

Something You Want.
Every

t

It's reliable brands and low prices that have established ti
of our hosiery store. None but the best Of
nianufactmeied in our hoisery stock—from whom we lmv direct -thus ,-

Hence this showing is probably the most important event of the year—
especially so, as the values are decidedly great. They are the result of a
fearless purchase, with the object of trade stimulation. Beautiful suits
and waists of lawn and linen-the price of our stock—the bargains of
the year.
-p.* 'p.*-py*Fy'*P?-p'*.
*PP>P<y-pT *1* **py~p? *P *~p'-p:*-p **p -p *-py *pv--p.r*p**p'' -p *~r *

r

Our friends never had sucli good opportunities to
buy t1
l nderwear and at very much tinder ordinary prices.
We bought liberally from manufacturers whose
product
upon for quality, good generous sizes, proper shape, and
trimmings and materials are right. We are proud of tl
wear, and at these prices the selling is sure to lie good,
quoted here is a bargain in every sense of the word.

much better than you can

make—and so much lower in prices, hardly costing more than the material.
We would like vou to see them—vou will agree with us that thee are the
BETTER MADE. BETTER STYLES.
BETTER VALUES.
better sorts.

i

<y*py -p • *p t -P r-p • -py-py -py-p v-py—p* -py-p ■p.t-p-y-p.’ *py*P *-P* -P • -p • -P •*P * -py-py-py.'

About Summer

^

Draperies.

Neckwear and Gloves.

There has never been a time since the doors of this store first swung
open, when our lace curtains and summer draperies held more beauty—
and chance for economy. Curtains here to suit every one, and even the
lowest prices among them have an individuality of design that will de-

t

I

J

of it.

r

■

—

Hare money saving opportunities in Dame Fashions favorite apparel for
this season. Isn’t it delightful that these suits and waists are so well received at the great fashion centers? It isn't often that style, sensibleness
and comfort go hand in hand. When it does, all hasten to take advantage

?

I

The Hosiery Store.

Popular Suits and Waists.

|

of the ninety islands, Venice of the north,
queen of the Zuyder Zee, and we cannot
restrain an exclamation of astonishment,
after seeing other parts of Holland, at
even
|
: the multitude of lofty windmills in the form
of towers, steeples, pyramids, lighthouses
and truncated cones waving their enormous
arms like a cloud of monstrous birds beat! ing their wings over the city. It ^eems to
us at first a disorderly city, but after travelling its two wide streets, bordered with
linden trees, sailing its canals, and visiting
its splendid shoos, the Royal Palace, Exchange, and the New Church, we term it a
city of contrasts. We could not
j delightful
leave without a glimpse of the “Tower of
I Tears,” so called because here in ancient
times Dutch sailors embarking for long
voyages took leave of their families. Over
the gate was a rusty has relief bearing
date 1500 ami representing the port with a
ship about to sail and a weeping woman.
Of our visit to the Jewish quarter, said to
be
infinitely dirtier than any which you
|
(have heretofore considered the dirtiest in
| the world, to the botanic and zoological
gardens, and to the various industries, we
have no time to recount, but we refer
briefly to the hours spent in the picture
gallery in studying the paintings of Rembrandt, particularly the “Night Patrol,”
which in spite of censure and conflicting
judgments has been there for two centui nes, triumphant and glorious. You will all
remember the description given us of how
I it was painted. We carry with us from this
j famous city an impression of its grandeur
and power not cancelled by any other.
From Amsterdam we go to Utrecht the
Solemn, with her great deserted squares,
broad, silent streets and wide canals in
which are mirrored houses of antique form
and gloomy colors. It was here, however,
that one of the most pleasant incidents of
the whole trip occurred. Our chaperone,
Mrs. Sibley, had without our knowledge,
induced a large number of the husbands to
join us for this special trip, and she delightfully entertained us all during their
stay, St. Valentine night serving a reason
for giving a sumptuous banquet and an
evening of perfect enjoyment. The ladies
of the party chose this, too, as the occasion
to present our beloved President with a
souvenir of the trip in the form of a fine
picture of Wm. II. Prince of Nassau, which
now hangs in one of
the rooms of her
beautiful home.
We jonruey on to Lealand, to Bruges and
Ghent, to Antwerp, but I shall not weary
you with many more details. In Bruges we
sought out the old beltry made famous in
song by our own Longfellow and found it a
square brown tower in one corner of the
open market square,

more so

attractive—both for good appareling

light you.
Draperies

for every purpose—quaint or sober
from which to choose, and silkolinesof beautiful

Dainty white draperies that we cut from the
shown in great variety.
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I Belfast,Me.
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Essentials—both to a woman’s stylish and dressv appear;:
combination of low prices and tastefulness-- boti be::
here more than at any other store.

a

Gloves—in a wide range of colors, and of leathers, and of
faithfully representing a good fashion idea and a whole ;
tory.wear. The prices are varied—beginning at 25c. and eu
1 hen our neckwear counter is always an interesting
phu
the “beauty spots” of our store, just now it is
freshly
summery creations of laces, ribbons and silks.
All priced’h

patternings and colors
design.

piece

to your order are
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JAMES H. HOWES,

I

Bella-

|
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t*$«j*$*S*<$*i*H* Sw^k*^4--j-j-.^.;.'r.^-..;-...;.
we must forbear specific menWe traveled from tlie most northern
point to the most southern and from exWe studied
treme east to extreme west.
the country life of the peasant and the business and society life in the cities, and I am
sure we have only pleasant recollections of
all we found among the people of “Holland
over the sea.”
Our whole voyage was without disaster
of any kind and we utter a simple prayer of
thankfulness that the number of our happy
company is unbroken as we meet to-day to
recount our pleasures of the winter and
plan for still another trip to lands afar.
We have held fifteen meetings, including
the one for organization, with an average
attendance of twelve. Only two readings on
the program were omitted.
Miss Louise Richards substituted once
for Mrs. Ilazeltine; Miss Margaret Dunton
once for Mrs. Dunton; Mrs. Hrackett once
for Mrs. Johnson.
Notwithstanding the severe winter, not
one postponement was had on account of
storms.
There was some difficulty in finding
books of reference for several of the topics,
but as a whole the readings were very entertaining and instructive.
We are told that one cannot be really
cultivated by the mere general information
“that gangs of women are seeking in
clubs,” but after once having had the great
enjoyment of finding new beauties in this
way; of increasing our knowledge of other
countries and broadening our perceptions
of authors and.artists, 1 am certain that all
of us will wish to continue the work.
I shall not force upon you a dissertation
upon real club life, much as 1 believe in it,
but simply remind you of the helpfulness
of such gatherings as ours to enthusiasticworkers and of their value in good com
radeship. Men may criticise and pick as
many flaws as they please in women, but
they always come back toiler for safe counsel and guidance. Illogical they say yet
how much they depend upon her unerring
instinct.
She is indeed “Heaven’s best gift to
man.”

Hampden Academy

praise, but
tion.

A

Swindler

LETTER TO SAMUEL GURNEY,
IIELFAST, MAINE.
Bear Sir: The Fair Ground buildings,
Cobleskill, N. V., were painted Bevoe last
Two other-paint agents said the job
would take 150 gallons (their price was 15
cents less a gallon).
Our agent said not over 125.
It took 115. We saved’em at least $140 on
paint and labor.
The American House, Tannersville, N. Y.,
was painted two coats last year; not Bevoe.
Mr. Charles llaner, across the street, put.
on one coat Bevoe.
Mr. Wiltse (American House) is sorry he
didn’t paint Bevoe. Ilaner’s one coat was
better than Wiltse’s two.
Bepends on the paint.
Yours truly,
F W Bevoe & Co.
77
Mason & Hall sell our paint.

$40,000

Appointments by

for State Sanatorium.

Portland, Me., June 11. Br. S. S.
announced Saturday the gift of
$40,000 for an administration building and
and home for
power house for the hospital
persons suffering from consumption at
Weeks

Hebron. The name of the donor is to remain secret.

the

Successor
total

Stock liabilih

Liberal Treatment,
Absolute S
HONEY RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHU

Roller Skater

Cold in One

the Belfast National Bank.

Prompt Service,

:

NO SPECIAL AMOUNT necessary to open
ones welcomed.
A bank account systematizes one's affairs.
service to you in many ways.

Day.

Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure. E. \V. Grove’s signature
is on eacli box, 25c.

an

Open

an

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT
For

Boxes $3 00 per year.

security against fire and burg'ary

closed is

one

Special

our

vault

■•••••!,

Koliert F.

Colgate’s
give a

tal Powder we

Colgate’s
guest size.
of

Cashmere

Tliomas IV. Pitcher.
Elmer A sliennaii,

Diintou.

Asa A. Howes.

('lias. I’

In order to

lla/eltine.

save our

DUPLEX

\\

ROLLER

Agents

for Graton &

i-

t
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I

J. FRANKLIN HARRIS

Eye Sight Specialist,
BELFAST, MAINE.

97 High Street,

I 2 to 2 1-2 inclusive

BUSHING
Telephone

Knight Mfg. Co.'s Oak

4tf

mr¥Tr rnrr,Mie>

]t

i,

customers both time and trouble, we
of Malleable and Cast

BELFAST. MAINE.

Bouquet Soap,

from Stockton Springs to Bangor, stopping at Fort Point and Sandypoiut, commencing
Saturday* June 10, leaving Stockton Railroad
Wharf at 5.00 p. m., Fort Point at 5.30, Sandypoiut at 5.45.
Commencing: June 17, steamer Castine will
leave Belfast every Saturday for Bangor at 4
j’clock p. in., stopping at the above landings as
follows: Stockton at 5.00, Fort Point at 5.30,
Sandypoiut at 5.45. Stops will be made at any
other river landings if desired. Passengers will
bepernntted to take light freight if they desire.
Tills arrangement will continue until further
notice.
Returning, steamer Castine will leave Bangor
at 4.00 p. m. each Sunday.
Im24
Round Trip Ticket*, 91.00.

«r.

C. W. WESC0

placed in stock a complete line
Pipe Fittings and Valves. Sizes

cake

Groceries, Drugs and Medicines.

I

||i«>u

#Pipe Fittings!^

Den-

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

Will

<

WM. B. SWAN, President.

Iron

WITH

t.

m-

IHK KCTOK"

have

each box of

tin-

for those renting boxes.
l»y mail will receive prompt attention

Will. B. Swan.

NEW LINES JEST RECEIVED.

I

from

solid box.

rooms

Business

Toilet Waters
!

\

account with us

Savings Department.

weighs 10 tons, locks and unlocks automatically

Soaps,
Perfumes,

Small account?

account

department we pay 3% interest, COM 1*01 NDkli *EWI-\-i'
issue interest bearing CEKTI !• ICATES OF DEPOSIT.
Our investments are only of the highest grade, safety of principal an.i n»*u
first and foremost requisites of every security puri lia-. -l
In this

a

Iff
||;i

Responsibility, $ It 2.000.

Governor

The live-mile roller skating race in the
auditorium, Bangor, June !*th, for the
championship of Maine was won by William
O'Brien of Portland by nearly half a lap
over William Canning of
Bath.
Jimmie
( onnors of Bangor was third. The race was
contested
and witnessed by 1200 perclosely
sons, being the first event of the kind in
Bangor for nearly 20 years.
To Cure

to

Capital anJ Surplus, $72,000.

At (.1stA, Me., June s. Gov. Cobb this
afternoon nominated Edward K. Uiompson
of Portland, clerk of courts for Cumberland
county to til! the vacancy caused by the
: death of the late Beuj. C. Stone, and ul>"
I Eoniinated Col. Kred Atwood of Winterport
as a lio'luber of the board of trustees of the
State school for boys.

Champion

R

njJl

Hampden, Me., June S. The graduating
exereises of Hampden Academy took place
tonight in the town hall. The parts were
Charles Jewell Nason, salutatory; Mildred
Nellie Rowe, prophecy: Clarence Arthur
Mayo, class history: Viola May Nealey,
presentation ; George Hoy Sweetser, Harry
Burton Greeley and Leslie Sawyet Arey,
orations; Clara Arrene Nickerson, Be-M.Stubbs and Charles Howard Giant, e.-Miy
Helen Marion Wales, raledictnij

Jailed.

Providence, June !i. Waldo K. Barnes,
Jr., who confessed in the l S. district
court before Judge Brown today that he
had swindled hundreds of farmers all over
New England, more particularly in Maine.
Vermont and Massachusetts, was sent to
Cranston prison for one year and one day.
lie was also lined $10 and costs. Barnes
pleaded nolo contendere to an indictment
which was found by the U. $. grand jury
here last week and the existence of which
was kept secret.
Barnes sent an advertisement to The
Journal, but when it appeared we were informed by a reader that he was a fraud and
the advertisement was discontinued. That
was two or three years ago, and the swindler has only now been brought to justice.

Graduation.

CO.,

54.

Tanned Leather Belting

THE

WAUQLOlTI

AT NORTHPORT CAMP

GROUND

Is open for business for the season
MRS. L. C. ROSS. Prop'-

run

(OVER POOR’S DRUG STORE)

311124

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Al!

error*

scientific

of

vision treated in the most

manner.

Special low price* for all glasses titled tlii*
week.
All examination* FREE.
Office hour* 8 to 11.30

a. in.,

I

to

3.30 p.

in.

Open Wednesday andJSatnrday evening*.

NOTICE.

her hereby gives notice tb.i
duly appointed administratrix
nexed, of the estate of
LYDIA L. HARLOW, late ol U
in the County of Waldo, deeea**

Iromls as the law directs. All per-'
mauds acainst the estate of said
sired to present the same for sett:*
indebted thereto are requested t

immediately.

Wmterport. May

GRACED
24
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The members of Harvest Moon Grange,
rhomdike, will meet Friday afternoon,
lune lfith, to make some improvements in
ind around their hall. This Grange will
live an entertainment Friday evening, June
2nd, to which the public are cordially invit-

NEWS OF BELFAST.
ON THE MAINE COAST.

N)v,,

,thin'

on

tlie ragged aidge of

mist a-windin’ round
a't

no

a

Admission fee Set*. At the close of the
ed
entertainment ice cream and cake will be
[or sale in the dining room.
Jos. Williamson Esq., of Augusta was in
[he city Thursday on business. Mr. Williamson thinks of publishing tire second
volume of the History of Belfast, written
by his father, the late Hon. Joseph Williamson, and which would complete the
records of our city for 100 years. It is an
expensive undertaking, however, as it is
to have the secoud volume uni-

signs of stirrin’, ’cept

n’ in tlie wood,
-mil a-swimmin’ out to

sea.

.i-turnin' yeller, though it’s
and cold,
! a breath o’ wind to stir
are clutterin’ up the view,
-gold,
quiet as a lookin' glass.
pointin'up to heaven and

i-

!

t hf* seu ;
neeze cmnes
■

crinklin' up the

proposed

ith the first, and subform in all respects
scriptions for at least 400 copies would be
needed to ensure against financial loss. The
first volume of the history was published at
a loss to the author, aside from the time he
he
gave to research and composition, aud
did not expect any pecuniary reward for
the second. Both of were largely a labor
love for his native city.
Fish Facts. Leauder Morse while fishing for flounders off the Condon shore last
week dropped a cod line over, thinking he
might catch a pollock, but soon had a bite
The
and pulled in a fair sized codfish
propagation of the oyster in Maine waters
w

i.

i n'

glass to bits and chase

ciouds;

!

|

emues

i

;cii

iii

shovin’ up.

An’ then

June Outing.

Liiicoluville Telephone Co.
■- line as far as Hope Corner
; lie telephones,
tlie public buildings, schoolcii \
private residences were
i.lay. Flag Day.
was to have been given
a at
ague hall, June 20th, has been
g to the death of Mrs. Mary

j
i

!
!

■

—

There was
is again receiving attention.
shipped to Portland the past week 20 barrels of the oyster seed of which the most
will be sent to York Beach where they will
be planted under the direction of A. R.
Nickerson, Maine fisli commissioner, and

tides needed at the Waldo
mentioned in last
t il, not
a 2-quart coffee pot and a
.ill Printing Co., needing
ved into the rooms over
and Charles E. Knowl•v.ce to the Mixer block.

developments will be watched closely.
....Swan Lake fishermen report noor luck

tlie

the

first of the week.

Ite-STeather

condi-

man was seen on *jje tions were tlivorable, but the fish were shy.
|
....One day last week Monhegau harbor
overcoat, and in driv- 1
; was necessary.
Winter was filled with fishing boats from all along
■veieoats were still in the coast and they all reported fish very
j scarce and
prices very low.

A “Mess of Trox t."

Arthur I Brown
June 7th, at his
I.eimoud, SMO; to Sears- | home here on his return from a fishing trip
gford, S(ifl9; to Burkett- i in the vicinity of Mt. Katahdin with Judge
Chase of Uluehill, returning to Augusta
gt*>ii. II. C. Moores, s2(>8.
We shall not underfood fair in the parlors of ; Thursday morning.
take to give statistics of tiie trout taken in
>n the afternoon of June
two days by these sportsmen lest it be
be a table of fancy ar_
taken as a “fish story,” but the string
ia and t ake will be sold,
brought home by Mr. Brown for distribuI
md West Waldo Veteran
tion among his friends was enough to exiJ llieir annual meeting
cite to envy the most successful of our local
Appleton, June 28th. If fishermen. The trout were not large, runfair day. Picnic dinner
ning quite uniform in size and under a foot
ig room.
All are invited.
in length—just tire size to lit the frying pan
remaining in tlie Bei- and tempt the appetite, it was not a wann'
the week ending June ton slaughter of the speckled beauties, for
Haley, Mrs. C. E. l’ea- all that were caught were placed where
bus, Mary Snell, Frank they would do the most good—eaten by the
Lovejoy, E. C. Martin, fishermen and inmates of neighboring
Simon Saulner.
camps or brought home. Most of the fish
meeting June <>tli of tlie were taken with bait, but Judge Chase,
Ladder Company the fol- w ho is an ardent fly fisherman, made a cast
with three flies and at once struck a fish on
io elected:
Captain, Colew hich broke his leader aud disappeareach,
F.
foreman, Dayton
Steplied. Many of our citizens who had trout for
ioremati, Melvin Dickey:
■ surer, Samuel
Hodgkin- breakfast last Thursday morning are hoping that Mr. Brown will repeat the trip in
the near future.
•J- son of Francis X. I'enA Holiday and Busy Day. Last Sati.'l Sunday while playing
ass.
A particle struck urday was a busy day in more senses than
ausing such a wound that one. As a holiday it was observed by buckd his parents to take him board ilies and ball games, and the stores
his mother went there all reported good sales. One division of the
Grammar School visited Swan Lake, and
V ;•!
.'nhiy.
members of the sth grade enjoyed a bucklion to the portraits in the
-office is that of Adjutant board ride to Stockton Springs, where,under
W. Webster of Belfast, who the guidance of Orrin ,1. Dickey, tile excurring the years 1857 and 1858. sion manager, they inspected the operations
photograph, and makes the
-been added to the collec- of the Northern Maine Seaport railway.
ineumbents of the office. The three ball games during the day were
■ nial.
all won by the local teagjs. In Hie principal
:lie Civic League of Maine game, at the fair grounds, II. 11. S. vs.
in
Belfast pulpits nex* ■ Vinalhaveu High, the score was P to 3 in
■
In the game between
Belfast,
-: and in the evening at 7.30 I favor of
Swanville and East Belfast, the latter won
ii the interests of good citiIn the Searsport and
ddressed by them will be by a score of 11 to 15.
odist church. The public Belfast game, played here, the score was i;
to 4 in favor of Belfast.
In the evening the
■!s free.
I
ied hand organ carried on returning buckboanl parties made music
with tinhorns and class yells: Don Bobbins
■ d
Italy, and attended by
a
and dance on l’lnvnix Bow besing, has given way to an | gave song
fore a good-sized crowd; and so many peodrawn by a pony, with one I
were on the streets that Belfast had a
nimai and another to turn ple
|
decidedly citified appearance. The stores,
: n order will he an autoas is usual on Saturday evening, kept open
attachment, utilizing the
lute and (lid a good business.
at the music.
A New Clothing Factoky. The new
d Seaside Chautauqua
Monday afternoon, June building on Church street, to be occupied as
Robertson, No. 15 Cross a clothing factory by Selwyn 'Thompson, is
\
Its construction newill be from the Maga- nearing completion.
i
entitle Contributions to cessitated the removal of two landmarks—
and review of chapter 1-4 the Haraden house, one of the oldest dweliture." Roll call, quotations lings in the city, and a tall and stately elm.
The removing of this tree was a work of
wning’s poems,
some difficulty.
It was first divested of its
aiiual opening hall under
branches, one by one, and then the trunk
a 'd Misses
Knight and Mcwas felled across the lot where the house
-' ven in Searsmont Tueshad stood. This was as child’s p.ay comme 2oth.
If stormy, the
with the task of removing the stump
en Wednesday night.
The pared
he above management are so and roots, which called for much ingenuity,
and main strength,
it is needless to assure all gunpowder, dynamite
The new building, an extension of one
a good time awaits them.
owned and formerly occupied by Mr.
-i week did tuueh
damage to Thompson, has a front of 434 feet and a
ps, and in some sections to
depth of 45 feet, and with the old part gives
ivicinity beans, potatoes, a total frontage of 73 feet. The buildings
"ish and corn were nipped, are two stories
high. The workroom, which
'leather of late lias been w ill
occupy the whole of the second story
-’la.-s, which is some conso- in the
is lathed and plastered and
i
the backward season is welladdition,
l t.
lighted. The first tloor is ceiled with
n blossom last week.
I
Carolina pine and will be used as a packing
made at one of our local room. Mr. Thompson’s office will be in the
|
Mr.
northerly end of the old building.
“iitly as to tlie price of Thompson has been occupying the second
reply was 25 cents, when a floor in the Coliseum for some time, but
igld. The customer said will move to his new quarters when they
ie and
would liave a piece are ready. .1. G. A born was the master
1
The fish was selected workman on the new building.
and
when tlie man came
j
Steamer Notes. Beginning today, June
d down 25 cents. When
ii.rt the piece was 25 cents
13th, tile Silver Star on the Islesboro-Casi-d without the fi-h.
tine route will make two trips daily. The
-r'< me plate glass winsteamer will leave Brooksville at 11.30 a. in.;
N»». J2 Main street, oc- Castine, 7; Ryder’s Cove, 8; Lime Kiln, 8.20;
j
"tnple«f were badly scratch* arriving at Belfast at 9 13 and leaving at
\
the windows of the 9.45 for Castiue and above landings.
Re\
11
Hurry \V. Clark & Co., turning, the steamer will leave Brooksville
\
“i: and Owen Bros, were
j
at 1 o’clock and Castine at 2 p. in. On Frimanner. At Owen Bro’s
j
\s >-re
seen, with deep serol Is days, the time table in the morning and
j
It is hoped that the per- afternoon will be one-half hour later. Conwanton mischief may be
nections will be made with steamers from
"
light to punishment.
Camden and Boston here and at Castine for
iV
has
been assessed on sav\
Bar Harbor. The steamer leaves here on
";'t and
banking companies, the last trip at 3.30
p. m. On Sundays durtaxed as follows: Belfast
ing the summer she will make direct con!
<*,"tio.09; Searsport Savings nections with the boat from Boston for
1
Waldo] Trust Company, Castine only
They Bangor Commercial
,ntal tax on savings banks is says that there is a strong possibility that
I
u list
the
steamer
Verona of the Bangor <s Bar
$206,768.78 at the last
n, increase of
vi
$420,455. The Harbor S. S. Co. will soon be chartered or
W ;
from the average amount purchased by a steamboat company on the
reserve fund and undivided upper Hudson and will leave the Penobax on
telephone companies scot within the next few weeks for service
h
an increase of $4,108.
on her new route_The Portland Press
;i> d
telephone and telegraph says of a steamer well known here: “The
hays $22,483.
I
Merryconeag never looked better than today and is sure to be a valuable addition to
Son”, a stirring comedy the excellent equipment of the Casco Bay
li comes to
the Belfast Opera line. The Merryconeag is to be used in
,,T;
of one night Sat- making the trips between this city and
1
,!ll> is' fittingly described as a Long Island and the other islands on the
lei
way down through the roads.”_Begin!,'Ul fiing
story of home life that ning June 17th the steamer Castine will
'"i}'where
leave Belfast every Saturday at 4 p. m. for
enthusiastic
.with
fi.''anical locomotive of mam- Bangor, stopping at Stockton, Fort Point
;
at
full
and
dashing
Sandypoint. Returning will leave Banspeed
H
,
realistic snow storm, gor at 4_p. m. Sunday. Round trip tickets,
■lies
,' xl it>'|K climax never equalled #1.00.. .The steamer Penobscot arrived here
;!
vo'oi-i ,,rlle Wayward Son” is a Tuesday morning only an hour behind the
1
sister, father, daugh- steamer City of Rockland with a cargo of
Sill,
a
? filly for the masses as well freight, making a special trip to gather up
011 88,6 today, June the freight which bad accumulated from the
*ai'fie box
crowding of the other two boats.
i;es leading from Union
led as follows: to South

! spent Wednesday night,

|

■

j

■

1

■

—
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j
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It is rather early for a fog
mull, but one
The Improvement Society will meet with
prevailed the past few days.
Mr*. George E. Brackett next Monday afterShipping Items. The tug Peter B. noon.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

ias

Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., will work the
Feliowcraft degree at their meeting next
arrived at this port last
Thursday
“Teddy” has been a very sick eat, bnt is
Irom Stockton Springs with the
evening.
lighter City improving uuder the care of Dr. Cheney, Monday
if Rockland in tow. She had towed
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter will
the drug clerk at A. A. Howes & Co.’s.
work the Royal Arch degree next Tueflighter with a load of lumber from Boston
Gospel meetings will be held in the tentt
to Stockton and both came here
A banquet will follow, and
for re- on
ednesday and iay evening.
street Sunday,
Condon
pairs. The tug was on Gilchrest's railway
A welcome to risitors are expected.
7.13.
at
evenings
Saturday
two days and the lighter was then
taken on
This, Thursday, evening Grand Patriarch
all.
ror calking. The latter craft was
Herbert W. Sears of Portland will institute
formerly
meet with Mrs.
will
U.
T.
The
W.
C.
boat
and
is
now
ferry
equipped with a big
it Camden Meguuticonk Encampment, No.
Annie McIntosh, No. 30 High street, June
steam derrick. She will be
employed in the
11, with 35 charter members. He will be
and
discussion
16th.
for
The
reading
railroad work at Stockton and
topic
vicinity....
iccompanied by Acting Grand Scribe RusSch. Joanna Durgain brought^Mother load will be Flower Mission Hay.
sell G. Dyer of Portland.
of pulp wood the first of the week for
Some of our county correspondents reshipGrand Patriarch Herbert VV. Sears of the
ment up country.Sch.
wild
of
strawberries, Grand Encampment of Maine, I. 0. 0. F.,
ripe
Nawidgiwaw, port the picking
is
so
a
this
Capt. Robbins, doing good business bay but how they managed to ripen
early
has appointed Grand Secretary Russell G.
Dyer of the Grand Lodge, grand scribe, to
coasting....I. M. Cottrell, who bought the cold, wet season no one can tell.
till the vacancy caused by the death of
steamer Florence a year or more
The city schools close tomorrow with Benjamin C. Stone.
ago, is
It is probable that
having her broken up.Sch. Willis and general class exercises. All interested are these two offices will be combined in the
Guy, Pattershall, is loading dry boards at Invited to visit the different grades and see future as is tire rule iu the Masonic Grand
Bodies.
Bangor for Newark, N. J., at S3 per M. what progress the pupils have made.
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
Sch. Annie May, Pattershall, is
loading
Geo. 1). McCrillis, who drove out to Morattended the morning service at the Univerwood at Lane’s wharf for Rockland_Sch.
rill yesterday, reports a fire there Tuesday
salist church in this city Sunday morning,
Harriet Rogers, Patterson, loaded slabs at
night. The stave mill of J. K. Dickey wa which was observed as their memorial SunPitcher’s mill last week for Vinalhaven
The loss is ove •
burned to the ground.
ANOTHER STOCK OF
day. The service was appropriate to the
and was weather bound here Tuesday.
$1,000, and there is no insurance.
occasion and the music prettily rendered.
New Advertisements. If summer has
A large party of young people from the
The church decorations were of yellow,
not fully arrived it will soon be here, and
Methodist church drove to Searsport Mon- blue and white.
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows’ block, is
day evening and were very pleasantly enUnity Tent, No. 104, Maccabees, was inprepared to suit all tastes and all purses in tertained by the Christian Endeaver Socie- stituted at Unity on Tuesday evening, June
in the Opera House by District Deputy
6th,
the newest and freshest summer goods. ty of the
Searsport Coug'l church.
F. L. Hackett, assisted by State Deputy
Read his announcement_Fred A. JohnC.
C. Ward of Augustaand Grand Record
S.
The Sunday School of the First Universason, Masonic Temple, is closing out his enKeeper Fred L. Hutchins of Portland auda
lis!
will
run an excursion to Creschurch
tire stock of dry goods, fancy goods and
large number of Maccabees were present
cent Beach on the steamer Castine Wednes- from Liberty, East Jackson, Brooks, Pittsnotions, preparatory to a change of busiThe degree team of
field and Newport.
at
0
Belfast
a.
June
in.,
leaving
21st,
It is a great opportunity to get new day,
ness.
Pittsfield came over and worked the degrees
and returning in the late afternoon. The
on 38 candidates.
The second review was
and seasonable merchandise at sacrifice
the backwardness
the
fare for the round trip w ill be 50 cents for held Saturday, June 10th, when another
prices-The Duplex Roller Hushing Co. adults and 33 for children under 12 years. class of
40 members was admitted.
have
lias placed in stock a complete line of nialleseason, our sales on the above
All are invited.
The district meeting of Rebekab Lodges
cast iron
fittings and valves.
Herbert E. Ellis, chairman of the Fourth in Unity last Friday evening was largely
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to the
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I of July sub-committee on street fantastic.? attended, the special train carrying over 80
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and
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I reports a general willingness to take part of Belfast conferred the
degrees, aftei
Son have just received another stoetr^h
is one of the most attractive features which a fine
The
banquet was served.
■
is
with
shirt waist suits and dainty neckwear.
the
Mr. Ellis already has sufficient visit rs are loud in their praise of the hosAgency for the May Mantou Bazar (Hove
pitality extended to them in Unity. The
ensure a good parade but exall who grace this store with their
Fitting patterns. Mail orders promptly | pi onuses >, otatj0n t0 a)] t0 take an active Belfast party arrived home about J a. ill.
Saturday, tired but happy.
executed....See tlie Townsend ail views at tends an m,,,,
Mt is hoped to have a pretty
re,...
,1.f it..
the City Drug Store. Hand colored plati- 1 interest in it.
/“parade.
1 noral disn av in the
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. CHASE
to be held in Bath on the 20th,21st and 22nd
nutns have been added to the views of local
,,,,
Sff?as, tlie Arabian i of June. On the evening of the* 20th a meetI he death of,,,
interest.F. F. Blodgett, til Cedar street,
Mary t
Eastern
.ver
woman peddler, known all oVN
Up.!--' -u; A on Wed«^he >vuS ing of the ci.uvi'j'.will
Belfast, is prepared to take photographs, ];
■
the multitude.
-—vueni ..m.
Maine, occurred here yesterday.ugag 4
or<ler
outdoor views, interior or tiaishlights. and a good business woman, and accu^nTraieu nesday, tlie 21st, the members of
tliA\rr\she was noted for will he entertained by a banquet at MPta'a
to do developing, printing and enlarging. | considerable property,
manner and appeared meeting park. On tlie evening of the
T’ostal cards made to order... Gents' watch ; the bright and cheery
22cT>
of her race.—Ban- grand ball will be tendered tlie
the
most
above
distinctly
visiting
chain and charm lost. Leave at Adams ! gor News.
members of the Patriarchs Militant. While
jewelry store, 7r, Main street and receive re- ; Mary Christmas Barracat had been a in Bath tlie members of the order will lie
ward....II. C. Pitcher advertises a closing resident of Belfast for many years and was the guests of Canton King.
j
out sale of all kinds of long lumber, spruce, well known and had numerous friends in
'A mistake was made in tlie list given last
hemlock, hard wood and clapboards. Alsc this city and vicinity, who will learn of her weel^ of tlie officers in the new order of
sawdust and prepared hard wood, stove death with regret. For some time past she Golden Cross Temple of Ratlibone
Sisters,
length, sold at mill or delivered at any part has been engaged in business with her son instituted May 25tli and 2(>th. The officers
j
of lielfast or Searsport.A. A. Howes ,v on lower Main street.
are as follows:
Most Excellent Chief, Mrs.
Co. have just received new lines of soaps.
Ruth Staples; Excellent Senior, Miss Emma
BELLS.
WEDDING
and
Welch, Excellent Junior, Mrs. Flora Watertoilet
waters_The
perfumes
man ; Manager of the Temple, Mrs. Etta
Waquoid, Xorthport, Mrs. L. C. Ross, proA pretty wedding Dodge; Mistress of Records and CorreHessey-IIamlix.
prietor, is open for business for the season.
spondence, Mrs. Fannie Stimpson ; Mistress
occurred at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. of
Three table girls, experienced or unFinance, Mrs. Ella Pillsbnry; Protector
Walter 1’. Bessey of Freedom, June 4th, of Temple, Mrs. Martha Carter; Guard of
experienced, wanted at the Windsor Hotel.
Outer
when their only son, Walter E. Bessey,
Temple, Mrs. Rose Sprague; Past
See notice of Carle A Jones’ sale of odd
Chief of Temple, Mrs. W. F. Laugill;
was united in marriage to Grace Hamlin of
lots of wall papers at one-quarter regular
Trustees, Mrs. Rose Fahy, Mrs. \V. J.
Brooks. The groom and bride were neatly Gordon, Mrs. T. H. Frisbee,
price, for three days only, Thursday, Friattired and the room was decorated with I
St. John’s Day at Bkooks.
day and Saturday— A night watchman it
Marsh
ferns and ilowers. The bride was given
wanted at once at the Duplex Roller RushRiver Lodge, No. 102, F. and A. M„ will obaway by her mother, Mrs. Mabel Hamlin. I serve
Co.
ing
Sunday, June 25tli, as the anniverThe groomsmen were George Webb and
sary of the patron saint of the Masonic orA Pension- Case. In May, lfwi, Charles John Woods. The bridesmaids were
Mrs. i
der by attending divine services at the ConII. Sargent of this city,of Company F., Coast
George Webb, Mrs. John Woods and Miss
church. All masons in the vicinGuards, applied for a pension. Last October Lela Bessey, they being the sisters of the gregational
ity are cordially invited to join with them.
a United States pension examiner came to
The service was performed by The lodge and invited guesjs will assemble
groom.
Tlie pro: at Mason's ball at 1 o’clock p. in
Maine to investigate the matter, and called Everett G.
Wing of Albion. The groom is cession will leave the
j
lodge room at 1.20,
on Mr. Sargent.
It was ascertained later a descendant of an old and honored stock,
sharp. Happy Valley Chapter, O. E. S.,
a grandson of the late Pi inee
Bessey,whose will join with their masonic brethren in tlie
that Mrs. Ellen M. Sargent, widow of
name is widely known in Unity, Freedom,
observance of the day. Chapter members
Charles L. Sargent, had been drawing a Albion and
adjoining towns, and the bride wlil assemble at tlie
church vestry at 1.20
pension on Mr. Charles li. Sargent’s name is aline young woman. Friends wish the I and
join the procession in front of tlie
I for 14 years. Mrs. Sargent was located in young couple a long and pleasant voyage church.
Brooks
band have kindly
Cornet
over the sea of married life.
liar Harbor, and Mr. C. H. Sargent did not
volunteered their services for the occasion
know of her existence until the discovery of
Ridley-Keeley. A very pretty home
the fact that she was drawing a pension as wedding occurred June 3d at the
home of
his w idow. Mrs. Sargent was tried in the Mrs. Walter E.
Aldus, when her sister, Miss
ffo OF BELFAST,
Police
Court
liangor
recently and placed Florence Mae Kelley of Relfast was married
FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK ‘V,„
under S500 bonds. Last week the case was to Mr. Alton
Eugene Ridley of Searsport.
brought before the grand jury of the l'. S. The ceremony was performed under an arch
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF should
°f lilacs by Eugene S. Pliilbrook, pastor of
District Court in Bangor and two indictbe in every home. Fully guaranteed.
the Baptist church, who used the ring cereMothers can depend upon it. 25 cents.
ments were found against her, one against
The bride wore blue broad-cloth
mony.
*
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
1 Mrs. Ellen M.
Sargent for violation of sec- and white silk, and carried white pinks.
ON
SUBJECT TO
tion -474t; and the other against Ellen M.
YACHTS AND BOATS.
sh Tej>1 * S«
Belfast
Moseley, alias Ellen M. Sargent, for violaTransacts a Genaral Banking Business, special Hates on nlm, j,,.; i> i'.
tion of section 54JS. Mr. Sargent was sumHon. Edward H. Blake and party made a w. J. CLIFFORD
moned to liangor as a witness in the ease,
.Manager ACTS As EXECTTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and Uuardia:..
but Mrs. Sargent defaulted and the case trip down the bay from Bangor Sunday in
was continued,
the was supposed to be at Mr. Blake’s steam yacht Aria.
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEl’Osn’ \'AFI.Ts
| the liangor House, but was said to be too ill
l)r. J. W. Grindle of New York has
to appear in court.
Separate accommodations for Ladies.
My Sargent is interested to know bow the woman proved to the placed an order with the
Toppan Boat
Sales with f \\ i) IvFT S for protection of securities of Treasurers, Executors,etc.
United States pension authorities that she Mtg. t’o. for an 18-foot
whaleboat launch,
was married to him, and how and where he
DlUFCTor.S-Kclwin C. Burleigh,*J- Manehester II tyne.«, (’. O. I'hior, I ». Pendleton
with
three
to
horse-power engine,
be used
died'.’ The story of the respondent ik that
PRESENTS
I a
number of years ago she applied for a at Castine.
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Fdwttrd Johnson. A. I. Drown. ,1. i Durham, Albert
pension as the widow of Charles L. Sargent
lVirce, Heo. K. Macomher, ( has. K..Knowlton, \\ m. A. Mason, I{. 1*. ( hasp, Tileston \\ udlin
Roy Coombs has a new 30-foot launch
and later received a pension as the widowof Charles II. Sargent. Thinking the mat- planked, is finishing the power dory for
CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.
ter of the middle initial a mere clerical er- Will
Decrow, and has two others under
ror in the department she
thought it unnec- way; one of them for an official of
the
FRANK
R.
and Treasurer.
to
have
it
WIGGIN,
and
Secretary
so
for
a
essary
numchanged
ber of y ears past has been drawing a pen- Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
sion as the w idow of Charles 1.1. Sargent.
The steam yacht Helena, owned
by Fred Direct from the Grand Opera House,
\V. Ayer of Bangor, has been loaned to
Aew York.
F. W. Cram, president of the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad, who is using her in
....PRICES 25, 35 AND 50 CENTS.
cruising about the low'er bay on business in
Seats on sale Thursday, June 15th, at the
connection with the terminal of the
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Waldo Trust Company

AfIOME

Remedy

CBBital $50 000. SB* $25,000.
INTEREST ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

Dsjosiis??#10-11
ncL‘.

Opera House,

SATURDAY, JUNE 17.

Mr. NED TWONEY

The Wayward

Mother’s Earl

A WORD IN MOTHER’S EAR
WHEN
NURSING AN
INFANT. ANO IN THE
MONTHS THAT COMB BEFORE THAT

GIFTS FOR JUNE BRIDES

North-

ern

|

Si

box offiee.

Maine Seaport railroad.

A COMPLETE LINE Of

QLA55

TIME.

SCOTT'S

EMULSION

BUFRLIES THE EXTRA STRENGTH ANO
NOURISHMENT SO NECESSARY FOR
THE HEALTH OF BOTH MOTHER ANO

CHILD.
Send for free sample.
SCOTT & ROWX E, Chemists,
Pearl
New York.
Street,
409*415
50c. and jfi.oo; all druggists

I
|

The I.iqroR Cases. The liquor seizures
reported lust week were before the Police
Court June stit. The first ease was that of
E. S. Shuman for transporting liquor, and
it was the first case of the kind item and
probably will not be tlie last. Portland lias
had a like ease and June 3d a hackman of
that city was lined $100 anti costs for having
liquor unlawfully in his possession. Twenty
gallons of liquor were taken fr >111 his hack.
In the case here Deputy Sherifi Ellis seized
a lot of beer ou .Shuman’s dray and took it
to the jail and placed the driver under arAt the trial Thursday Shuman was
rest.
represented by John It. 1 Hinton, Esq., and
the defence was that the accused did not
know the kegs contained beer. Judge Rogers, however, sentenced Shuman to pay a
fine of $100 and costs, lie appealed and
was held in $200 bonds to appear at the
September term of the S. J. Court. W. S.
Edminster, proprietor of the Phoenix House,
who was held on the search and seizure
June 6th, was next arraigned, pleaded not
guilty and was sentenced tc pay a fine of
$100 and costs and (SO days in jail and in default of payment 00 days additional. He
appealed and was held under $200 for the
September term. Frank Nash, bar tender
at the Phoenix House, for single sale, made
no defence and was fined $50 and costs and
30 days in jail and in default of payment 30
days additional. Appealed. Friday morning L. L. Gentner, proprietor of the Windsor House and owner of the beer seized on
Shuman’s dray, was before the court and
was fined $100 and costs and GO days in jail,
with GO days additional in default of payment.
Appealed. Sheriff Carleton made
another visit to the Windsor Hotel Tuesday
afternoon and seized a quantity of hard
liquors and a barrel of beer which was on
tap in the bar room. 'John Ward, barkeeper, was found with a bottle of whisky
in his hand, having just served a customer,
and witli the proprietor, L. L. Gentner, was
arrested. They will be tried in the police
court this morning. Yesterday the sheriff
seized four barrels at the steamboat wharf,
each containing 120 bottles of lager beer,
and took them to the jail to await proof of

ownership.
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N' e shall be* pleased to show these
goods
latest and best goods the manufacturer:}

Sweep!

_
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to all that are
eau supply.

interested

in

WOOD.',]

seeing tie*
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PoitS!";1“re

SATIONAL BANK BUILDiMi.

y___

,

UNDERTAKERS.
R.H. Coombs & Son,

odd lots (both old and new) of wall
papers on hand and marked e*>ch

1=4

I silver 1-1,.led a.ul
amt
Hollow Ware.

ONYX.—■■ MARBLE. IRON AND

H. J. Locke & Son,

We have made bundles of ALL the

bundle at about

111
Flat

GIVEN

WITH

CASKETS,

EACH

ROBES and

BOYS’

SUIT

BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared

at all hours to do

EMBALMING aud FUNERAL WORK.
iy;
Connected by telephone both
day and night.

SOLD AT CLARK'S CORNER.

Regular Price WILLIAM A. CLARK,

72 Main Street, Belfast.

Manufacturing Clothier, Belfast.
4W21

WANTED!
This sale will last 3

days only,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
YOURS

TRULY,

CARLE & JONES.

AT

A

ONCE,

NIGHT WATCHMAN

er

....AT THE....

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING CO.

WANTED.
Three table girls, experienced or inexperienced, at the Windsor Hotel, Belfast, Maine.
Iw24*

Gants' watch chain and charm. The findwill be rewarded
by leaving the same at
ADAMS' JEWELRY STORE.
75 Main Street, Belfast.

'AUTOMOBILES
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“We are pretty nearly on top now, yet
I have heard old seamen say they have
It
seen gulls sitting on the dry Baud.
is a sort of quick sand and they say it
The beautiful sir ngtime had come changes with every heavy gale. Howagain and the fishermen of Harpswell ever, we won’t anticipate a gale, but a
great fare of fish.” In an hour’s time
were making prepaiations to begin their
they again sounded, finding sixty
wave.
on
the
ocean
Some
summer toil
fathoms, and Siah said we will run for
ten or more fishermen were in the lazy about twenty minutes and I think we
seat in Harris’ store, at Cundy’s Har- will be on the edge.
bor. Each was telling what craft they
Again they sounded but the lead ran
thought to go in, some preferring one to one hundred and fifty fathoms, when
another.
he stopped it and said, “turn her round,
captain, some
One young man, they called him Enoch, we are down over the mounEnoch Johnston, had said nothing. tain. I don’t believe there is line
Some one asked him, “What craft are enough on board to reach bottom.” So
you going in?” and he said: “Abner they turned her around and ran back
Harris (Everyone called him Ab), is fora mile or more.
Siah took a fish line this time, baiting
going to buy an old pinkey down east
somewhere and he said 1 might have the hooks, and cast it over. It stopped
her to go in, but she is so out of date at fifty fathoms and had hardly soundI’m afraid 1 can’t get a good crew, for ed when he cried, “It's loaded; grab
all the best men will want, to get on hold some one; it’s mor’n a load for
board the Robert A Carr, or the Angie me.” When it came to the surface
Watson, or some of the other new ves- there were two big cod that would
sels. and I will be obliged to take those weigh nigh fifty pounds each.
Siah was excited and said, "that’s the
who are left."
The term “pinkey” was the usual kind: let the jib run; let the anchor
build of fifty or more years ago. The run. We don't want to move an inch.
stern was more pointed than the bows Xo, don’t a man throw a line until
and rose some six feet above the deck. everything is ready. Kush her, boys,
The main boom fitting or resting,(when we’ll have a deck’ full of fish before
the mainsail was lowered', on this pink night,”
The boys tlew around like tops. In a
made the craft resemble one of those
few moments everything was in readifan-tailed doves.
Someone asked, “What's the name of ness; cable parceled, bait up. The skipthe old pink, Ab?"
ped told each one where to fish and
“Her name is the Devil Fish, but 1 said, “Every man will share alike if he
don't like it: don’t think it will bring does his duty.”
Uncle Siah had again thrown his line
good luck: will have to change it, I

Uncle Siah Becomes a Pilot

and it was loaded as soon as it
He said, “Skipper, guess 1 will have to take off one
I
such
loads as this
couldn't
hook,
pull
for more’n a week.” Two more of those
“Durned if
immense cod appeared.
this isn’t the very spot I left last time
1 was here. I guess they have multi

guess."

over

touched the bottom.

“How does she look?”
"Well she's no

beauty,

but

she

is

sound and strong.
Why the man 1
bought her of tried to show me howsolid her timbers were, and it seemed
like cutting onto to iron--broke his

all to pieces.”
The next day she arrived and everyOur
one was on hand to inspect her.

new axe

plied tremendously.”

The lines buzzed and sung as a pair
of those immense cod came up every
time. The young skipper said, “Guess
its lucky thing for me you came with
I never could have found the way
us.
here, or home again.”
About three o'clock the skipper said,
“Come boys, pull in, we want to dress
down before night.” When salted in
the hold it made an immense stack;
scarcely one small one in the whole lot.
As the skipper looked them over after
the last one had been salted, he said,
“About four days and we will fill her

old friend Woodbury was looking on
and he asked, “Going to change her
name, Ab?”
Ab said he didn’t believe in calling a
vessel Devil Fish. Woodbury said it
resembled a pollywog more than a devil
fish and he advised him to call it pollywog. No one gets mad at Cundy’s and
everyone speaks his mind.
The young man who was going skipper said he wanted to go on George's
banks, but he wasn’t acquainted. Woodbury told him he better get Uncle Siah,
“Most likely he is the best pilot you
could get."
He asked Ab and he said that Uncle
Siah was an awful good man, but he
didn't know how much he knew about
the great George's shoal.
4
a+1,a%>
^nomo/1
n

via

sue

replied.

f

Amanda said she could/get along
with John’s help, so Sin/, told Harris
he would go and do tl ,/ best he could.
I he next morning 5*;a!> took down his
old marine compass and commenced to
study it careftjiiy. Amanda asked,
"What are yo.-'u looking at that old
compass for?’
T am try.ng to see if I can box it,”

said s-.aii.

i

here is a

said Amanda.
Siali replied

box up stairs will do,”

“There are some things
you don’t know, and this is one. To
box the compass is a nautical term, and
means calling the point of the compass
beginning at north and going clear
around.” He tried several times and

failed, making a sad jumble. Onetime
he had it southeast by sou’west. lie

again, beginning at north, and
managed to complete the circuit, and
said, “there, guess now I can be examtrieu

ined."

Hedrove down to Harris’ store in a
or two and looked the old schooner

day

over.

They

took her on shore to clean

her bottom. Siah helped and he said
“Let’s give her bottom a good ileing.
We want to move right along when we
once get started.
The next day the
stores were put on hoard, plenty of sal
and hand lines, for Siali said he didn’t
believe in trawls.
I11 two

days everything

was

ready.

Siali said tie hoped the wind would be
to the

north,

so he could run by course,
sun.
Siah had
and
two or three changes of
bedding
and
the
next
mornclothes'made ready,
ing Amanda carried him down to the
Harbor.
She seemed more anxious
than usual and said, “I wish you wasn’t
going Siah. We can live without your
exposing your life on that terrible
shoal.” She said she knew she hadn’t
always been meek as a lamb, and hoped
he would forgive her a part of her fail-

instead of taking the

ings.

skipper naa uoisteci his sails
so taut lie had
soDie of the haland new ones must be rove off.
Harris put on board several coils of
j lie new

yards

parted

rope, in case of parting, and as they
sailed out of the harbor lie stood on the
wharf swinging his bat and sang out,
“three cheers for the old Devil Fish”—
something unusual for him.
After going up to the store be said,
“I sliail look for them back in three
weeks with a full fare. I know Uncle
Siah will bang on as long as they can
catch a fish.”
The old pinkey scudded off before the
strong northwest wind at a pretty good
clip. Looking over the side Uncle Siah
said, “We are going about eight knots.”
For two days the old. Devil Fish
bowled along at varying speed of six
to eight knots. Siah was very anxious
for fear he might make a mistake and
in consequence be blamed; but said to
himself many times “I am bound to do
the best possible, and that is all anyone

do.”
On the morning of the third day he
said “We will sound this morning. 1
believe we are on the shoal.” They let
the jib run and luffed into the wind.
Siah threw the heavy lead, which stopHe allowed
ped at ninety fathoms.
they were on the northwestern part
and said, “I want to go in the extreme
southern part, where it makes off rapidly into the great valley of the Gulf
Stream.” He explained to the skipper
that fish like the warm water of the
Gulf, and would lie close to the edge so
to get the warmth, where they congregate in immense numbers. In an hour’s
time they again sounded. It had rapidly
shoaled to forty fathoms. Siah said,
can

xne

lines

block.”

illuming uu miuning
were loaded as soon as

next

they

me

Brief mention was made last week
if the marriage in Rockland of Dr. >F.
E. Follett, and no doubt his many Belfast friends will be glad to read the
following fuller account from the j
Rockland Daily Star:
A very pretty home wedding occurred
ruesday evening, June 6th, at the.
Iiome of Air. and Mrs. George W.
Mugridge, 39 Oak street. The contracting parties were their daughter,
Miss Katherine Holmes Mugridge and
Dr.
Frank
Edward Follett.
The

THalr Sufferings Are Usually
Due to Uterine Disorders

Can we dispute
well known
fact that American

the

are

ner-

vous?
How often do we
hear the expression, “I am so nervous, it seems as if
I should fly ; ” or.
“
Don’t speak to
me.” Little things
annoy you and
make yon irritable; you can't sleep,
you are unable to quietly and calmly
perform your daily tasks or care for
your children.

The bride looked very sweet in a
rawn of white satin and carried a handsome bouquet of lilies of the valley.
I'he matron of honor was Airs. Charles

Emery

ed to the southeast and began to blow
hard. Siah tolil/them to have the fish
dressed and doyJn below and everything
made snug, “For we’re going to have a

nasty night/of it.” Before sundown
.'gale, and as the current

it blew a

...

The New

he

England Magazine
steadily improving with

seems

each
ssue, and the admirable June number
its
marks still another step in
progress
Phe number also contains some special’
Grand Army
Memorial Day matter.
Veterans will he much interested in
:he "Story of Camp Meigs,” the famous
Readville camping ground of 1801-05,
written by Janies Roland Corthell, and

h*Ln’s Vegetable Compound convince
women of its virtues ?
Surely you
cannot wish to remain sick and weak
and discouraged, exhausted each day,
when you can be as easily oured as
women.

the hostessess
cape the general disillusionment. Some
the
out
from
guests present
Among
of the street gamins will lay unlawful
of town were G. A. Holmes of Boson, hands on
households possessions, others
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Ames of Kuuiford use
language proscribed by the third
Falls, Miss Ellen Miller of Cambridge,
and not all of them
ana i mason Ames,

flag and if we had a fife and drum we
would play Yankee Doodle, or Marching through Georgia. But there, we
are most as happy as we can be now.”
As they passed White Point, they saw
Ab on the wharf and some of the boys
vowed he was dancing, but Uncle Siah
said, ‘‘Don’t, boys, Ab don’t dance, but
he’s pleased, you bet.”
As the old Devil Fish luffed up alongside the wharf, lie took off his hat to

and

Miss

Grace

Chadwick,

Leslie

Foliett and Miss Freda Cook of Belfast.
Tlie wedding
were
presents
very
beautiful and valuable and showed the

high

esteem in which the young couple
Held by their friends. They included many pretty articles in cut glass,
cheer, we thought. Xever saw a man silver and bric-a-brac.
Noteworthy
so tickled in my life, but once, and that [ among the presents were
handsome
was Jonah when lie disembarked from Morris chair from the Farwell Opera
the whale. The men on shore saw the House orchestra,
with
which
Dr.
great raft of lisli coming in and they I Foliett is connected, and a set of silver
jumped in their seine boat to capture I bouillon spoons from the management
the school, but Siali sang out to them of tiie Farwell Opera House.
and said, “guess all of those fish you'll
After a brief wedding journey Dr.
find are hitched to the old Devil Fish’s and Mrs. Foliett will be at home at 3t)
are

j

Jal

|

j

[

o

Record.

WEAT

SEE ENDURED.

Triple Life led by a Prominent Teacher.
A Strenuous Woman tells liow she Works
all the Time and yet is able to Keek up her
St rengt li.

Tlie

There are few instances of pluckier
womanhood than that of Mrs. Mattie K.
Harris, principal of one of the public
schools of Council Grove, Kansas, who is
widely known in that State as a most successful teacher. Most women would give
up in utter discouragement if they had to
face difficulties of the sort she is meeting
and surmounting daily. She goes unflinchingly ahead, uses up her strength every day
and yet always gets afresh supply in time
for the morrow’s need. How she manages
to do so much without wearing out is a secret worth knowing.
"Tell me your story, Mrs. Harris,” said a
reporter to her recently. “It will be most
helpiul to multitudes of overworked
women.”
“Well,” said .Mrs. Harris, “I have buttered a great deal from heart trouble and from

Dying .of Famine
is, in its torments, like dying of consumption. The progress of consumption, from
the beginning to the very end, is a long tor-

ture, both to victim and friends. “When I
had consumption in its first stage,” writes
Wm. Myers of Cearfoss, Md., “after trying
different medicines and a good doctor, in
vain, I at last took Dr. King’s New Discovery, which quickly and perfectly cured me.”
Prompt relief and sure cure for coughs,
colds, sore throat, bronchitis, etc. Positively prevents pneumonia. Guaranteed at R.
U. Moody’s drug store, price 50c. and $1.00
a bottle. Trial bottle free.
A blessing alike to young and old; Dr.
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry; nature’s specific for dysentery, diarrhcea and

complaint.

They have all the In,.

Iprovements

with their little brains full of new impressions and their little bodies stored
with fresh vitality, that the philanthropists get their reward. ‘I’d be willing to work twice as hard,’ a Chicago
woman who had been ‘stage managing'
Fresh-air companies for sixteen years
told me last .August, ‘just for the sake
of knowing that they will he better all
winter for their summer’s trip.’
A Bad heare.
Some day you will get a bad scare, when
you feel a pain in your bowels, and fear appendicitis. Safety lies i:i Dr. King’s New
Life Dills, a sure cure for all bowel and
stomach diseases, such as headache, biliousGuaranteed at R. II.
nos, costiveness, etc.
Moody’s drug store, only *J5c. Try them.
WHAT WOMEN ARE DOING.
At

This Time 31 any of

Them

are

House

Cleaning.

and con-

veniences for makinn
life In the kitchen a

pleasure•

■

FOR SALE BY

I

JOHN B. STICKiNtY, Belfast. Maine.
*Mot lifrs—T*»ke

in Illinois is one of the most enthusiastic promoters of this line of work foi
women: she is herself a naturalist ol
lias preserved
some distinction, and
over l.Ouo birds and animals, some of a

There are 12 Maine girls in Vassar,
of whom four are in the graduating
class, this year. They are Louise E.
Dutton, Ellsworth: Evelyn M. Lane
Westbrook; Ruth 1’. Smith, Portland
and Kate P. Wheeler, Portland.

portion of Penobscot bay diin front of the Samoset hotel.
Rockland Breakwater, will be the
rendezvous of the Practice Squadron
of the United States navy from July
1st to August 15th.
That

rectly

Governor Cobb and his staff will lie
in Portland June 2:kl to assist i;i the
welcome to the 53d Canadian regiment,
which
will arrive from Sherbrooke
that day to join the Portland battalion
and the .Naval reserves in their military
carnival.

Arrangements

are

;|

I
%«.••

lie following editorial m
a medical
publication ai
value to our women lead
toilet
many
powders now c
are dangerous to the tend,
fant. But t'oiiifnrt 1’owde
boon—it is a healing win d
water and useful for evei
laiuily.” All our druggist*
I

->

SOME WALDO COUNTY

W.

M

v

It. Reynolds and

have made quite externa
their buildings andconten
repairs the coining sumnn
a commodious and well ai
with modern improvemen
is a good one in a good st;r.
tion and under the iutelligi
ment of Messrs. Reynolds
made to pay a good profit
line herd of cows.
The
ment is skilfully manage.
■

1

H. Reynolds and her son’s
Reynold’s butter is so well
a ready sale awaits every

make. The work on
done with horses; they ai*.

can

driving mare, Topsy, t.
prompt driver, jet black an
pounds. Topsy is a gann-y
does not intend to take ai \
Mr. Daniel Childs, West

!

tine farm on the stage road
to Dixmont. Mr. Childs is
going and practical fanne;
stands the business and ki
make it pay. His cows are II
Jersey. Mrs. < hilds has t
of making “A No 1.” hut',
sold to regularcustomers t:
Mr. Childs keeps a dock ul
looking at—Hampshire l>
general farming, raises ft.:.
hundred bushels of oats ev.
a

good orchard, mostly

u

Childs is a progress;■
horses, cattle, sheep and In
bloods,” he owns a large
mare—Venus -as tine an;;;
find "in all the country n

Mr.

being made

now

12th Good Will assembly and
boys’ encampment which is held annually in the pines across the Kennebec river from the Good Will farm at
Hinckley. This year’s dates are July
27 to Aug. in.
for the

President William DeWitt Ilyde of
College, in his annual report,

llowdoin

Mr. Daniel
owns a

large

II. Clark
and product.

North Palermo, keeps

a

young, high grade Jersey
butter of iirst class quality
ready market in Watervilh
He hasn’t a '■
customers.
herd that makes less than n
Mr. i I
butter per week.
honest article, good weigl
delivery will insure a good
turners; for ten years he w
of the noted Beaver ID.
has been proprietor of the ;
at f reedom village, and
route from Freedom to I.
Clark is mail of large bust
ence and lus farming cm
carried on in a progressi \
ness-iike manner.
Mr.
owner of a Watchmaker 1;.
speed and durability won.
duplicate. Watchmaker c

as follows: Gareelon
The Dowager Empress of China has acknowledged gifts
bequest, *4o,:',!>-i: Mary Sophia Walker
recently decreed that Chinese lawyers bequest,
*10,000; 1). p. Fairweather
shall he acquainted with law, and in
estate, *2745; Franklin A. Wilson,
are
consequence lawyers
raising a *25(111; several smaller amounts, *la4l.
mighty protest. They claim that by
The shipments of potatoes over the
this order China is put behind the times,
for in no other country,
they say, is Bangor ,V Aroostook railroad for the
mouth
such a demand made, even of the
of May amounted to 511,407
bushels, making a total from the Hint
judges.
crop up to and including May. 1!»<>5, of
The only woman who has been ad- (5,472,577 bushels. This is an increase
mitted to practice at the .Mexican bar of 1,241,-5*7 bushels over the shipments
is Maria Sandoval de Zareo, and in at the same time a year ago.
addition to her law practice she is takMark Patterson and John Billion,
an active part in a movement rej ing
two civil war veterans, died June nth,
extreme nervous tension, living daily on cently started for the suppression of
the former at his home in Saco and the Age.
the verge of constant collapse. 1 am well bull fighting in that country. She has
latter at the Soldiers’ llotne at Togus.
acquainted with the strain ot overwork. For drawn up a memorial to the governAir.
If. Partridge has
more than fifteen years circumstances have
ment in behalf of the Mexican branch Both were 72 years old, belonged to the
it >v
made it necessary fur me to improve every of the
for the Prevention of 20tli Maine regiment, were neighbors farm in Prospect,
Society
for
opportunity to increase my income and have
years and passed away about acres, and includes varim
to
Animals, asking that the thirty
left me very little time for rest. 1 have Cruelty
same time.
They had interesting soil, adapted to many dillei
filled three spheres of labor—that of princi- municipal regulation he adopted either war records. Their funerals were held
lie cuts each year
crops,
pal of a school during five days of the week, to suppress these exhibitions of brutali- on the same dav.
age 150 tons of hay and ke>
that of assistant in a busy store on the bus- ty or that they he made less revolting.
his cream to the
iest day of the week, Saturday, and that of
Prof. Karl P. Harrington, professor selling
caretaker of home and children all the
Miss Enid Yandell, the young Ken- of Latin at the University of Maine, Wmterport. He has a lartt
liens, selling his eggs direct
time.
woman who has achieved reputahas accepted the Latin professorship at
“In 1900- II had a great deal of dizziness, tucky
he gets
tion as a sculptor, has taken up as a new the Wesleyan University, Middletown, ton market, where
accompanied by a sense of suffocation and branch of her
prices. His cows are all .!>
work, the designing of sun Ct., and will sever his connection with iie
shortness of breath. J was very nervous,
keeps two Jersey hulls
particularly in my eyes, and I could not dials, several of which are now at cele- the former institution at the close of yearling bull of another bn
One of my lady friends was brated country homes.
She has re- this present term. Prof. Harrington’s
sleep.
he is raising to
thoroughly alarmed about my condition ceived a commission for the Carrie new position is the same one which his however,
has done and is •;
and said 1 looked as if I was going to die. Brown Memorial Fountain in ProvU
Partridge
father tilled for 25 years.
to improve the stock in t
By the advice of a friend in Wilsey, who deuce, K. I., eighteen of America’s wellhad used Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills with benHe has four horses, and ;
To rank first in scholarship among a
known sculptors having taken part in
eficial results, I began to take them when
of 200 cadets at the U. S. naval which he has large number,
class
the
an
encompetition.
Although
my condition was most serious.
best breeds in the country,
“The first box relieved me and six or thusiastic worker, Miss Yandell thinks academy at Annapolis is the honor that
has been earned by Edmund Randall ly engaged extensively in s
is
seven effected a cure.
work
too
seThey checked the that sculpture
bis dock m now
palpitation and banished the dizziness, the vere for women to follow as a profes- Norton, a Portland boy and a graduate ing, but
of Portland High school, class of Ring, about 4o.—Rockland Opinn i
twitching of the eyes and the nervous sen- sion.
sations in general. I am able now to sleep
on the completion of his first academilike a log and am doing my threefold work
Makes digestion and assin. w
Miss Nora Stanton Blatch, grand- cal year at the college. IIis rank for
writh perfect regularity.
Dr. Williams’
the year which was very high, places Makes new red blou 1 and
Pink Pills are all right and I do not hesi- daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanwhat
Hollister’s ltocky .Mount
ton, is a member of the seuior class at him above his nearest competitor by a do. A tonic for the
tate to commend them.”
sick and w
These are strong words supported by cor- Cornell and president of the Cornell large margin.
Tea or Tablets. K. II. Moody.
responding facts. Mrs. Harris can be found University Political Equality League,
Mrs. F. A. Jones of Lewiston lias
in the school, or the store, or the home, a She is the first woman
Cures croup, sore throat, pub'
completing the been appointed by the State Regent of
woman of quick intelligence and stirring course in
civil engineering at Cornell, the 1).
hies— Monarch over pain “f ev»
A. R. to serve as chairman of
activity, serving her family and the com- and her name is on the
Thomas’
Kclectric Oil.
Sigma Psi list, tiie ways and means committee to raise
munity in a manner that shows how much
1

j

I

J

1

benefit she has received from this wonderful blood and nerve Ionic.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills can be taken finally length of time with absolute safety, as
they do not contain a single grain of any
harmful ingredient. They create no drug
habit. They give no false stimulation but
genuine, lasting strength. They are sold
by all druggists.
Bilious Bill the sleepy head,
Dearly loved to lay a-bed ;
Couldn’t wake him if you shook him ;
When his slumbers overtook him.
Suddenly he started waking
Ev’ry morn when day was breaking.
What’s this magic necromancer?
EARLY RISERS, that’s the answer.
The Famous Little Fills “EARLY RISERS”
Bure Constipation, Sick Headache, Biliousness, etc., by their tonic effect on the liver.
They never gripe or sicken, but impart
surly rising energy. Good for children or
Adults. Sold by R. II. Moody.

Albert

H. Gilman, formerly postat Veazie, was sentenced to
serve five months in jail for conspiracy
by Judge Hale in the U. S. District
court at Bangor June Tth. Rosamond
Milliken, the assistant postmaster, paid
a fine of $20 on a joint indictment.
Both respondents were indicted by the
grand jury at the present term in connection with an alleged shortage in the
money order funds at the Yeazie post
office.
master

near as

summer

Union street.—lloekland Star.

commandment,
show the gratitude the occasion demands. It is when they troop back to
the city, rosy cheeked and bright-eyed,

the

^Cook’s Delight

boys

The

will also be interested in the announcement regarding the
celebration of
American Boy Day at Portland, Ore.;
Jhautauqua, New York: Boston, Mass.,
mdat Bedford, l'a.: Lexington N. C.;
San Francisco, Cal.; Cairo, 111., and
jther places.
There are also special
jrize otters to boy poets. There are 82
{lustrations. Subscription price 81.00
i year.
The Sprague Publishing Co.,
Detroit, Midi.
:o

•re

,Tlie

Will; not the volumes of letters lTuJh
woKien made strong by Lydia E. Pink-

|

find his latitude and longitude and as
he could figure they had come
fifty miles. Siah said, “two more days
with a fair wind and we will be going
in past White Point at Cundy’s.
At day break on the third day they
made the light on Seguin and Cape
Elizabeth, then Half-way rock light,
and home was near at hand. Siah told
the skipper he thought when they got
near Flag Island they had better pull in
enough fish from the raft to load her
decks to the water. The skipper said,
“guess the folks’ eyes would bulge to
see the old Devil Fish come in with
decks to the water.”
So when they
neared the river’s mouth they hove her
to, and took as many fish on deck as
they thought prudent and again squared
away for the Harbor.
Siah said, “We want to hoist the old

pursuits.

hobbies and

Ranges

club,/it*

inns
over the shcal it kick- |
ed up .■}(' terrible cross sea.
The old
craft bJaped and tugged at the anchor
as
thi.mgb she would if possible break
away. About midnight the storm
reached its height. The seas were like
mountains of water and they were
•I'T.shed against the old craft with a stern.” man in the
Every
place hurried to
Maniac’s fury. The skipper was a good
Harris wharf and lie said, “I want to
worried, but Siah said, “if the hire
one
of
every
you to help take care
ble holds, we shall outride the gale,
it should part as one of those huge of these fish.” They began to draw in
the
raft.
Ab
asked
how far out they
strikes us, I believe the old craft.
I Scas
I would go right over backwards. Then were and one of the men said, “The
last end is just about coming past
Flag
| it would be good bye to ever seeing Island now." Siali told
Ab he wanted
! land again, or Amanda.” He rememI be red how anxious she seemed because a few to give away, and lie said, “Take
all you want; guess you have earned
he was going on this trip.
After midnight the wind lulled and them,” and he lay eighteen or twenty j
of
the biggest ones out by themselves.
at daybreak there was only a gentle
I’ve
forgotten now how many1
: breeze.
The heavy seas still rolled on
with diminished force and by noon the thousand there were, but Harris filled
butt
and tank and borrowed a lot1
every
skipper said, “Gome boys, get your beside.
Some one said, “Ab, your old
lines over: guess its so you can stand
wharf will go down if you throw on one
now. But wasn’t that a hard old night.
I can hear
We ought to be thankful that we have more of those great fish.
1
met with no mishap. Seems as though her groan now, its such a tarnal load.”
sent Harry to carry Uncle Siali
| sea faring men feel more thankful Ab
than those on the land.
Don’t you home. He took one big cod with him.
It
was tlie
length of Ab’s express
think so, Uncle Siah?”
“1 guess none of us are any too thank- I wagon, and Siah said, “Durned if he
|
ever
saw
such
a fish.
Guess Amanda
fill,” said Siah. “We don’t seem to
realize our many blessing until it is will make a fish chowder and ask all
the
Ab
had
Siah's fish put
neighbors.”
often times too late.”
I Again the skipper said, pull in your on the ice and he said he would be
lines, we must dress down.” When the down tomorrow morning.
Woodbury came along after the raft
last fish was salted, he said, “two days |
was pulled in and said, “What’d I tell
more at this rate will fill her full.”
Your old Pollywog struck 'em
you.
| The same good luck, the same school this
time.
Better hire Uncle Siali
of those immense great cod came tumbout.
There hasn’t been such a
ling over the rail all day long, and, light
load
brought in here since 1 was two
when salted down, less than Half the
Paid for your old craft,
years old.
space remained.
They stopped fishing the next day at hasn’t it Ab?
-iu saiu
ne uian t Know now much
noon and when salted there wasn’t space i
enough to put a pair of rubber boots. j L ucle Siah would ask for his services,
The skipper said, “Well, Uncle Siah, I but he expected ’twould be pretty big.
what shall we do now? Seems too bad The next morning Siah came with his
to have to leave such fishing as this. I team for his big cod and the eighteen
I
I Perhaps we couldn’t find this
spot made a heavy load. lie left a few
1
| among the neighbors, one big one to
again in a year’s time.”
Siah said, “I’ve been thinking how Rob’s at the Gurnet, and Rob’s eyes
we could carry a good many more fish.’’ | popped out like a lobster, he was so
He left a few in New MeadThe skipper replied, “I don’t see how, | surprised.
the old craft is full and loaded beside. ows, and then kept on down to the
We don’t want her too deep in case of 1 express oflice. There he dumped two,
Iwx.xitvt Kin... »»
one to John, one to Sidney H.
The
Uncle Siah replied, “You know those next was the big one and he hung it
coils of rigging in the cuddy, I’ve been right up at the door of the Record
thinking we might string on several oflice. The editor came out and said,
I thousand pounds and tow them home. “What does this mean, next door is
I want a dozen or more to give to my the fish market?” The man said, “you
can read the notice on the head of the
friends in Harpswell and Brunswick.”
The skipper sang out, “Over with fish,” and he read: “Mr. Cook, please
and he
your lines again, boys, let’s use all the | accept from Uncle Siah,”
bait and it will help pay the bills, as seemed awful pleased and said: “Tell
him I thank him more’ll four hundred
Uncle Siah says.”
Again the fish almost leaped over the times: the female sewing society meets
rail and Siah had to work smart to at my house today and this is just
string them on the rope as fast as they what we need.”
McFadden and Eaton each got one.
came over the side.
In two days every
inch of rope was used and an immense The others went to the old soldiers of
raft of great cod reached far out Brunswick.
Everyone seemed real
astern. “Skipper, let’s give it up this pleased and said they hoped Uncle
Siah
would
time” said Siah, “I judge there are 10,go real often he had such
000 in that string.
We’ll heave her good luck. They heard of him in Portshort boys, and we will head for home.” land and wanted him to take charge of
They soon said, “Anchor short,” a big new vessel up there, and another
skipper. Loose the mainsail and run man said he would have one built of
her up. That’s well. Here's hoping it steel at the Iron Works in Bath, if he
won’t come down until we reach Lun- would go in it. But Siah said too much
dy's. Xow the foresail, up with her, notoriety would most likely shorten
boys. Xow the anchor, heave and hold his days, and he said he just began to
it. It’s away, boys. Bring her up, we’re want to live.
The next day he went to the harbor
homeward bound.
The boys began to sing, we’re home- and received his pay. He got a one
ward bound. The wind was fair and hundred dollar bill for his services and
he was well satisfied. Said he would
quite strong, yet they moved slow, the
go again soon as he got his planting in.
great raft of fish towing behind was a —Silas
S. Holbrook in the Brunswick
heavy drag. The next day Siah tried to

very/strong

I Bay State!

(Vines and Airs. to. I. Adams. The paror where the ceremony was performed
was decorated with palms and apple
Blossoms, the general effect being
very large kind.
white and green.
The bridal couple
stood in a bower of white and directly
Huge task.
Behind where they stood two everIt was a huge task to undertake the cure
green hearts were arranged.
of siwh a bad case of kidney disease, as
Aiouutain laurels, white lilies and
“The Origin oi that of C. V. Collier of Cherokee, la., but
amply illustrated.
Hitters did it. He writes: “My
lainty ribbons formed the decoration Memorial
Day,” is w^lWaVA' In an Electric were so lar gone 1 euuiu not sit on
if the dining hall. Here refreshments
article by Ear) M'kr6ie, and there is an akidneys
a cushion;
and suffered
without
chair
were served at the reception which imVtury, “At the End of the from dreadful backache, headache and demediately followed the ceremony. The affectingwhich
recalls many phases of pression. In Electric Hitters, however, 1
War,”
young ladies of the E. X. whist
found a cure, and by them was restored to
which the bride was a member,..'had veteran experience. Other good stories
perfect health. 1 recommend this great
are “The Little More,” by Elizabeth
of
the
charge
refreshments, wYlicti intonic medicine to all with weak kidneys,
cluded ices, sherbets and fqfiey cakes, Griswold Rowe, “The Cat That Played liver or stomach. Guaranteed by K. 11.
rhose who assisted in serving were Cupid," hv Eleanor II. Porter, and Moody, druggist: price 50c.
“Carl Blake's Chance,” by J. W. KenMiss Abbie l.ovejoy,
Aliss Alfreda
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
Bicknell, Aliss XeH’.e Winslow, Aliss uard.
Fanny Tibbetts, ‘.Miss Hazel Shaw and
Elizabeth Howard Westwood, writMiss Grace C hadwick of Belfast,
The Mount Kineo Ilonse is to open
ing of “Fresh-Air work,” in the July
h-allway was decorated with New Idea Woman’s Magazine, shows J une 20.
appie ’blossoms and laurels. The Far- the experienced worker’s humorous apAroostook potato men are predicting
well Opera House
orchesta
was
preciation and lack of sentiment. “By a crop of 10,0(H),ouo bushels next fall,
stationed in the music room and the the time the
the last child is safely the largest ever raised in the county.
selections rendered by them were a transferred
to his country custodian,”
most delightful feature of the occasion. she
Miss Katherine Heed, daughter of
“it
is
no wonder that the exsays,
Here pinks and evergreen were the pre- hausted
late lion. Thomas K. Heed, and
charity worker’s golden dreams the
The
decoration.
ushers
were
vailing
about the joy of
others are Lieutenant Arthur Balentine, l'. S. A.,
David Hodgkins, F. Aliller of Camden shattered. Nor do helping
are to be married June 2ii.
es-

t had three doctors and got no better, and
life was a burden. I was advised to try
Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
and it has worked wonders for me.
"
I am a wall woman, my nervousness is all
gone and my friends say I look ten years

other

in white
of pinks.

The house was most attractively and
ippropriately decorated in honor of the
event. The decorations were in charge
if Airs. I). X. Murphy, Airs. G. A.

night.

...

gowned
bouquet

ised.

I cannot express the wonderful relief I
have experienced by taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I suffered for
a long time with nervous prostration, backache. headache, loss of appetite. 1 could
not sleep and weuld walk the floor almost

younger.^

and she was

muslin and carried a
Charles Emery, a cousin of the bride,
was best man.
The ring ceremony was

Mrs. M E. Shotwell, of 103 Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:

"

coining Maine book which will

joys’

ng.

The relation of the nerves and generative organs in women is so close
that nlns-tentlis of the nervous prostration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness and nervous irritability
arise from some derangement of the
organism which makes her a woman.
Fits of depression or restlessness and
irritability. Spirits easily affected, so
that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps. Pain in the ovaries aud
between the shoulders. Loss of voice;
A tendency to cry
nervous dyspepsia.
at the least provocation. All this points
to nervous prostration.
Nothing will relieve this distressing
condition and prevent months of prostration and suffering so surely as Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

everv

A

liave many readers, and which will be
well worth reading, will be “Forty-Five

|

A MEDICINE THAT CUKES

women

Literary News and Notes.

Years with My Boys and Girls” by
IV. S. Kuowlton, a veteran teacher,
who is now principal of the Bridgewater High school. He was for many
pears at the head of Monson Academy
tnd has taught in all parts of Maine as
well as in other States. Prof. Knowl;on is a man of broad culture, a ready
md witty writer and a great student
>f human nature. The volume will be
Marriage ceremony was impressively 1 ssued from the book piaut of Burleigh
performed by Rev. Eben H. Chapin, fc Flynt, Augusta.
pastor of the Church of Immanuel,
In the thirty-two pages which eomriie bridal party entered the parlor at
5 o’clock to strains of Mendelssohn’s jrise the .Tune American Boy there is
lot
a dull line; and both in variety and
wedding march, charmingly executed1
jy Mrs. H. X. Walker at the piano, as- j ‘lass of matter the paper is head and
listed by the Farwell Opera House! ihoulders above any other periodical
irchestra. The orchestra also played a ’or boys. Every department is loaded
lumber of selections during the even- with the best of matter concerning

Perhaps Unsuspected

the ,/all

hooks reached bottom. “Boys,” said.J
said Siah, “if we could see down to th*i
bottom, you would find these great iy5d
I (Jon’t
were as thick as your fingers.
believe there is any end to them/'
One young fellow said, "(j^iess we
will end some of them leforj/the week
is out at the rate they' are/coming in.
Guess Mr. Harris will be B,leased when
he sees the old Devil FisK coming past
White l’oint, and won’t/ be be pleased
that he didn’t change /ier name.”
Late iu the afterufoon the wind haul-

rwircaii

to go Harris took the young skipper
and drove up to Uncle Siah’s. It was
almost night and Uncle Siah and Amanda were doing the farm work for night,
for she was a great hand to help out of
doors. Harris asked Siah if he was used
to fishing on George’s banks in his
young days, and Siali allowed he used
to know every inch of the shoal: said
lie had been there sometimes when lie
had wished himself at home with just
Harris introduced
a crust of bread,
the young skipper and said, “He wants
to go on George’s and I want you to go
as sort of pilot. Don’t expect you to do
much work. Enoch is a good fellow
and lie’s all right. Suppose you can
take the sun, can't you Uncle Siali?”
“Yes, I used to; ’spose it will come
kinder odd at first for 1 haint been on a
vessel for a good many years. Then, 1
don’t know as I could leave for Amanda
can’t do all the work. Perhaps Uncle
John w ill help. I see him coming.
■•.John. Mr. Harris wants me to go on
George's banks as sort of pilot, or sailing master. Who knows perhaps if I
do well Roosevelt will take me on one,!
oi the new battleships, and after f\
while it I done well, 1 would be
reel
Wouldn’t that be
on half pay.
Jh good
scheme A manda?"
"YouTe retired now most/ of the

time,”

chock

a

FOIAETT-MUGRIDGE.

Nervous Women

Tired out, worn out woman cannot sleep,
sat or work; seems as if she would flv to

Hollister’s Rocky Mountain 'Tea
makes strong nerves and rich blood. 35
Bents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
pieces.

No one would ever be bothered with consti

pation if everyone knew how naturally and
quickly Burdock Blood Bitters regulates
tne stomach and bowels.

honor conferred for original work
high scholarship. This honor was
conferred upon her especially on account of her thesis on an almost unknown field in hydraulics and which is
the result of a year’s experiments in
the laboratory on the problem how
much a How of water is retarded by the
solid matter held in suspension.
an

and

AI1V/

OV.VH-WUJ

\JL

uuo

i-iuicncdll

LA-

Mrs. Sarah Yorke
ploration Society
Stevenson, through whose efforts important collections from the Valley of
tire Mile, South American and other reis

gions have been obtained for the department oi archaeology at the University of Pennsylvania. She has been
intrusted with important diplomatic
missions, representing the University
in Home and the American Exploration
Society in Egypt in the attempt to establish relations with a view to undertaking archaelogical research, and she
was also instrumental in sending the
expedition to Greece, under Miss
Harriet A. Boyd, which resulted in the

iiscovery of

a

Mycenean town.

Taxidermy is a profession which is
being taken up by women, and one that
is most adaptable to them, requiring as
it does delicacy, diligence and accuracy.
A love of nature is absolutely indispensable to success, and if the would-

be taxidermist is a student and lover
jf nature she soon becomes enthusiastic about her work, which is not only

interesting, but healthful, requiring her
to spend much of her time out of doors,
rhe field is particularly open just now,
is there are many binds becoming extinct, and their preservation is a scientific and historical necessity. An energetic woman who lives in a small town

money in this section of the State for
now being built in
Washington. The lot for this building
cost $50,Quo, and the entire cost of the
building will be about half a million
dollars. The lower story is already
erected but the building will not be
finished until the money for it has been

Continental Ilall,

raised.

Worms?
rluldrtMi an* troubled
and treated for Somethin^; else.

(Many

ber already completed and delivered.

Among the representatives of the
Maine press to attend the 20th annual
convention of the National Editorial
Association to be held in Guthrie,
Oklahoma, are Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Robbins of the Old Town Enterprise,
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Haskell, Pittsfield
Advertiser, and Gen. and Mrs. J. P.
Gilley of Rockland. After adjournment the association will visit the
arger cities of Texas and southern
Galiforuia, and the Lewis and Clark exposition at Portland, Oregon.
It’s a mistake to imagine that itching
files eau’t be cured; a mistake to sutler u
onger than you cau help. Doau's Ointment
irings instant relief and permanent cure.
t.t any drug store, 50 cents.

A f*

Dr. True’s Eii

tv; 1 expel wonnsif tli.*yex;sf.and
ablr*ton;rifthereareiio -w rmt.

IML J. F. TKF F. A

The Ilallowell Granite Works have
secured the contract for the Suffolk
Savings Rank building, Rostou, and
work will commence on it shortly.
About $00,000 is involved in the contract. The building will be Ionic in design and similar to plans adopted by
banking houses. Orders have been received for large groups of heroic size
figures for the New York Hall of
Records—in addition to the large num-
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Probate Court. held ai T.ci]
i<*r tin* ( utility *>f Waldo, in to
A. D. 1 DOS.

At

4 certain instrument, purportii
t bent mated eopy «>1 the las:
ment. with the probate thereof. f
Groesehner. late ol Watertown
Middlesex. Commonwealth of AMceased. having been presented, i*
petition praying that the same
ami recorded in tin* Probate Cour
t> of Waldo, as the will of said deo-

l\.

jl

<

!
;

Ordered, That the said petition.
to all persons interested by causii.order to be published three weeks
the Republican Journal, a newspap*
at Belfast, that they may appear .t
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
county, on the 13th day of June \
at ten of the clock before noon, and si.
any they have, why the prayer of sac
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltim- I

i
1

WALDO 88.—In Court of Probate
M
fast, on the Nth day of .May, 1‘.'*
E. Danforth, administrator of the esia
H. Banton, who was administrator on
of Boy ton Banton, late of Freedom, in
ty, deceased, having presented sai.l
Biinton’s final account of adininistran
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be r
weeks successively in The Republican 1
newspaper published in Belfast, in sat*
that all persons inteiested may atteim
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
of June next, and show cause, it
have, why the said account should not he
GEO. E. JOHNSON.
A true copy. Attest:
21
Cuas. P. Hazelti.ne, Rt'k1-''
•*

■

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Dinette what you

Cura
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THE EAST NORTHPORT CHAPEL

POEMS OF SPRINGTIME.
Indication* That the Crop Is Not
in Value.

And the Pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow.
no.

>»

u.

lusiutt,

v»

tiu

Xo. 29

Main street,

Belfast,

serving

his

is

fifty-first

year in the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and is

still able to hold four services

I

Sunday in three localities
several miles apart. Mr. Winslow
is a native of the town of Raymond, now Casco, graduated at
Kent’s Hill, and was admitted to
every

Maine Conference in
His first pastorate was the
circuit of Crawford, Wesley, Alexander, Cooper and Plantation Xo.
l-t. lie has had 22 pastorates, intiie

East

1855.

|

among others the
churches at Hover, Calais

cluding

large
First,

Bar Harbor, Camden, Belfast and
!i
Wiscasset. He was three years in
i Belfast, 1S97-’9S and ’99, and re| sided here the following year,
when he was agent for the East
;
Maine Conference Seminary. Durears in Wiseasset. his 48th. 40th and 50th years in the ministry, he
services every Sunday, preaching twice, teaching a Bible class in
ool and leading a song and prayer service in the evening, and did
The East Maine Conference in May,
ire on account of ill health.
1 him a superannuated relation and assigned him to the Northre he applies to his work the same vigor that marked his labors

preaches at the East Northport chapel in the forenoon, super;• school and teaches a Bible class at noon, preaches at the Wood
a
miles away, at it p. in., and at the Brainard schoolhouse three
p. m. Tie enjoys excellent health and is able to attend to his

lie

hroughout the town with the
mslou and his estimable

energy and zeal as of old.
who is his co-worker in the cause,

same

wife,

bed to Bellast and the people here, and it
ii

to

charge

a

so

near

was on

that lie can make this

welcome them back with

us

their own

city

request

breed5-

J'is

mu.

o

1 A1E

Ub

How tlu> Name

A matter of much

part

Originated.

speculation

on

tlie

of tlie residents of other sections

of tlie United

States,

and

meaning of
Maine, and why it
as

MAI WE,

the

“State of

the
is

is the derivation
name,

Mute of

always spoken
Maine,” instead

of
of

Sundays earlier

simply “Maine” as in tlie case of Massachusetts, Ohio, or any other State in

held, as in all rural towns, in the various sclioolchurch organizations have existed in some neighborhoods.

tlie Union.
Much lias been written upon the subject, editorially, and several different
versions of the reason Lave been given,

daily during campmeeting

week and

generally

on

aiso been

gular

dln

again.

dies, and services have been held tlieie with considerable regue other is the auditorium at the Campground, which is used by

|

wholesome condition and
who
dwell m filthy
are the first to
fall when somesurroundings
epidemic of disease sweens
the country
But foul blood is more
gerous to the individual than a
foul body
An unclean body is rather a
passive than
an active hindrance to
health. But unclean
blood is an active threat
against the wry
life it makes the
body a prepared
v
mg place for disease.
of Nature’s plan for
human
Pa.^
safety that in many cases where the blood
is
impure or corrupt she sets a sign on the
bodjr in proof of the corrupt current that is
flowing through the veins. Scrofula with
its disfiguring sores and
scars, eczema with
its irritation, salt-rheum,
tetter, erysipelas
boils, pimples and other eruptions
are only
the outward signs of the
impurity of the
blood. But often in the earlier
or simpler
stages of the blood’s impurity there are no
outward signs of this
condition; only dull
languid, sluggish feelings, which are commonly attributed solely to the sluggishness
of the liver.
Of aU preparations for
purifying the
blood Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery easily takes the first place. It eliininates from the blood the elements
which
clog and corrupt it, and which breed and
feed disease. It acts directly on the blood
making glands, increasing their activity
and so increasing the supply of rich on re
blood which is the life of the body.
Accept no substitute for "Golden Mad
ical Discovery.’’
There is nothing ’’Just
as good” for diseases of
the stomach,
blood and lungs.
Dr. Pierce’s Medical
Adviser, paper covers, is sent free on receipt of 21 one-cent
stamps to pay expense of mailing only
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.

Our

his home.

Northport chapel, in which Mr. Winslow preaches, is the fourth
I for religious worship in the town of Northport. The iirst one
t now occupied by tlie Cove cemetery.
It was built prior to lsiO,
elled about 1S50.
In the census of that year it was reported as
capacity of 000 persons, and valued at $1,200. It was burned
I’lie present meeting house at the Cove was built about into, by an

ave

Keep your blood clean as „„„ if
body clean. Yon don't wl°,
-P y0Ur
y°Ur
body is foul before you clelnsc it
It is a matter of
surprise that many nen
who
are
pie
so careful to have
clean
make no effort to
keep the blood clean
Everyone knows that uncleanness breeds
diseasej that those who do not keep their
bodies in a

i'.gv,:

,y

..

erdfcwv

-■

'a'

.-'I

schoolliouse in tlie northwest part of the town lias been used regumeetings by the Methodists for many years and a regularly orlias existed there more than half a century.
When Hex. ( II. Iiry
ed as pastor ot this church in lsoo he felt that a more suitable place
■ s needed, and at once started a movement to secure one.
As a result
he East Northport Ladies’ Aid Society was organized Oct.
]so9.
owing officers: President, Miss Angie L. Stevens; vice president
Dickey; treasurer. Mrs. Oscar Iliils; secretary, Alice 1. Whitcher:
work, Mrs. M. E. Knowlton, Mrs. Ilattie L. Whiting, Mrs. C. II.
society entered with vigor into the work of raising funds to build
A-tair was held March 1, 1900, contributions were solicited, and the
ed so well that the corner stone was laid Nov. 1st of the same year.
,v"ant performed the ceremony according to the Methodist discipline,
jious

but still the inquiry continues, and letters are frequently received at the Capitol. asking for information. These letters are referred to State Librarian < 'arver, who is probably one of tiie best
known authorities on matters historical, and in answer to a letter recently
received from Colorado, that gentleman
wrote as follows:
In the constitutional debates of ISIS),
tlie name of the State was a source of
much diseussioli.
Lygonia, Columbia
and several other names were proposed,
but tlie great majority of tlie wise and
able men who constituted that convention proposed tlie name that bad stuck
to our land for many years before the
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth. That
convention decreed that tlie name of
tlie State should be the “State of
Maine.”
There are several legends concerning
tlie name of tlie State. It lias been said
that Charles the First named it Mayne
in honor of his beautiful French bride,
Henrietta, whose marriage portion consisted of the little province of Mayne,
on tlie Mayenne river, near her native
place. The name was so spelled in tlie
grants of early days, and in some records of Massachusetts.
This is a pleasing and romantic legend appealing to our sense of chivalry
and feelings of tenderness and love,
but like many stories of love and romance it is to be feared that it is pure
fiction.
Sailors and traders from France,
!
Spain and England frequented the gulf
of Mayne more than a score of years
before the Piigrims landed on their
rock at Plymouth. They secured har: bors and places for trade and refuge on
Monhegan, and other large islands along
! the coast, where they were compara1 tively sale from surprise and attack
from the Indians.
They were wont to speak of “The
Mayuelaiid” as distinguished from their
island homes. This expression became
shortened by usage to the Mayne. From
constant usage by our ancestry it filially became anglicised to :lie word Maine,
so that when Massachusetts purchased
tiie title to this country which tier saintly inhabitants bad greatly impaireu by
unlawful and unjust encroachments,
they called it tlie District of Maine.
At one time prior to its purchase it
This
was called the province of York.
legend is now accepted s.s tlie true origin ot tiie name of our State. It is even
now the main land of all New England.
It is still the one enchanted spot in all
the country during tlie summer months,
where tiie weary may come with tlie
full assurance of recreation and renewed strength, and tlie sick man linger
longer through the golden months of
early autumn, to behold the crimson
glory of our forests, and lo drink in tlie
life-giving vigor ot our pure air and

Increasing

season

No wonder children love Moxie.

Moxie is the food their nerves

The fact that there is no alcohol,
narcotics, poisonous drugs or chemical
preservatives in Moxie makes it a safe
and most desirable drink for every

Swallows twitter, lambs gambees hum, sparrows
mate and dowers bud and bloom in
blank verse, couplets and every other
form of poetic expression.
Some of

these singers speak of their productions as their “brain children,” and
others wish to convey to editors the information that what they have written
has been “dashed off in an idle moment.” Some refer to their poetic outbursts as their “poor little rhymes,”
while others wish one to know that
“competent critics” have, passed judgment on their verses and declared them
to be e jual, if not superior, to anything
that h. s yet appeared in newspaper or
magazine. The editor with a joyful
sense ot humor is genuinely regretful
because he dares not publish the poem
on “Spring” beginning with:
’Tis the Spring! ’Tis the Spring.'
Little birds begin to sing.
See! the lark is on the wing,
The sun shines out like anything!
And the sweet and tender lamb
Skips beside his great big dam.
Tie also drops into the waste basket
with a grin a contribution from Podunk
Corners, in which the poet says:
The dower doth bloont, the bird doth sing,
The infant birdlet is on the wing.
The fruit doth ripen, the grain turn yellow,
In yonder field the calf doth bellow.
With joyful sound the lamb doth bleat
0 the sweet springtime is hard to beat!
A poetess of passion tunes her lyre
to compose the following rapturously
burning lines entitled “He Kissed Me.”
Oh, kiss hip once and twice and thrice,
Aim t wice aim innce ana once again ;
Oh, kiss me once and twice and thrice,
For that is sorrow, this is pain.

This is the
use

own

to their

that

physicians

homes and

recom-

patients.

$2.50 pe- case; 25 cents per bottle;
5 cents ,>er glass at all fountains.

Thn

is the most thor-

IIIO

Both

oughly practical,
helpful, useful,
entertaining,
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Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

sold

now

at

§5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North

Maine.

In onformity with the provisions of Chapter
forty- ftp of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred

ni.^V-nine,
eiti/5^

and upon tin* petition <>t live or
of the State, and deeming it for the
best interes\of the State, tie* Commissioners of
Inland Fisheries and Game, after <lne notice ">
all persons interested in the subject matter of
said petition, aim public hearing thereon in t!
locality to he a fleet ed, ami deeming it m- •* 'S.mv
and propel for the pietection ami pies u af >11 <>r
inland tish oi tin* state. hereby adopt the f<• *\ving needful ltuies ami Ktgulatwn- r<■! ::in:• the
times and places in w hieli ?nd the <• r.-umsinnoehe
umler which inland lisli may be taken in
waters of Dead. Bailey ami Le\eimal.-r ! »• *kor their tributaries in the towvs of Brooks ami
Waldo, Waldo county

and

MAINE.

more

■

and banish “pains
“LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. iNo
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—lire
Sold
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PEB BOX BY MAIL.
Ohio.
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL, CO., Cleveland,

They

A M

0 00
8 30

PUBLIC NOTICE.

__

~

of menstruation.”

A M

A M

Stsit«* of

■™iPENNYROYATpILLS
■

1* M
»»0

7

west, via all routes, fur •'Ale bv L. W. Georgb
GEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President ami General Manager,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
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live, local, Republican
weekly newspaper.
Eight pages ; all home print.
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year
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States

Send your

follows:

run as

FROM

family weekly
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Boston, will

these

nat'ot:a' illustrated

Tribune

On ami after .June 5, IDO."*, trams connectin g
Burnham and Watervilie with through trait 3
for and from Bangor, Watervilie, Portland and

at

cemetery:

Sacred is the cemetery,
Where our loved ones we must bury:
And other loved ones, us also;
For we ourselves must also go.
Welcome the ladies’ interest here,
And may it last from year to year.
So, mothers, bring your daughters up
To share life’s sweet and bitter cup.
Home, church and cemetery are
Duties for which they should well care.
It should be kept real neat and clean,
And be a home, calm and serene.
Our friends to us are very dear,
because their souls were very near;
Those souls took flight, but their friends
here
Should hold the remains very dear.
The graves do not our friends contain,
For only the remains remain.
Of obituary poems there is no end,
but one will not often find a happier
conceit in the way of obituary poetry
than the following line lines dedicated
to a railroad engineer:

family.

reason

it in their

mend it

forth in these lines:
1 know not what her name mf>;- he,
1 know not if she lowth me*
Hut this 1 know to a cen^yBee,
With all my heart 1 lovetl^me.
Next the editor rips open a violet
scented lavender envelope and draws
forth several sheets of paper proving
to be a poem entitled “Spring Cometh.”
lie finds that she is coming in this
fashion:
Spring corneth!
She is almost here.
Hark ! what sound is this 1 hear?
'Tis the bee with his hum, hum, hum,
’Tis the woodpecker with his drum, drum,

a

member of the

^

J

Another poet dedicates his lines to
“She J Love,” and breathes his passion

having charge of

re-

quire, and the little ones’ nerves need
nourishing as much as their bodies do.

friend.

women

glass

leave their

of this

in the world better for them.

bol, robins sing,

drum,

a

delicious

hilariously joyous; some are morbidly sad; some are full of wild “longings”; some are full of calm resignation; some are love laden, and some
Iu some poetic liare gently tearful.
cense runs riot and spring is made to
rhyme with heaven and love with
are

To the topmost branch of the oak he dumb,
Ills nest there to bore,
Hark to liis peek, peek, peek,
Saying a wife do I seek, seek, seek,
Then lie bores some more.
The bullfrog is singing his evening lay,
The cricket is chirping just over the way,
The lamb is gambolling out on the green,
As pretty a sight as ever 1 seen.
These sights and sounds and others J hear
Makes me to know that Spring she is near.
A sweet singer in the "West tunes his
lyre to sing a song to an association of

play any time
thirst-quenching,
beverage. There is nothing

They will
for

are

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

Kl’I.ES AND III\TI- N-.

Section 1. It shall be unlawful to l:-ii tor any
kiml offish in any way at any tine
D**ad,
Bailey ami L venmler brooks, or th*u: T; no•:*
taries, said brooks being t iimtaries to W
stream, so-called, .-aid brooks being situated
the towns of Brooks and Waldo, in the Cm nty
of Waldo, from .11' N F. Hi to M A Y 1st ot the following vear for a neriod of four Years from .lime
1, V-HJ5.
Dated this ninth davof M;iv, A. I*. If*ft5.
L. T. AKLFTON.
,1. W. BLACK F.XT.
3W23
K. K. KING,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries ami Gam
M

•-•

>

B AE1EEN STEAMSHIP CO
BAMillR

DIVISION.

SUMMER SERVICE.—Six Trips

a Week

to Boston.

A Matter of

Simple

On schedule time, ascending grade,
And on the homeward section,
lie lands his train in God’s roundhouse
On the morn of resurrection.
-tone was placed a sealed box containing copies of the New TestaJ,ove is responsible for more poems,
■uday School Quarterly, The Republican Journal, Zion’s Herald, Hangood and bad, than even spring. The
are
New
a
list
little god of love creates a great many
oi,
Age,
containing the names of the pastor and officers
poetic “breathings” and “sigliings” and
and of the Ladies' Aid Society, and three coins of the year 1900.
“longings.” One disconsolate maiden
i the stone in place and shoveled the earth
upon it. Miss Adelia
voices unrequited hopes in a long poem
-election and Manasseh Whiting, Esq., an original poem. The exerto
entitled “The Manly Breast,”
and
Commencing Monday, May, 1, 1905, steamers
thus she sadly sings:
with prayer and benediction by the pastor.
leave Belfast for Boston, via Camden and RockI’d give each jewel I possess,
land, daily, exceptSunday, at 4.30 p. M.
'pel is built on a lot of land, 90x95 feet, contributed by II. L. KocherFor Seat sport and Hampden, Tuesdays, ThursAnd more, if 1 could rest
mid Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
days
;oeago from the George M. Knowlton farm, which he had recently
head
a
My
upon manly breast,
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangordaily
A breast as pure as mountain snow,
edifice is 24x38, with a wing 12x24, giving two rooms, 23x37 and
except Monday, at 7.45 a. m. or upon arrival of
Anri warm for me as /Etna’s fire,
steamer from Boston.
■ an be thrown
together when necessary, giving a seating capacity
For me alone. To this do I aspire.
go
RETURNING.
•
of
Hut
instead
isons.
It is lighted by eight memorial windows, in
coming
Higher,
year
by
year,
of
Col.
memory
From Boston daily, except Sunday, at 5 p. m.
1 do but retrograde—’tis sad,
via
except
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Camden,
daily,
Vinal Hills, Washington Pitcher, Rebecca PitchFrom Rockland,
Iton,
’Tis passing sad, and makes me feel so very
Monday, at 5.30 a. m.
ers. Janette Knowlton, Nina Mahoney, Mrs. Davis. It was dedicated
bad.
From Hampden and Searsport Mondays, Weda matter
There are prolific poets who gener- nesdays and Fridays.
ate ceremonies Feb. 22, 1903.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
ously offer to contribute a poem each
m.
p.
at
1.30
except Sundays,
to
week to “your valuable sheet,” and daily,
pure water.—Kennebec Journal.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
iLISH BUYS A BLOCK
FOUR BARREL PUNCH BOWL
some of them offer their services at the
of this company is insured against tire and malow rate, of 00 cents a poem or three rine risk.
use
A Practical, Helpful Firm Paper.
I«»wa, and will Make lii*» Gilt to a
for $1. Some of them forward instruc- FREI) W. POTE. Agent,Belfast
Maine Sea Captain Now a Plain
Home There.
CALVIN
AUSTIN,
tions regarding the place the poem is to
Watering Trough.
To the Editor of The Tribune Farmer:
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston
Made by Detroit White Lead Works
today whereby the block
Sir: Again 1 greatly appreciate the fact occupy in your periodical and the way
The watering trough in l'ickering
Sold by
ast corner of Fourth and
that I can come to you for advice. 1 would in which it is to be brought out. Here
occupied by the Iowa square, Bangor, was once a punch wish that all the farmers fully estimated is an instance of this method of assist■
pany, is to be transferred bowl. Years ago, when Captain elms. the value of The New York Tribune Fann- ing the editor:
N. S.
&
It appears to me a choice periodical of
alisli of Xew York city,
er.
“l’lease put this on your front page,
.Sanford owned a steamboat line be- its kind, rich in all its departments, hut esition is $27,000.
with my name in large type at the top
hast, maim;.
in
to
so
all
that
^_m
veterinary
tween
pertains
pecially
■••b is the father of A. S.
Bangor and Boston, his friends
i have been a subscriber and or the bottom of the poem. Can send
science,
IHlM'ir
J
a li. who
u
j,
operate the Iowa decided that they would make him an reader of quite a long list of agricultural photograph of myself if desired. Also
upauy. It is the plan of original present on an
but
to me The New York' Tribune testimonials as to my good character.
and
papeis,
anniversary,
•b. Kalisb to remove to
Farmer brings more real, practical, helpful Begin each verse of the poem with a
hum Xew York city and they ordered a punch bowl live feet assistance than any I have ever read. large black letter, and don’t forget
urge tlie business of the high and 10 feet in diameter of rough There may he others as good, or better, pa- name at bottom or top.
You might
pers for the farmer, but f have failed to put ‘May Blossom’ at the top and then
2 company.
The building granite, without inscriptions.
them
as yet.
Yours
discover
very truly,
The bowl was shipped from tiie quar"deled and made into a
my own name at the bottom of poem.
Has been on the market 12 years. Big Seller
Charles S. Hodman,
iiy store.
The building is ry at Bangor on a schooner, on board
Other poems will be sent if this is acsales constantly increasing.
8.000 .MONEY-MAKING FARMS FOR SALE
N. Y’., Nov 28, 1004.
Gouverneur,
lies m height but likely which vessel the formal presentation
throughout New England and the South. “Mroul’s
Through a special agreement with The cepted and printed according to direchave
List.” describing and illustrating hundreds
Spring
They
?
took
'used another story within
place. Captain Sanford was sur- New Y'ork Tribune Farmer we will send it tions.”
s'.
many with stock, tools and growing crops included,
mailed free. If you want to get a quick saleseud for
A" year.
BEST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Another poet gives proof of his being
prised, but managed to make a speech with The Republican Journal, both papers
our free description blanks.
hng iu which the Iowa Clotii- and the bowl was christened then and one year for 82. Send name and address a “natural poet” by writing as follows:
GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.
Over OOO sales to men from 23 statea since Jan.
is located was erected in there, a ceremony the like of which has with "the 82 to The Republican Journal Pub- “Can write any kind of a poem on short
nary, 1903, is our guarantee to you that our methods
Distributors_Boston, Mass.
are right.
Co., Helfast, Me.
lishing
never
been
do
Davis
witnessed
on
the
Penobscot
notice.
Pleased
to
for
and
later
to
went
at
poems
j,’
you
Call on onr local agent or address
J
i'ive Cent Savings bank iu river. It is said that about four barany time. Terms on application. Please
Quality vs. Quantity.
rels
of
was
in
the
stirred
state
when
foreclosure.
That
bank
lias
whether
punch
ordering
poems
up
li,
til tlie present time.
The granite bowl, and the entire water Hard muscles and strong body do not de- you want blank verse or just straight
in,
150 Nassau St., N. V. Trsmont Temp's, BOSTON
:,as been in tlie hands of A. E. front population was invited to have
pend on the quantity of food you eat, but on poetry. Inclosed please find sample of
RAILROAD COMPANY.
Ipj
M. S. STILES, Agent, Brooks, Me.
and was sold by him to something.
its perfect digestion and proper assimila- poetry.”
i,
■■
Clerk’s Office,
\
The bowl was kept on board the craft tion.
balisli.
Here is the “sample:”
When you take Kodol Dyspepsia
j,
Belfast, Me., June 6,1905. I
Second- n and
'"irchase of this block and the for a week or more, until one day be Cure your system gets all the nourishment I looked around me on a wintry day.
if,,
Notice is hereby given that the animal meeting
goods of every deI,/.'"'1 enlargement is only one of thought he would put it on the wharf, out of all the food you eat. It digests what When the flowers and birds had went of this corporation
will be held at the Court
scription. Furniutions of the activity in that and with all sorts of tackle the task
away,
House, in Belfast, Wednesday, July 5,1905, at
lr
ture, bedding, careat regardless of the condition of the And I said to my heart, that for summer 10 A. M., for the following purposes, viz:
!l
pets,
stoves, etc.
iity near Perry creek. Pearl was begun. At the critical moment a you
1 st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
cried,
stomach and conveys the nutrient properAntique furniture
“He still, sad heart, old Summer hath died,” directors, treasurer and trustees.
'ifh t heDie center of considerable rope parted, and punch bowl and tackle ties to the blood
a specialty. If you
and
tissues.
This
builds
Sioux City Journal, June and nearly the whole crew went into
2d, To elect nine directors for the ensuing year
have an> tiling to
And
heart cried out in grief and pane,
a,r
up and strengthens the entire system, over- “Oh. my
3d. To act upon any other business that may
sell drop me a
the river at once.
when will he come back again ?’’
The bowl stayed comes
and cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
4w23
come before said meeting.
card nul you will receive a prompt call,
legally
postal
Alas!
it
where
sank for a number of years.
WM. H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
Per order,
Retching, Sour Stomaeh, etc. Kodol DysWALTER H. LOOM » S.
lyC»
Xo Secret About It.
The flowers and grass,
But Captain Sanford finally decided pepsia Cure for what is sometimes called
( oilier Cross and Fedeial Sts., Belfast.
That from earth do pass.
"
the
that
bowl
national
must
he
America’s
come
and
disease—Dyspepsia—is
up,
secret, that for Cuts, Burns,
i,*N
Return back no more,
to eventually work a wonderful
KV. ! “v,'r Sores, Sore Eyes, Boils, etc., offered it to the city as a watering destined
SEVEN PREMIUMS
Alas!
S"
and lasting benefit to sufferers from this
effective
as liucklen’s Arnica trough, if the people of Bangor cared
No more, no more,
Six Dining Chairs and | niVFM
,|
u,vcw
take long to cure a bad enough about it to move it from where distressing and mind harassing condition.
Alas!
toil,,'1 didn't
I
Large Ann Rocker
Sold by R. II. Moody.
Furnished rooms, in good location,
’'d it is all 0. K. for sore eyes,” it
Jib. i,
No more,
and it was put where
with $loassortment of our Soaps,
lay.
did,
They
tbe
of
near the business
S \i,,
oily
Gregory of Hope, Tex.; 25c. at it stands now, to delight the hearts of
Alas!
portUn
Extracts. Spices,
Tea, Coffee,
’dy s drug store.
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Standdust covered horses down in the square. It you want a pretty face and delightful air,
Inquire at
A postscript added to the letter says
ard groceries. ( aialogue ol
Rosy cheeks and lovely hair,
THE
FLOHIST
OFFICE,
It is a strong, well behaved trough,
that if this is recited it should be a
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
trip across the sea,
Corner Franklin and Cedar Sts.
and looks as though it might wear for Wedding
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
“deep, mourning way.”—New York
Put vour faith in Rocky Mountain Tea.
T“° famous little pSto.
centuries to come.—Exchange.
Tribune.
R. H. Moody.
Belfast, June 8,1905.—3w23«
Dept. 4, Augusta, M e.
■

Prudence
Rogers

Paints

smooth spreaders,
look at, and
elegant

GASOLINE
MARINE

MOTORS,
The

long-lived,
and they
the

,,

reliable

old

Mianus

Motors

outsold

all other

makes

in Maine

tor 1903-1904 and

farthest.

Therefore, it is

are

now

than

ever.

better
Used

on farms as well

of simple prudence

water.

them.
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of the year is productive
of more poetry than the early spring,
when the birds are mating and the buds
It is then that the real
are bursting.
poets and the would-be poets find themselves in some peculiar mental state
that leads them to court the muses
with great zeal and fervor. Editorial
sanctums are Hooded with sonnets,
madrigals and lyrics. The ever gaping
maw of the waste basket receives many
of them. Indeed, it receives many that
would add to the hilarity of the world
could they be published. Wonderful
indeed are the poetic flights of fancy
for which the spring beauty and the
spring breezes are responsible. Some

No

resides at

_tisim itisa

Both phones.
MIANUS MOTOR WORKS,

>

■

Key West

■

1

RIVAL

Best IOc. CIGAR
—

WHY

1l fast

Early

Risers

CO.,

..

II

#>3000'#

MERIT

a koosehead lake

“To RENT,

1

LORD

G. D. Thorndike, Man’g Portland Branch

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

SELL YOUR
LIVE STOCK
In Brighton market ami got highest price amt
cash twenty-four hoar-from-ale. I handle live
stock on small commission ami guarantee quick
Writ" for shipping direction*.
returns.
My
tfint*
market letter free.
FRANK LEROY
American
or

LIBBY,

House, Boston, Mass.,

Burnham, Maine.
HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain

Tea

Nuggets

A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specifics for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form. HI cents a box.
Genuine made by
Holmstek 1>ruo Company, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R.H.

MJODY

FOR SALE
soil. p. engine, si> h. p. boiler, feed pumps. Ber
ryman Heater and comphqe engine room equip
ment. Also other bargains in new and second
hand wood working and iron-working machinery
We arc also headquaner- for ship’s pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us

figure
Iyr3

vour

requirements.

ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
New bury port, *Ii--.

Chililien’s Day at the M. E. church next

Sunday.
Eugene Nickerson of Portland is the guest
of A. .1. Nickerson.
W. E. Grinned is in Boston buying horses
for his sale stables.
Mrs. Henrietta Young
daughter in Biddeford.

visiting her

is

Miss Inez Dolliver arrived from Brock-

ton, Mass., Sunday morning.
Miss Louise Pitcher of Camden is the
guest ot Mrs. D. C. Nichols.
Franklin Nichols, w ho made a short visit
in town, returned to New York last week.
The W. C. T. U. will meet at the home of
Mrs. \V. T. C. Runnells Thursday at 2.30
p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Webber are receiving congratulations on the birth of a

daughter.
Gertrude Bowen, who has been attending
the Normal school in Castine, is at home for
the summer.
Miss Orilla Carlin has returned to Boston
after a visit of several weeks with her sister,
Mis. Ashley Mitchell.
Mrs. Clara Eyre and family arrived from
New York Sunday and are at their summer
home in the village.

Henry Overlook is
mending hand.
Mr.

again

on

the

All hope Capt. F. R. Clifford will improve
steadily as the summer advances.
Miss Ethel Coicord left for Castine last

Messrs Smith, Saunders, Bradbury, MacFarland and Ferguson are spending a week
at Wentworth cottage, Swan Lake.
Beatrice Park, who graduated last week
from the Greenville Junction High school,
has a position with the Coburn Steamboat
Co.
Iona Nichols, who recently graduated
from the Gardner Kindergarten Training
school, Boston, is at home for a summer
vacation.
11. R. Law of Waltham, Mass., who has
been setting up the new organ in tlieCoug’l
church, w ill go to Belfast next week to repair two or three organs there.
R. P. Smith and his theatrical friends
who are summering in town are contemplating giving the play of Rip Van Winkle
some time during the season.

Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens entertained
the doctor’s mother, Mrs. S. J. Stevens of
Troy, last week.
Carl Trundy has provided a boot-blacking
chair for the accommodation of the many
strangers in town.
Miss Mary Burpee left Saturday to attend
the graduating exercises of several friends
at Mt. Holyoke college.
B. Duncan from Haverhill, Mass.,
Mr.
finds a most pleasing boarding place at
Sirs. A. SI. Gardner’s.
Sir. \Y. H. Kelley came from Bangor the
middle of the past week to call on his
mother, Sirs. Laura Kelley.
Sliss Mary Burpee has joined her parents,
Sir. and Sirs. Sloses Burpee, at Air. aud
Mrs. NoahTwiss’ house for the summer.
The Ladies’ Aid Society w ill meet Thursday of this week with Sirs. Charles C. Hark.
The members are full of enthusiasm over
the project.
Stockton’s first base ball game this

sea-

Dr. Isaac H. 1’ark is the guest of his parents, Capt. and Sirs. Charles C. Hark, the
lie returns soon to his
present week.
home at Revere, Slass.
Mr. Alvah Treat and Sirs. Slaria Abbie
Thompson were quietly married Saturday
evening. All neighbors extend congratulations and good wishes.
Sirs. Melvin E. Coicord has as guests her
Sister, Sirs. David Tibbetts of South Boston, and her oldest son. Sir. Frank Tibbetts,
and wife, from the central west.
The Current Events Club was entertained
June 7th by Mrs. Henry Overlook, aud an
extra meeting was field June 13th at the
home of Sirs. Herbert L. Hopkins.
Sirs. Herbert Sanborn and her daughter,
Sirs. Arthur Arey, and child, of Viralhaven, were the guests of Sir. and Sirs.
Biou B. Sanborn several days the past week.

ing.

Frank Pecro is hauling in some
piling from Herbert Black’s farm.
the sticks are 55 feet long. The
yarded near the steamboat wharf
he rafted to Mack's Point.

very fine
Some of

logs

are

and will

Frank Jackson has bought of W. Fi. Grinned tlie Stockton, Searsport and Belfast express business. Mr. Jackson will reside in
Stockton, and as be well known in tlie three
towns no doubt will make a success of tlie
business.
The crowds on the streets and in the
stores last Saturday evening reminded the
older people of the palmy days of thirty
jears ago when the shipyards were doing
so much business and every one was earning good wages.

Last week a schooner discharged a toad
of lumber and shingles for the John SI.
It is reAmes Co. at Lambert's wharf.
ported that said company is to build a
storehouse oil School street, nearly opposite
tlie residence of the late Capt. C. S.
Eendell.
Real estate agents abound in Stockton at
present; Sir. A. Bird Cough of Bar Harbor
is hoarding with his wife at “Hotel Stocktoil”; Sir. C. II. Kmery,an Ellsworth gentleman, is in town, and Sir. F. S. Holmes of
Belfast is spending considerable time here

lately.

Friday evening a large company assembled in ‘Den-slow hall to participate in the
dance under the auspices of the grammar
and teacher, given to raise
1 iieie will be an organ recital at the Con- school pupils
tlie necessary funds for paying the "bills
gregational church next Friday evening, at •Arising from the celebration of Flag Day,
which time the new organ will he formally
.lining speakers, etc.
opened. Mr. Fred R. Sweetser will pr:’|
■side.
There will be several solos and di;ie>
Mr. John Dineen from Syracuse, X. S .,
b\ local singers. All are invited to be > <*»- met with a severe accident Saturday at the
em.
railroad works on ( ape Jellison, where lie
a Inni'1 he carpenters will finish their #Jtk on was employed, lie fell from the topof
k s ami ber-laden ear nine feet to the ground, breaktlie round house in about two
He was
one wrist and one leg badly.
ing
»ih then begin work on the pasg+Arer depot
tlie hospital in Bangor.
ax Kidder’s sent immediately to
in connection with tlie wha
constructed
Point. A turn table will
The stock of dry and fancy goods belongnear tiie round bouse andPge amount of
ing to the late E. F. Staples lias been
‘:l
concrete will belaid.
bought by the John Clark Co. of Bangor.
The C. E. society entertained the Belfast The clearance sale will continue under the
of Miss Emilia llichborn, assisted
direction
and sear.-port Epw trxU League societies in
the social rooms of Pm vestry Monday even- by Mrs. Mudgett and Miss Berry until
About tv ••nty-tive came over from further notice.
ing.
Belfast on blackboards. Unfortunately it
Our energetic citizen, Capt. Melvin E.
was
raiiiv,.' at those who braved the Colcord, has sold his corner lot, known comweather ii"•-•■it a very enjoyable evening.
monly as the brick-block lot, through F. S.
f
". Gardner, manager of the Belfast
Holmes, real estate agent. Capt. C. lias also
'..as'.v Electric Co., was in town Monday. arranged to lay a street through his land—
Mr. Gardner says his company will bring a continuation of that leading now to the
tlie power to Searsport providing sufficient West place—direct to the shore, putting a
business can be obtained.
He estimates cross street from that to Mill street. This
that if 600 lights are subscribed for it will seems a move ill the ight direction, openthe
to
come
and
tlie town can ing an opportunity for available hou.se lots
pay
company
be lighted with electricity this fail. A can- along both new streets.
vass w ill be made at once.
ui
irsiurmi v. iam
naa
1 lit? Mrum
The committee in charge of the sociable in our harbor a <lay or two last week. He
on
the adgiven last Friday evening in the Cong’l is evidently keepingK.a keen eye
M. S.
K., wanting everyvestry are to be congratulated on tlie suc- vancing N.
thing rushed as fast as possible. At the
cess .if their efforts, both financially and
for capping
socially. Over one hundred were present Gape pier, a load of hard pine
and the entertainment given by Messrs. was discharged last week, and a big “fourSmith and Saunders was very enjoyable. master” is on the passage from Baltimore
Tlie sealed envelopes containing the money with a cargo of heavy steel rails to be
to the same destination. Work at that
w hich the ladies had made in different
ways brought
for tlie organ fund were passed in and point moves constantly forward, as it dues all
amounted to SOI, and with the receipts of along the road-bed to the mill pond. Oq
the village side crews are rapidly grading
the evening the sum of SSI was realized.
the track-way. A deep artesian well lias
been begun north of Gapt. .). L. Panno’s
n
-i-> * ti.Lr..
house byi). W. Nichols of Searsport. This
Mr. and Mrs. lienjaiuiii Shorey of Enfield will supply water needed at the “Y”
in the village, crews are
are visiting their daughter, Mrs. Albert located there,
Mo* h, and other relatives.... Mr. and Mrs. pushing the tilling of the gutters in the old
Gilmore field, and raising th'- embankment
James Chase of ''Waldo visited at Mr. Al- in
shipyard liullow. from both sides tobert Goldsmith’s Sunday.. .Mr. C. 11. Libby ward the middle. The “fencing in” of the
ami family were in town Sunday and their “l ight of way,” lias been begun near the
Iienslow farm, running both ways. Granite
sister, Mrs. Sarah Crockett, returned home is being hauled from Staples hill in large
with them
Miss May McTaggart and quantities for culvert building at Sandyto the railroad
nephew, Master Robert, of Brooks visited point. The approaches
across the street, near the Perkins
at Mr. E. L. Cunningham’s and returned bridge
house, are to be of solid concrete, 18 feet
home Monday... Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips high, on which the iron girders will rest.
and daughter Lillian made a flying visit to Smith and Gram of Boston are the contractors for such work in this locality.
their.old;home Saturday. Her sister, Mrs. Rumor (not always a reliable dame) reJohn Bacon of Unity, accompanied then). ports that our village depot will, because of
They returned to Belfast Monday_Miss the high valuation placed by one land
be placed on Mill
Harriet Nickerson and Isa Veasie attended owner upon his field,
street, at the crossing of that highway,
the graduating exercises at Castine_Lilia near the
Alonzo
Pendleton)
Nealey (once
Lenfest picked a handful of ripe straw- place. Wheresoever the railroad promoters
berries June 7th
Miss Ethelyn.Moody- put that convenience, it will be a blessing
to the community, a literal gilt, which all
arrived home from Belfast June (ith, sick w ill
appreciate after long years of waiting
with erysipelas in her head. She has been and wishing.
dangerously sick, but is a little better at
this writing—Several of the farmers crops BUliXHASI.
Samuel Reynolds from Florida has been
were bitten by the frost— Visalia, California Daily Times says that “Frank stous- passing some two months in town w ith relHe has been
band of Visalia, formerly of Bucksport, atives and acquaintances.
Maine is considered, one of the greatest gone from this place about 35 years. He
politicians west of Chicago. It is only a has a fish market in Palatka, from whence
matter of time when he will be sitting in he sends out Meets of fishing craft into the
Congress.” This speaks well for the Maine waters to furnish it with supplies. Nearly
boys. Lawyer Stousbaud is a nephew of every winter for several years past .ten or
Miss Gracia Atwood, teacher in district No. more have gone from Burnham to engage
w ith him in the business—Cora Reynolds
3 and 4.
has been in Waterville three weeks with an
SOUTH MONTVILLK.
I. S. Bartlett has gone to Albion to build uncle and his family.Mrs. Augusta
a mill....Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Bryant were Goodwin from Augusta is passing a few
the guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. weeks with her sister, Mrs. Eli Twitchell.
F. Liunikin, last Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. _Lilia Twitched is teaching school at the
John Ripley of Palmer, Mass., visited his Mount, and Blanche Myriek from Troy
uncle, J. F. Esancy, last week....E. E. teaches at Eel Weir. Bertha Rowe from
Light of Readfield visited J. F. Esancy last Troy teaches at the Dodge scboolhonse....
week. Mr. E. is on the sick list....Carl Elzada Dodge and her brother George have
Adams is at work for his uncle, C. S. gone to Castine to be present at the gradual
Adams, in the mill. ...S. Clapp is repairing tion exercises of the Normal School....
the buildings he recently bought of W. B. Sheep shearing has beguu and large lots of
wool are being taken off this season.
Morse.

/

—
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No Gloss Carriage Paint Made
will wear as long as Devoe’s. No others
are as heavy bodied, because Devoe’s
weigh 3 to 8 ounces more to the pint. Sold
by Mason & Hall.

A Guaranteed Care For Piles.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Files. Druggists refund money if PAZS
OINTMENT fails to care any case, no matter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days.
First application gives ease and rest. 60c.
No remedy ever gave such universal sat- If your druggist hasn’t it send 60c. in
isfaction wherever introduced as Brown’s stamps and it will be forwarded post paid
Instant Relief. Try it.
by Paris Medicine Co., St Louis, Mo.
l

‘The Church the

Miss Flossie Larrabeeof Jackson is work-

Music.
of the World.”
Annie Rhodes

Hope

“Policy and Principle,”

Helen M. Weymouth
Leora E. Prentiss
Music.
“Good Night, Tapa,”
Bessie Weymouth
“An Old Man’s story,”
Auvena Myrick
Music.
Awarding of medal.
Collection.

“Pledge with Wine,”

Miss Blanche Stacy is just recovering
front an attack of appendicitis.
Rev. E. E. Colburn has been away for
the past week on a business trip.

Adjournment.

The latest wedding notice in town is that
of Riley Prime and Miss May Brown.
j
You just do not want to miss the “Big
Show” gotten up by the ladies of Brooks.
Everett Tasker has bought the L. C. Jones
house, now occupied by Rev. E. E. Colburn.
Dr. Matthew Webber of Fairfield is visiting his nephew, R. E. Webber of this town.

A Good

I

Mrs. Frances Merritt has arrived home
after a stay of several months in Brookline,
Mass.
|
Eben Miller, who is firing ou the Maine
Central, spent last Sunday at his home in
Brooks.
]

Several of our Good Templars expect to
attend the district lodge in Belfast next
Saturday.
I
Mrs. Samuel Reynolds, who has been in
dannow
is
very
health
months,
many
poor
gerously ill.

TRANSFERS IN REAL

ESTATE^

The following transfers in real estate
in Waldo County Registry
were recorded
The Ladies Aid society neiu a iiuiieu if Deeds for the week ending June 12,1905:
corn supper and social in the vestry WedGeorge B. Delano, Searsport, to Alton A,
nesday evening.
j Jackson, Everett, Mass.; land in Searsport.
to
the
been
confined
has
11. E. Staples
W. Scott Downs, Searsport. to J. Fred
house for more than a week with a severe
do.; land in Searsport (2 deeds).
cold or the grip.
| Towle,
Ellen M. Davis, Morrill, to Eola M. Doyle,
field
of
a
mess
Miss Lizzie Cilley picked
land and buildings in
strawberries June tith. This we think beats Manchester, Me.;
Morrill. Mary E.
Blackstone, et als.,
the record for Brooks.
to Ira 1’. Libby, do.; land in Unity.
Mrs. Roscoe E. Webber, who has been in Unity,
poor health for some months, is consider- Charles F. Bessey, Brooks, to Wiggin Riley,
ably worse at this time.
Knox; land in Brooks. Daniel W. Billings,
Mrs. A. E. Chase has been seriously Swanville; to Ida E. Billings, Swanville;
affected with a rheumatic trouble this sum- land and buildings in Swanville. Charles
mer and does not get out much.
II. Black, Thorndike, to Addie A. Black,
Miss Chr istine Jones has been very sick, do.; land in Thorndike. Ernest L. Bartlett,
rheumatic
fever,
having
and just escaped
Thorndike, to Fred L. Higgins, do.; land in
but is now able to be around again.
Thorndike. Emma F. Chase, et als., Unity,
his
wife
with
of
Unity,
Edwin Reynolds
| to Ira F. Libby, do.; laud in Unity.
and children, was in town Monday and.
Charles R., Mary E. Craig, et als., Montcalled to see his mother, who is very sick.
f
ville, to Peter Kaufman, do.; land in Monta
bad
has
85
quite
\ S. Forbes,
years old,
cold, contracted recently while in a big? ville. Fred Coffin, Monroe, to Elias Moore,
apple tree grafting. Ilow is that for high
Frankfort; land in Frankfort. William T.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Carpenter and Mr. and Flanders, Northport, to Sarah A. Bird, do.;
Mrs. G. A. Morrill attended the concert land and buildings in Northport. A. W.
given by the Apollo quartette in Bangor Fletcher, Burnham, to Levi Steward, NewThursday night.
port, land in Burnham and Pittsfield. W.
The next issue of the Advocate will
The addition to the L. Glidden, Freedom, to Charles C. Fowler,
appear June 24th.
Edward W.
office is finished and the engine will be set Unity; laud in Freedom.
up in a few days.
Hunting, Camden, to Evelyn M. Sullivan,
The local telephone company is extending same to Rose E. Sullivan, Rockland; land
its lines in various directions and of course in Stockton Springs. Lena P. Hoyt, Beltire more persons it reaches the more valu- fast, to Edwin D. Curtis, do.; land ..ud
able it is to those who use it.
buildings ill Belfast. John M. Hamilton,
II. R. Dawson of Monroe occupied the
of Rev. Unity, to James B. Vickery, do.; land in
absence
in
the
Sunday
here
pulpit
F F Colburn, and gave a very earnest and Unity. Edward W. Hunting, Camden, to
forcible address on the subject of “Prayer.” Nina A. Stearns, Camden; land in StockR y Webber has obtained a thorough- ton Springs. Laura B. Heal, Lineolnville,
bred Holstein bull from the Fairview Farm to LaForest Rankin, do.: land in Lincolnof New York. It is two years old and Mr. ville.
Frank W. Kelley, Winterport, to
Webber has a gilt-edged certificate of its
Mary A. Quigley, do.; land in Winterport.
pedigree.
James B. .McTaggart, Brooks, to Wilfred
The Brooks base ball team defeated the
South Jackson base ball team last Saturday A. Page, do. ; land in Brooks; James H.
in a one-sided game by a score of 27 to 4. Macguire, Somerville, to George \V. Webster,
The one feature of the game rvas the pitch- Boston; land and
buildings in Searsport.
ing of Lane. Summary:
Eunices. Major et als., Montville to Peter
12345 8 789
Brooks.." AlttAlOoti Kaufman, do.; land in Montville. Lincoln
South Jackson.1 00000201 G. Monroe, Thorndike, to Otis W. Crosby,
Dome runs, Reynoldsand Cook of Brooks. do.; land in Thorndike. Prudence X. Park,
Struck out by Lane, 20: Webb, 31; Hauilin, Searsport, to
Isaac C.
Park, Revere,
Batteries, Brooks, Reynolds and Lane;
land in Searsport. James G. PenHamlin, Webb and Hamlin. Base on balls, Mass.;
off 1 ane, 2; Webb, 4. Umpire, Hutchinson. dleton by exr., Searsport, to Frank E.
The next game will be between Brooks Whitcomb,
in
land
do.;
Searsport.
and Freedom, Saturday, June 17th, in Freedom.
Reynolds, do; land in Brooks. Martha ('.,
me juiiowiug
iynnucu tt,,
It. Stevens, et als, Unity, to Ira R.
carefully posted in our store Thursday: Arolyn
Libby, do: land in Unity. Mark S. Stiles,
The Big Show,
Saturday at‘J p. nt. in A. K. Tilley's Barn. Jackson; to Willard C. Deering, Brooks;
Good Dialogues ami Negro Song Singing,
land in Brooks. John Sullivan, Searsport,
and Good Costumes.
to William G. Wallace, do; land in Searsport.
Intermission, S p. m.
Cora W. Spinney, Unity, to Walter Gerrald,
Good Candy to Sell Cheap.
Tickets so that you can draw things free.
do; land in Unity (two deeds.) Herbert S.
ladies
the
All be sure anil come; got up by
Stevens, Belfast to George O. Dunbar, do;
of Brooks.
land in Belfast. Sylvanus V. Suitter, LiberAdmission, J cent.
Children, 1 cent.
ty, to Jefferson A. Davis,do;land and buildthe
he
big ings in Liberty. Nina M. Wagner, SearsYes, you can bet that this will
to
want
don’t
and
season
show oi the
you
port, to Hiram 11. Curtis, Stockton Springs;
miss it. The rehearsals have been long and
land in Stockton Springs. William G. Walpainstaking and the costumes will dazzle
and bew ilder the inexperienced eye. And lace, Searsport, to Isaac K. Wallace, et als,
We
they are going for your cold cash, too. after
Searsport; land in Searsport. Frank E.
suggested to the “young lady,’’ who
Whitcomb, Searsport, to Welcome G. Young,
the
for
asked
notice
the
promptly
posting
price of a ticket, that it was customary tor et al, Searsport; land in Searsport. Correturn
in
the big shows to furnish tickets
nelius 1. Whitcomb, Belfast, to Arthur L.
for w indow space ami that any way report- Thompson, do; land and buildings in BelBut with a
ers ought to be admitted free.
fast. Mark Ward, Searsport, to Mary E.
cold business gleam in her steel blue eye Mayo, Frankfort; land in Frankfort, Granshe allowed that this company wasn’t doing ville M Young, Thorndike, to George P.
business that W'ay. So we had to go down Blethen, do; land and buildings in Thorndeep into our pockets lor enough of our dike.
hard earned cash to pay for the coveted
ticket. From the corner of our eye we no- Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union.
ticed that her black stockings showed a
good ways up beneath her short skiits and
The
annual
county convention of the
we were duly impressed with her business
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union will
ability. The members of this talented ami
soon
to he distinguished troop are all the be held at Saturday Cove, Northport, Wedway from the mature age of ten or twelve nesday, June 21st, and there will be a medal
down to file milk drainers, and the range of
their histrionic attempt w ill he varied and contest in the evening. Following is a list
of the county superintendents:
interesting.
Mrs. Frances March, Belfast
Charity,
Christian Citizenship,
NOW IS THE TIME FOR HYOMEI.
Mrs. Alma Cole, F.llingwood’s Corner
Miss A. G. Kane, Swanville
Far Easier to C lire Catarrh Now than at any Fairs,
Flower Mission,
Other Season.
Mrs. E. E. McKinley, Belfast, R. F. D.
No. 1.
Now is the time to use Ilyomei, when the
early summer days make it so easy to cure Literature, Mrs. L. A. Rhodes, Northport
Hie
al
troubles.
treatment,
catarrhal
Ilyomei
Lo> Temperance Legion,
Miss S. A. Mansur, Monroe
breathed for a tew minutes three or four
times a day in Mayor June, will do good Medal Contests,
Miss M. E. Munroe, W’est Troy
twice as quickly as it did in January, and
nearly everyone knows that used faithful- Mercy,
Mrs. Carrie Roberts, Belfast, R. F. 1>.
ly then, it completely rids the system of caMrs. F. E. Frost, Belfast
tarrh.
Narcotics,
Ilyomei is a purely vegetable preparation Peace and Arbitration,
are
curative
Mrs. Gertie Cook, Troy, Ft. F'. D. No. 1
given
whose active
properties
oft when it is bieathed by the aid of the Press and Franchise,
E. F\ Miller, North Searsmont
pocket inhaler that comes with every outfit.
It destroys all germ life in the air passages, Purity in Art and Literature,
additional
blood
Mrs. S. W. Bicknell, Belfast
the
by
supplying
purifies
ozone, and its healing, volatile, antiseptic Red Letter Days,
of
the
rescorner
Mrs.
Rewbertie
Whitney, Troy, R. F'.
fragrance reaches every
D. No. 1.
piratory tract as no medicine taken through
School Savings Banks,
the stomach can possibly do.
Mrs. Ada E. Brier, Belfast
The complete Ilyomei outfit costs but one
dollar, and consists of a neat inhaler that Scientific Temperance Instruction in
can be carried in the purse or vest pocket
Schools,
Mrs. G. T. Woods, Troy, R. F\ I). No 1
and will last a lifetime, a medicine dropper,
Mrs. M. C. Staples, Belfast
and a bottle oi Ilyomei. Extra bottles of Social Purity,
for
if
desired,
Soldiers and Sailors,
Ilyomei can be procured,
Mrs. C. F. Black, Belfast
cents.
fifty
At this season of the year when catarrhal Health and Heredity,
anti
Mrs. J. L. Bagley, Troy.
troubles can be so quickly
readily
cured, the merits of the Ilyomei treatment
During the day the usual routine of busi.
should be carefully investigated by everyness will be done with the reports of the
one and a complete outfit should be in every
K. II. Moody gives his personal various departments of work. A feature of
home.
guarantee with every Ilyomei outfit they the evening’3 entertainment will be a consell to refund the money if it does not give
test for a silver medal, when the following
satisfaction. There is no risk whatever to
program will be presented:
of Ilyomei.
the

Appointment.

Governor Cobb’s appointment of Hon.
Fred Atwood of Winterport foranother term
as trustee of the State School for Boys is a
merited recognition of the faithful service
and exceptional qualifications of Mr. Atwood. He is now the president of the board
of trustees and for many years as a member
of the board be has given unsparingly of
his time and energy to the worthy institution whose good work ai d successful management are due in no small measure to his
He is a mail who could not be
efforts.
spared from the board, and although he did
a
seek
not
reappointment it came to him as
Mr. Atwood is one of
a matter of course.
Waldo county’s leading citizens and has
been
prominent in State affairs, servlong
ing in the Senate in 1875, on the staff of Gov.
Bodwell, in the council of Gov. Cleaves,
and as a presidential elector in 1896 and
again in 1900, besiiies being a trustee and
director of various institutions and organizations.—Kennebec Journal.

The warrant is in the hands of our constable and the dog licenses must be paid at
once.

^CHANGE |l
BUSDfESS!

‘College Oil Cans,” Grace Merton Rogers
‘Is It Worth the Sacrifice,” Flora Carleton

ready

Rev. and Mrs. David Brackett are visiting friends in Brooks.

The second tioor of Capt. Calvin Sprague’s
block (the Roberts store formerly) is now
converted into office rooms. There
being
The crew employed on Macks Point to will be seven
apartments ready before long
clear thirty acres have about finished their to rent if such are needed.
work and the next question is now, what
will be the next move in that vicinity?
The Soden cottage at Fort Point was
for the season. Sir. and
Work is progressing on the reservoir and opened Thursday
Sirs. C. A. Soden and family coming from
the engineers say the soil is excellent for
to
spend the hot
the bed—in fact, better than many of the Xewtouville, Slass.,
weather at “dear, old Stockton.”
places where they have put in water works.
Steamer Castine announces regular SatMrs. Warren Griffin and daughter Edna
between Belfast aud Bangor,
attended the exercises of the graduating urday trips,
with calls at “railroad wharf at Stockton,”
class of the Castine Normal school last
at 5
m., and returning Sunday night.
week, of which Miss Eva Griffin is a mem- Roundp. trip tickets are sold for Si.
bei.
Our people turned out in goodly numbers
Guvanus Punton,
accompanied by a to see the display of Holmes’ Sieving Picparty of Wiuterporters, drove down Sun- tures” at Ilenslow hall early last week.
day to look over the lower terminal of the None weie disappointed in the pictures;
railroad. They took dinner at the Sears- but
the musical feature was far from pleas-

port House.

Geo. Ryder is getting the foundation
for his new barn.

at

the E.S. N. S.

Music.

Mrs. Hattie Rowe has been visiting friends
in Swanville.

ing in Gordon’s shop.

C.

Coleman Brothers are getting some good
catches of salmon.
Twenty were taken
from their weirs last Wednesday.

Prayer.

Thursday, to be present at Commencement

McClure, first officer of steamer son occurred Saturday between the young
Hawaiian, left by train Monday to join the boys’team from Searsport and our village,
respectively.
steamer at New York.'
C.

Music.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

ENTIRE STOCK

A Belfast Woman Asks

lUIIQT

“have you a floor paint that will last two
weeks?” Yes, we have Devoe’s: it has a
beautiful gloss and will wear two years if
properly applied. Mason .v Hall.

ITlUo 1

be Closed 0ut

Quickly

oc

as

Possible.

as

SHIP NEWS.

■

purchaser

WHERE DISEASE GERMS BREED.
No Need to Fear “Germs” if the Stomach Be
ideal breeding place for disease
is a weak stomach and digestive
system. The food, instead of being assimilated, turns into a sour, slimy, fermenting
mass, causing gases, distress after eating,
bloating, nausea and flatulency. The poisonous geims that are given off from this
undigested food enter the blood,is and
the
pimples, boils, and blotched skin
Nervousness and sleeplessness
result.
weakened
digestion
come more often from
than from any other one cause. Rheumatism and gout are directly caused by an
acid condition of the stomach.
No ordinary food digestive can give lastnecessary, if
ing relief. It is absolutely
one wishes to be well, to use Mi-o-na, the

The
germs

Healthy.

only known remedy that soothes and heals

the mucous membrane of the stomach and
digestive tract, stimulates the solar-plexus,
and strengthens the nerves of the stomach.
This remarkable remedy puts the whole
digestive system in so healthy, clean and
sweet a state that fermentation of the food
cannot exist, any disease germs in the stomach will be destroyed, and all food will be
so well assimilated that a rapid and healthy
increase in weight will quickly result.
Mi-o-na is a guaranteed cure for all diseases of the stomach, excepting cancer, a
guarantee being given by R. H. Moody with
every package he sells, agreeing to refund
the money should the remedy not give perfect satisfaction.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Are you

taking advantage of this phenomenal opportunity? If not,
get

Tug Peter 11. Bradley, Stockton
Springs, with lighter City of Rockland in
Junes.

tow.
June 11. Sehs. Joanna Durgain, Sargentville; Annie May. l’attershall, Camden;
Sarah L. Davis, 1 'atLershal 1, Bangor for
New York; Mary J. Elliott, Rich, Bangor
for Boston.
June 12. Sell. Harriet Rogers, Patterson,
Searsport for Vinalhaven.

in line with the wise.
of

sau^imi.

Sell. Emma R. Harvey, Bangor.

June 9.

AMERICAN PORTS.

Fred A.
THE

MASONIC

1

Ar, schs. J.

Chester

timore.

;

Philadelphia, June 12. Ar, schs. James
Rothwell, Stonington; James W. Elwell,
Bangor; Percy Birdsall, Kennebec; 12, ar,
schs. James W. Elwell, Bangor; James
j
Rothwell, Stonington.
Baltimore. June 11. Ar, sch. Medford, j
Richardson, Punta Gorda; 12, ar, schs. Ed- !
win R. Hunt, Sargentvilie; llenry E. Kieger,

[

do.

Portland, Mo., June 12. Ar, schs. Everett
Webster, New York ; Eagle. Boston ; Itaska,
do; Wm. Keene, do.
Bangor, June 7. Ar, sch. Fannie F. Hall,
j
Boston; sld, sclis. Hannah F. Carleton, New
York; Stonj Brook, Huston; 8, ar, schs.
Hattie C. Luce, Apalachicola; Paul Palmer,
Norfolk ; Sally B., Belfast; sld, sells. E. L.
Warren, Baltimore: Sarah L. Davis, New
York ; Lizzie Lane, Vineyard Haven; 9, ar,
schs. Senator, Sedgwick ; Nat Ayer, Winterport; sld, sch. Win. slater, New York; lu,
ar, sells. Emma P Harvey, Belfast : Mary
E. Palmer, Norfolk ; 12, ar, sclis. Puritan,
Boston ; Andrew Nebinger, Salem ; sld. sell.
A. J. Whitney, Belfast; ready, sch. Sally
B. for New York; 13, ar, schs. Gov. Powers, Norfolk; Menawa, Belfast; sld, schs.

seasonable mer-

new
a

big

sacrifice

Johnson,

ADVERTISER

OF

TEMPLE,

FACTS,

BELFAST ME,

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Wood, Bangor; Henry B. Fisk, Brunswick;
sld, sch. Lizzie B. Willey, Brunswick; 12,
sld, sch. Van Allens Houghton, Carter, Bal-

I

of

chandise sold at

New York, June 7. Ar, schs. Myronus,
Stonington; Geo. A. Lawry, Vinalhaven;
Wm. Jones, Bangor; Maud Seward, Block
Island; Merrill C. Hart, Rockland; Florence & Lillian, Bangor for New Rochelle;
sld, sch. Calvin 1’. Harris, South Amboy
for Rock port; 8, ar, schs. Izetta, Bangor;
Mary Ann McCann, do via Providence;
Marshall Perrin, do via do; L). Gilford,
Long Cove, Me.; James H. Hoyt, Hurricane Island; sld,
brig Jennie Hulbert,
Brunswick; sch. Lucia Porter, Bermuda
Hundred; 9, ar, schs. Fannie and Fay, Stonington ; Georgia Gilkey, Jacksonville: 10,
ar, sch. Emma S. Briggs, Port Reading lor
Augusta; sld, sch. Calvin P. Harris, RockI
port; 11, ar, schs. IVelllieet, New Orleans;
| Thelma, Brunswick ; Fred B. Balano, Stonington: Luther T. Garretson, Windsor, X.
S., for Newburg: 12, ar, schs. Mark Pendleton, Pascagoula; Oliver Ames, Long Cove,
Me.; 13, ar, schs. Grace Davis, Bangor; A.
F. Kindberg, do.; Annie R. Lewis, do.;
Helena, Frankfort, Maine; Samuel Hart,

Thomaston.
i
Boston, June Ik

yards

Thousands

;

I
!

|
I

j

Harvey Leach has bought the farm of
Albert F. Cousins, on which the buildings
were recently burned, and Mr. Cousins has
bought the farm of Fred Caudage, formerly
the Isaac 1L Leach farm....A tine musical
entertainment was given here last Thursday evening by a party from Hucksport,
consisting of Mrs. Mary L. Hopkins, Miss
Myrtle Marks, Alexis Luce and .Jerry
I
Buldoe, w ho geneiously gave their services
for the benefit of the M. E. church,
1
which Ib-v. C. 11. Bryant is pastor.
After
the entertainment a supper was served, and
jo was realized a> the rethe sum of
suit of the evening’s work.
Those who
were present speak in praise of the entertainment, and the people of this place feel
under great obligation to the Buckspoit
J. C. Harriman and
party who gave it

On June ?1
-THE—

AND...

Teleppli Comp;
Directory

goes to press.

j

—

should not your

are peeling quite a large
quantity of
poplar wood, which will find a sale at the
pulp mills next w inter, where it makes the

son

finest

i1

name

eluded in this, the most

j

u,

sal of all Directories?

of paper.
BELFAST PRICE

Lumber!

CURRENT.

CorrerTed Weekly for The Journal,

/‘rices Paid Producer.
Sallie B. and Nat Aver, New York.
j Produce Market.
10 IIav P ton,
lO.OOais.oc
Stonington, Me., June 7. Ar, sch. Maine, ! Apples p bn.,
d
Hide* p lb.
7
dried, p lb,
CLOSING GUT S \
to load stone for New York.
jam* I.ainb p tt*.
1.
!
Beans,
pea,
J.
C.
StrawJune
8.
sch.
Ar,
Bath, Me.,
j.;"m* Wool Skins.
l.on
bridge, Darien, Ga.; sld, schs. J. Manches- Butter pVeBeyes,
All kinds long lumber, spp.
ib.
18« J> Mutton p lb. 4
G«9
ter Haynes, Philadelphia; Arthur Lord,
Gas Oat'' p bu.. MJ tb,
40
Beef, sides, p tb.
lock, pine, hard wood and
New York.
d Potatoes p bu.,
30
I Beef fore quarters,
Go Bound Hog.
Brunswick, June 8. Sld, schs. Celia F., Barley P bu.,
Also sawdust and prepare
13 Straw p ton,
10.00
Bangor; Theoline, Boston ; 8 ar, sch. Frank Cheese p it
s ove length, sold at mill
Id Tin key pit.
lb.
JdaJt!
Chicken
sch.
p
Boston:
W.
9, ar,
Barnett,
Joseph
-j.4u:
Skins,per lb. Hal t Tallow p lb,
Hawthorne, New Haven ; lo, ar, sch. Mary Calf
any part ot Belfast or y
14aId Veal P lb.
8
Duck p lb,
L. Crosby, New York.
is Wool, unwashed,
3‘J
Eggs p do/..,
short noti e
telephone a:
7.
sch.
June
Cld,
Estelle, Fowl p ft..
| Jacksonville,
Id Wood, hard.
4.0Ug4.5l
25 Congress St., Belfast
c
! Perth Amboy; 9, ar, sell. Mollie S. Look, (ieese p it.,
1G Wood, soft,
3.00
New York.
H. C. I
d-ftf
June
8.
schs.
Thos.
Ar,
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
) W.Newport News,
Lawson, Boston; Janies Pierce, do.; Beef.corned, p ft. sato'l.inic p bbl.,
OOai.oi
Frontenac, Bangor; sld, sch. Alicia B. Cros- Butter Salt, 14 It
Meal
1
p lb,
18a-0jOat
G9<)nions p lb,
.*
by, Bangor; 9, ar, schs. Edward T. Stotes- Corn p bu.,
James
Portland.
Cracked
bu.
GSOil
Palmer,
Corn,
Boston;
p
bury,
Kerosene,gal.,14al"
|
Bollock » T.
5
Norfolk, June 7. Sld sch. W m. B. Palm- Corn Meal, p bu.,
ldalG 1’ork p ib
1C
Cheese, p tb,
\ITH KK Kf AS. Kufus \\N. Grow
er. Bangor; 12, ar, sch. Miles M. Merry,
V Y tlh*
HI lit \ ot
aido I,p
1.1Cotton Seed, p ewt. l.do Blastei p bbl.,
Bangor.
by his montage «i*•«•«I «!att*tl tii
Codfish dn, p tb,
das Bye M- al p tb.
Pascagoula, Miss., June 7. Ar, sch. Ed- Cranberries, p <|t., Saio Slan ts p cu t.,
ruary. A. D. issT. am! iitdi
l.Ji
ward Stewart, Winslow, Havana.
>i<. r
County Ib-'ji'try t 1
i«; Sugar p tt.
7
Clover Seed,
conveyed t" nie.the uudet sijnn
4»!
Washington, June 8. Ar, sell. Ralph M. Flour, p bbl
G.jdaT.Jd Salt. 1 1.. p l’U.,
>\\
ot
land
in
an\
ilie.
titrated
II.
11.
Seed
1.7'
Sweet
I'-.1 liters,
p 1)1!.,
Hayward, Kennebec.
in
in Wheat M.-ai
3a4 j \> nidi* ’i*11i i.p i_
Gulfport, June 7. Sld, sch. Star of the Lard. P lb,
Ci-'
Kufus V | ou a.
Sea, Philadelphia.
wyed to Ii in by >fn y \. » ou:
BO R >
June 10. Cld, sch. Flora
Charleston, S.
n
It. !-rauty iin .1 da:«'d
I V' al'io Ki
ci y
;
T-. rRogers, New York.
Cnot■ kktt. In BWkport. .Iniic 4 to Air. amt | t" wine 11 det-d and n «-oid
Washington, D. (\, June 11. Sld, sell.
Mrs. Allied Crockett, a sm
made foi j*artn*u!ai
->■: i|>'io
I Frances 11. Hagan, Key W est via Newport
•*

j

Notice of Foreclosure
:

>

9
^

<

j

<

I News.

Perth Amboy, X. J., June 12. Ar, sch.
Ann McCann, New' York.
Port Royal, S. (/., June 12. Ar, sch. I). II.

Mary

Rivers, Philadelphia.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Bahia Blanca, May 8.
Emery, Boston.

Ar, bark John S.

In Orland. .June 4, to
Cm m ini.i.
n.
Mrs. ll N. ciuirehill, a
Damon. In winterport, dune ij, to
Mrs. Ernest Damon, a daughter.
Ski.i.kiis. In Sun'-et. D.-er Isle, June
and Mrs. Dudley Sellers, a son.
Svi.vkstku. In Rockport, dune G, to
Mrs. Herbert Sylvester, a daughter.

Mr. and

s

Mr. and
1,

t«-

Mr.

Mr. and

ill A KKIED.

Colon, May 2(3. Sld, sch. Augustus F.
Bfan-Pkinck. In Camden, June 13, .lames
Babcock, Port Tampa.
Havana, May 29. Sld, schs. Norombega, Bean of Searsmont and Miss Jennie Prince of
Camden.
Norfolk; Alice J. Crabtree, Halifax.
Bkssey-Hamun. In Freedom, Juno 4, Waiter
St. John, N. B., June 8. Cld, sch. W. E. &
E. Bessey ot Freedom and Miss Grace Hamlin of
IV. L. Tuck, City Island ; 9, cld, schs. Harold Brooks.
R. Cousens, New York ; Jesse Lena, do.
Foi.i.ktt•-Mi'ckiimjf:. In Rockland. June 6,
Hong Kong, May 10. In port, ship A. G. by Rev. E. II. Chapin. I)r. Frank Edward Follctt
and
Katherine Holmes Mugridge, both of Rockfor
Baltimore and New York.
Ropes, Rivers,

land.
In Maehias, May 31,
Hhujins-Bitknam.
Henry Higgins of (Miami and Miss Florence
*■
Bucknam ot Maehias.
In Searsport, June 12,
Massi kk-Ci ktis.
Charles N. Massure and Mrs. Elizabeth Curtis,
June 8, shifted deckload and put into lTov- both of Searsport.
incetown for repairs; passed here today.
In Rockport, June 7,
I
Packard-" ai.i.ace.
Albert G. Packard of Rockland and Miss Nellie
F. Wallace of Rockport.
Pace-Carter.
In Brooklin. June 4, Fred
Merton Page of North Sedgwick and Miss Rena
Belle Carter of West Brookiin.
In Hampden, June
i■ Pattkrson-K<utiNsuN.
10, John s. Patterson of Hampden and Miss Edna
B. Robinson of Hcrmon.
Tri:at-Tih»mi*smn. In Belfast, June 10, Alvali
That is What They Say About Them in C. Treat ami Mrs. M. A Thompson, both of
Stock toil Springs.
and it
Therefore, Reliable.
In Clule River, N. s.
Wilson-MacDoxald.
June 7, l)r. Everard Allan W ilson of Belfast and
Miss
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh MacBessie, daughter
Another proof, some more evidence, Belfast
Donald of Clyde River.
testimony to swell the long list of advocates who
endorse the old Quaker remedy, Doan’s Kidney
DIED.
Pills. Head this convincing endorsement of the
c.aims made for that remarkable preparation.
Bakracat. |In Bangor, June 13, Mary ChristS. B. Mixer, living on Main street, near Waldo mas Bairacat. Funeral was held Wednesday at
avenue, Belfast, Me., says: “Some three years st. John’s Catholic Church.
Barton.
In Montville, June 8, Bradburn
ago I happened with an accident, falling and inBanton, aged 80 years and 1 month.
Bowdkn. in Orland, June 1, Joseph M. Bowjuring my left limb and was laid up for several
den, aged 52 years.
weeks. After recovering from the injury I noticed
Brown. In Vinalhaven, June 7. Elisha Brown,
my kidneys were left in a disordered condition. aged 61 years.
Dow. In Camden. June 12, Miss Bertha C.
There was continual backache, and at times the
8 months and 5 days.
pain was so severe that it felt as though my back Dow, aged 20 years,
Leadrkttkk. In North Haven, May 31, Agnes
was
disjointed. Seeing loan’s Kidney Pills Leadbetter, aged 15 years.
Lenfest. In Union, June 3, Carrie L., wife of
recommended I got a box at the City Drug Store.
Lenfest, aged 71 years.
They acted very effectively, promptly relieved Harry
Parker. In Belfast, June 9, Ralph L. Parker,
the pain in my back and the other annoying dif- aged 35 years.
Seekens. In Belfast, May 28, Enoch Seekins,
ficulties disappeared.’'
aged 56 years, 6 months and 29 days.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterToothaker. In Belfast, June 13, Mary Jane
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the Toothaker, aged 77
years and 1 month.
Tyler. In Camden. June 11, Simeon C. Tyler,
United States.
69 years and 4 months.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no aged
Woodcock.
In Thomaston, June 7, Cora
other.
Woodcock, aged 43 years, 5 months and 14 days.
M
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condition of said nn i!a o ini'
ot fit"
>;
therefore, by itlition theivid. I rla;i;i a i.>r-"-•.

j

Dated till- twelfth l i\ of •>
• 11U.1T
i>.
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TOWNSEND
ART VkWS
Hand Colored Platinums

Belfast,

|havt

to our views of local ini'
Souvenir Postals. 6 for 25c.

Y.

CITY ORbii

Vineyard Haven, June 11. Sch. Annie R.
Lewis, from Bangor for Newark, with lumber, was caught in a gale in Boston Bay

j

>

18-Toot lanin'li will'!
Palmer engine (latest
One iM*-foot sloop. neaik
able.

(Mu*

1

<*

One

row

price.

boat,
For

neatly m w.
particulai
fib'Olb

21 tf

92

Onion Sir*-

is,

For Sale.
1TOAT, 92 feet long. 1"
old. Sails, rigging and hue

SLOOP ('all
dition.

on or

write to
(’APT. AMos \

Searsport, June 8,1906.—aw-j::*

For Sale.

room house with stable, in m»
in Belfast on shore road to SeaiM"1'
miles from city. Address,

Eight

OLIVER AMI

1

WANTED
PEOPLE
graphs
flashlights.

me know if they
taken. Outdoor views,
Developing, printing an

to let

Postal eards made to order from yom

tlves

or

mine.

Out of

town ordei-

;
telephone promptly attended to. Audi; M
F.P. BI.OIM.l
3W24
61 Cedar Street, Belfast

